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CHAPTER ONE 
A_SHOmjiIST^_OP_PRIMARr_mgA^^^ 
1 8 4 2 — J : 9 5 2 . 
Looking hack on the history of education i n Western 
Nigeria one can see that i t s development can he divided 
i n t o two phases: 1 8 i + 2 - 1 9 5 2 and 1 9 5 2 - 1 9 6 5 . I n the f i r s t 
phase 1 8 4 2 - 1 9 5 2 the Missions, as part of t h e i r services 
to t i i e i r members and t h e i r community, were responsihle f o r 
most of the primary and secondary schools and the few teacher 
t r a i n i n g colleges that there werco So that for well over 
a century education i n Western Nigeria was largely i n the 
hands of the Missions. Apart from a fev/ government primary 
and secondary schools i n large towns the govermaent did not 
pa r t i c i p a t e i n education on a large scale u n t i l 1 9 5 2 o ' ' " The 
p r e - 1 9 5 2 work of education f e l l squarely on the shoulders 
of the religious voluntary agencies q The second phase 
started with the introduction of a new constitution i n 1 9 5 2 
when the Western Regional government assumed f u l l responsi-
b i l i t y f o r primary and secondary educationo But i n t h i s 
chapter- we are concerned with primary education i n Western 
Nigeria from 1 8 ^ 2 - 1 9 5 2 o 
• • • / . 2 . . /The laying of the;-
1 . Banjo*Si Report po 2.o 
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The laying of the foundations lQh2 - 1900. 
As f a r as we know there v/as no formal education i n 
Western Nigeria before the advent of C h r i s t i a n i t y . Formal 
education came T/ith the Gospel to Western Nigeria. Here, 
as i n England, the work of education was pioneered by the 
Missions. From 1842 "up to 1900 educational escpansion i n 
Nigeria was very slow and was confined to the Southern 
Provinces. The Missions looked on the school as a way of 
spreading the Christian l i f e . " " ' ' 
• " I n Nigeria the beginnings of education were an o f f -
shoot of Sierra-Leone. I n 18i|.l Pergusson, a liberated 
slave from Preetcwn* returned to his native town Eadagry, 
i n the extreme south-west of what i s now Nigeria and per-
suaded the chief to ask f o r missionaries to bring the white-
man's culture to his country."' So i n response to the i n v i -
t a t i o n from Badagry i n September 181+2 Mr. and Mrs. De Graft 
and Rev. Thomas Freeman of the Wesleyan Methodist Mission 
arrived i n Badagry from the Gold Coast (now Ghana) and at 
once established a mission; there,^ Thence Rev. Freeman 
..../5.. /penetrated inland and:-
1. Nigerian Education: 0. I k e j i a n i , J. W, Hanson. P. U. Okeke 
and J. Oo Anowi (Longmans of Nigeria Ltd. 1964) P« kko 
2, A h i s t o r y of Education i n B r i t i s h V/est African: Colin 
Go Wise (Longmans, Green & Co. Ltd. 1956) P. 10. 
3,. A short h i s t o r y of Education i n B r i t i s h West Africa 
P. H. H i l l i a r d (Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd. 195?) P- 118« 
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penetrated inland and got to Abeokuta the same ysar, 
a mission also being established there. Without further 
delay schools were established i n both Badagry end Abeolaita, 
"fo r the establishment of a church always went hai^d i n hand 
with the opening of a school f o r the young on the same 
premises""^. That was how Western Education started i n Nigeria. 
The Wesleyan Methodist Mission then embarked on i t s work 
of expansion. Within the next t h i r t y - f i v e years i t extended 
i t s missionary a c t i v i t i e s from Badagry and Abeokuta to places 
l i k e Lagos, Ijebu-Ode, Ibadan and Ondo. Schools were also 
established i n these places. Apart from the increase i n 
the number of i t s primary schools the liission opened i n 
Lagos i n 1878 the Weslej^an Boys' High School. I n I905 the 
Mission opened at Ibadan Wesley College f o r the tra i n i n g of 
2 
teachers• 
Once the Methodists had opened the way other Missions 
began t o b e s t i r themselves. The Church Missionary Society 
was the f i r s t to follow the foot-steps of the Wesleyan 
Methodists. I n 18i-|.3 Mr. ( l a t e r Bishop) Sanrael Aja-;1 Growther-, 
the Yoruba slave boy wiio became a bishop, and Rev. C. A. 
Golme]?,' both i n the service of the Church Missionary Society, 
....«.*.A., /reached Badagrv;-
1. Western Education and the Nigerian Cultural Background: 
•Otonti Nduka (Oxford University Press 1954) P. 21. 
2.. A short History of Education i n B r i t i s h West Africa: 
P. H, H i l l i a r d (Tiiomas Nelson & Sons Ltd. 1957) P. 126 
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reached Badagry from Sierra-Leoneo However, i t was i n July 
1 8 4 6 that they reached Aheo'kuta. Like the Wesleyan Methodists, 
they too h u i l t a mission house and a church ai^ .d opened a 
school o Steady progress was made and i n 1 8 4 9 the Church 
Missionary Society opened a teacher t r a i n i n g . i n s t i t u t i o n at 
Aheokutao By. 1 8 6 2 the Yoruha Mission was f i r m l y established 
i n four places Badagry, Lagos, Abeokuta and Ibadan. The 
Mission then had 5 native ordained missionaries, 42 other 
trained indigenous teachers, 1 6 schools and 8 9 5 scholars. 
Instructions i n these schools were given i n English and Yoruba. 
Missionary a c t i v i t i e s i n Western Nigeria suffered a 
severe set-back i n 1 8 6 7 v/hen i n t e r - t r i b a l wars broke out 
between Ibadan and Abeokuta. Missionaries were banished 
from Abeokuta f o r t h i r t e e n years. Churches were broken down 
and Christian Meetings bannedo At t h i s juncture, hov/ever, the 
Christian l i g h t was only obscured, not t o t a l l y extingaished, 
since some African clergy continued the.v/ork i n s p i t e of 
severe perseciition. When the Missionaries returned i n 1 8 7 4 
Churches and Schools were r e b u i l t and, henceforth, the pace 
of progress was very rapido Prom Abeokuta the Church Mission-
ary Society extended i t s a c t i v i t i e s to Ibadan and from there 
. . . . / 5 , . / t o Gyp. where i 1 1 -
1 . Last *opus citum' P. 1 1 9 . 
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to Oyo, where i t opened a teacher t r a i n i n g college, St. 
Andrew's College,in I8960 
The Southern Baptist Convention, U. S. A., was the next 
Mission to appear i n the educational scene i n Western Nigeria. 
Mr« Jo. To Bowen landed i n Lagos' i n 1853 with some American 
Missionaries. They were.accompanied by some American negroes 
who had joined them i n Monrovia. They founded a school i n 
Lagos, • which l a t e r beca-ae tho Baptist Academy. Leaving one 
man i n Lagos to manage the school they pushed on to Abeokuta 
and founded a vocational and trades school. The Baptists 
also suffered from the war between Abeokuta and Ibadan. Never-
theless ji t h e i r work v;as not completely undone 0 They were 
reinforced by the a r r i v a l of missionaries from America i n 
1883o They concentrated t h e i r work i n the i n t e r i o r and i n 
.1901 b u i l t at Ogbomosho the Baptist College and Seminary f o r 
the t r a i n i n g of teachers f o r t h e i r schools. They also opened 
a school at Oyo which was l a t e r transferred to Abeolcuta. 
The Roman Catholic Mission, a f t e r some axplovs-tovy v i s i t s 
to Lagos from Dahomey, established a mission i n Lagos i n 1868, 
The Catholics too established schools. The School now iuipwn 
ast St, aregory's College was opened i n I876 by an I r i s h Father. 
Around 1880 the Mission begaii i t s work at Abeokuta, "In addition 
to the Convent School f o r g i r l s opened eairlierlsad; {Slo&J^t^^ 
/ 6 . . /schools Y/ere orjened;-
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schools were opened at Ibadan (I895) and' latemone f o r 
g i r l s (1912). Schools were also opened about the same time 
i n aiid around Asaba, on the Niger. Further south, at Topo, 
a boys' school had been opened i n I883, and \7as follou-ed by 
a g i r l s ' school i n 1892".-^ 
Up to I865 the government had not taken part i n edu-
cational v/ork i n Nigeria. TMs was made clear i n the report 
of Commissioner Ord who v i s i t e d Lagos i n 1864 - 65. He said 
that neither the l o c a l nor imperial governments had made any 
f i n a n c i a l contribution to the progress of education i n ITigeria, 
the burden being l e f t entirel^^ on the shoulders of the IJisalons. 
This y/ould not be a surprise i n view of the doctrine of 
Laissez f a i r e , advocated, among others, by Bentham and the 
rad i c a l philosophers and prevalent i n Great B r i t a i n i n the 
eighteenth as well, as the greater part of the nineteeth 
G9]ituryo'',,;?For2much^:o.f the nineteenth century and even r i g h t 
up to the f i r s t tv/o decades of the twentieth, much emphasis 
was l a i d on the vir t u e s of private enterprise,"^ But during 
the period 1877 to 1882 the Lagos government provided £200 
a year f o r each of the three missions engaged i n the work of 
education, i n the colony of Lagos. This was the beginning of 
. . . . . . . / 7 o . . /government's f i n a n c i a l : 
1. Op. c l t Pp. 124 & 125. 
2. Op. c l t ?p. 122. 
3. Western Education and the Nigerian Cultural Background: 
Otonti. Nduka (Oxford University Press 1964) fV' 33• 
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government's f i n a n c i a l contribution to the development of 
education i n Western Nigeria, 
I n 1882 the f i r s t West African Education Ordinance''" was 
enacted and i t applied to the colony of Lagos. The ordinance 
provided f o r a general Board of Education comprising the 
governor, members of the Executive Council and about four other 
nominated members. The ordinance also empowered the general 
board to establish l o c a l boards which could advise i t on the 
opening of new ^'overiiaient schools and would see to the f u l f i l -
ment of certain conditions before grants were made to schools. 
The ordinance also created the system of grants-in-aid f o r 
school buildings atid teachers' salaries. Grants v/ere also 
made f o r good organisation and di s c i p l i n e , and number of 
pupils i n a school and on the pri n c i p l e of 'payment by result'o 
The Lagos administration was to pay one-third of the salary of 
the inspector of schools "Her Majesty's Inspector of Schools 
fo r the West African Colonies." 
In. 1886 the color-y of Lagos and i t s inland t e r r i t o r y 
were separated from the Gold Coast. The f i r s t Nigerian 
Education Ordinance was enacted to replace the West African 
Education Ordinance of 1882.. But f o r minor alterations the 
provisions of the new Nigerian Education Ordinance were the 
sajne as those of the West African Education Ordinance.. However, 
• /8.. /on the;-
1. A short h i s t o r y of Education i n B r i t i s h West Africa: 
H. H i l l . i a r d (Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd. 1957) ;^p.l22. 
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on the general Board of Education the members of the Legisla-
t i v e Council took the place of those of the Executive Council. 
Besides, d i s t i n c t i o n was made between grants to Infant, 
primary, secondary and i n d u s t r i a l schools. "Although the 
MiBiionary educational enterprise began i n 1842, i t was not 
i r n t i l 1899 that the f i r s t government school was opened. This 
was in.Lagos and was f o r Moslem children, for whom the Christ-
ian missionaries made no provisions,"-^ Thus v/e see the beginn-
ing of government p a r t i c i p a t i o n i n the work of education i n 
Nigeria. . 
Prom the b r i e f survey above i t can be seen clearly that 
up to the end of the nineteenth century the bulk of the work 
of education i n V/estern Nigeria was undertaken by the Missions, 
though the government had started to make some grants-in-aid 
to the Mission schools and to found and maintain i t s own schools. 
A l o t of eternal t r i b u t e i s due to the missionaries who .pio-
neered the work of education i n Nigeria. Apart from the 
Hazards of i n t e r - t r i b a l wars, they had to b a t t l e against the 
inclemency of a tr o i ) l c a l climate v/hich more often than not 
claimed many of t h e i r l i v e s . I t i s on the s o l i d foundations 
l a i d by these cottrageous pioneer missionaries that we of this 
coijntry have b u i l t our educational structure. 
The period 1900 - 1938. 
In 1900 the B r i t i s h protectorate of Southern Nigeria 
...../9.. /was established;-
1. Western Education and the Nigerian Cultural Background: 
Otonti Nduka (Oxford University Press 1964) *'P'» 30. 
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was establishedo I n 1914 the Colony and protectorate of 
Lagos and the protectorate of Southern Nigeria were merged 
to become the Colony and Protectorate of Southern Nigeria. 
A nev/ education, Ordinance was passed i n 19O8. The Protecto-
rate of Southern Nigeria was divided i n t o Western, Central 
and Eastern Provinces. There was to be i n each province 
a Provincial Education Board charged with the duty of making 
regulations to s u i t l o c a l conditions. The ducation depart-
ment consisted of a d i r e c t o r , four superintendents of schools, 
and three European school masters. 
To qu a l i f y f o r a grant' a mission school must have proper 
buildings and s u f f i c i e n t and e f f i c i e n t s t a f f , said make due 
returnSo The school must not be run for p r o f i t . I t must 
also not be superfluous, that i s , i t mast not be situated 
i n a place already well served by other schools. Satisfying 
a l l these conditions would qualify a school for a grant of 
3/- per' u n i t of.average attendance.^ I t could then also be 
e n t i t l e d to a similar and second grant f o r efficiency and 
organisation and another grant of 3/- each fo r individual 
passes i n the annual examination i n each of the obligatory 
and optional subjects. Grants were made too to augment pupil 
. /lO.. /teachers' salaries;-
l o . For example, i f there were 240 pupils on r o l l i n a school 
and.the average attendance f o r the year was 200, the grant 
f o r the school would be 3/- i n 200 places. 
- 10 -
teachers' salaries and to pay the salaries of c e r t i f i c a t e d 
teachers. Some graiits could also be made towards buildings. 
By 1912 rapid progress had been made both by the govern-
ment and the Missions. That year there were 55 government 
and native administration primary schools with an average 
attendance of 5,984 pupils, 91 Voluntary Agencies (Assisted) 
primary schools with an average attendance of 11,732. Besides 
•these there were many Voluntary Agencies non-assisted schools 
with an average attendance of approximately 20,000, The non-
assisted schools were maintained by the Missions. 
At t h i s time, of the th-ree voluntary Agencies teacher 
training.colleges St. Andrew's College (Anglican) Oyo; 
Baptist College, Ogbomosho; and Wesley College, Ibadan 
only one was assisted by the government which had no teacher 
t r a i n i n g college of i t s own. A l l the figures i n the l a s t 
paragraph point to one fact the preponderance of mission 
over gjovemment educational i n s t i t u t i o n s , which has. been 
a marked feature of Southern Nigeria Including the West. 
So as to encourage the transfer of non-assisted schools 
to the Assisted L i s t Lord Lugard advocated that grants should 
be made to schools i n the future not on the basis of an 
annual examination i n certain subjects but on frequent inspec-
tions and examinations throughout the school yearo As a result 
. . . . . . . / I I . . /of t h i s there was;-
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of t h i s there was an increase i n the number of Assisted 
Schoolso By 1922 there were 195 government and government 
assisted schools with an average attendance of 122,000. I n 
1926 the number of non-assisted schools had risen to 3>578 
attended by 146,700 children. Sir Hugh C l i f f o r d (governor 
1919 - 1926) who succeeded Lord lugard as governor of Nigeria 
taclded the problem as Lord Lugard, but i n addition advocated 
that- i n the Southern Provinces of Nigeria the provision of 
elementary education should be l e f t to the Missions. 
As a re s u l t of the Phelps—Stoke Commission to West, 
South and Equatorial Africa i n 1920—21 the B r i t i s h government 
set up i n 1923 an Advisory Committee on Native Education 
i n Tropical Africa which l a t e r became the Advisory Committee 
on Education i n the Colonies. The Committee consisted of 
representatives of the Volxmtary Agencies and of B r i t i s h 
Universities and distinguished educationists i n B r i t a i n . The 
Committee also benefitted from the experience and advice of 
Local Education Authorities and the B r i t i s h National Union 
of Teachers. I n 1925, the B r i t i s h Government, i n consultation 
with t l i i s Gonmiittee, issued a White Paper on Educational 
Policy i n Tropical Africa which became the basis of policy 
i n tiie inter-war period. The White Paper covered a l l aspects 
of education i n A f r i c a and led to the establishment of the 
. . . . . . / 1 2 . , /Colonial Education;-
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Colonial Education Se2?yice and the i n s t i t u t i o n of special 
courses i n London f o r education o f f i c e r s and Voluntary 
Agency educationists to prepare them f o r t h e i r work i n 
A f r i c a and other colonies. 
The Wliite Paper''' whole-heartedly welcomed and promised 
to encourage the educational work of the Voluntary Agencies 
provided that i t conformed to tirie general policy?- of the 
goveriiTiiento I t recommended the setting up of an Advisory 
Board of Education i n each colony, v/hose .members v/ould "be 
drawn from the p r i n c i p a l agencies concerned with education 
i n each t e r r i t o r y o Theve should also be a thorough system 
of inspection and supervision to ensure the maintenance of 
good educational standards. The White Paper also envisaged 
a system of schools, suited of course to local conditions, 
including elementary schools, a l l types of secondary schools, 
teclinical and vocational schools and higher colleges, which 
would develop i n t o u n i v e r s i t i e s o Lastly the White Paper 
stressed that there should be emphasis on religiosis teaching 
and moral t r a i n i n g which were very necessary f o r the formation 
of good character i n an i n d i v i d u a l , both as a person and 
as a citizeno 
Following t h i s +White Paper the Colonial governments 
enacted Education Ordinances which set down the relationship 
... i / 1 3 o . /between .the .n;ov8rnne-it; -s 0 a D o 0 
1 . B r i t i s h Education i n Af r i c a : R. Jo Mason (Oxford University 
Press, 1959) 4 1 . 
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"between the gpvemment and the Voluntary Agencies, Thus 
i n Southern Nigeria v/as enacted the Education Ordinace^ 
and Code of 1926 o The new Ordinance provided f o r the f o l l o -
wing:- (a) A register of teachers should he kept and only 
the teachers who were registered i n i t could teach i n the 
Colony and Southern provinces, (b) On the advice of the 
Director and Board of Education the governor was esapowered 
to control the opening of new schools and to close down had 
ones, (c) Supervisors should, he appointed to help i n the 
supervision of schools. These supervisors were Voluntary 
Agency inspectors, (d) The Board of Education was enlarged 
so as to malce i t more representative of the main hodies con-
cerned i n the work of education,'the intention heing to create 
a hoard v/hose advice on educatioiial matters would he of real 
value to the government. Tlie regulations effected some 
changes. Grants were s t i l l to he paid on the basis of e f f i -
clency of the school, but there were no d e f i n i t e rules f o r 
computing the standards of e f f i c i e n c y . The inspectors were 
to c l a s s i f y schools as 'A', 'B'", 'C or 'D'. The payment of 
capitation grants was discontinuedo Now proper regard v/as 
given to the size and qua l i f i c a t i o n s of the teaching s t a f f of 
a school. I n addition to these regulations the new Code l a i d 
. o... »/lU.. /do\m the minimum:-
1.- A short History of Education i n B r i t i s h West Africa: 
P. H. H i l l i a r d (Thomas Nelson & Sons Ltd. 1957) J^V* 135. 
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dom the minimum i»ates at which teachers i n Assisted 
schools should be paid. 
'The ordinance was put int o operation without any 
f u r t h e r delay. I n 1927 ten Mission Supervisors were 
appointed and. the Director of Education v/as highly impre-
ssed by t h e i r f i r s t reports, as one can see from the 
Education Department's annual report f o r that year. Majiy 
Mission schools were brought up to date. I-Iowever, some 
extremely i n e f f i c i e n t schools^ v/ere either closed down or 
seriously warned to turn over a new l e a f . Thus the 1926 
Ordinance was a great step forward and i t restored order 
and purpose to the rather h i t h e r t o confused educational 
^stem of Southern Nigeriao With l i t t l e modifications the 
Ordinance remained i n force f o r the next 21 years. 
By now the government was spending a l o t of money 
on education by way of grants to Voluntary Agency Schools, 
as can be seen from the following figures, 
cc /15.. /Year; Amount spent:-
1 , Figures not available. 
-. 15 -
Year Amount spent. 
1925 - 26 £ 3 5 , 3 9 0 . 
1928 - 29 £ 9 9 , 5 3 0 . 
1930 - 31 £ 1 1 0 , 1 2 2 . 
1931 - 32 . £ 8 5 , 0 0 0 . 
. 1932 - 33 £ 3 5 , 0 0 0 . 
1933 - 3k £ 8 5 , 0 0 0 . 
193 ^ 1. - 35 £ 7 8 , 1 9 6 . 
1938 - 39 £102,0ij.7 "^ o 
f a l l i n grants as from 1930was dtte to the economic 
d i f f i c u l t i e s of the 1930's resulting i n fi n a n c i a l stringency. 
By 1938 the number of Assisted schools had risen to 339 as 
against .192 i n 1926. 
Post War Period 1938 1952. 
The outbreak of world war I I i n 1939 had adverse 
effects on government expenditure on education as can be 
seen from, these figures:-
; Financial Year ^ Total Expenditure. 
1938 " 3 9 £ 2 6 9 , 1 5 2 . 
1939 - -40 £ 2 6 4 , 4 6 1 . 
1940 - 41 £ 2 5 9 , 5 4 6 . 
I n 1940 the Governor Sir Bernard Bourdi^n, to lighten some 
of the d i f f i c u l t i e s of the early years of the war, asked for 
/ 1 6 . . /a grant of £ 2 6 . 0 0 0 ; -
1 . Opo C i to Pp« 137o 
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a grant of £26,000 from the Secretary of State to enable 
him pay f u l l salaries to the Mission teachers, but his. 
request was turned down. However, i n 19^1 the Nigerian 
revenues started to recover and the amount of £26,000 was 
provided from within Nigeria i t s e l f . So from that year the 
Nigerian government's expenditure on education began to 
increase again as shown by these figures:-
Financial Year Total Expenditure. 
1941 - k2 £2.82,882. 
lSk2 - k3 £352:, 896;. 
1945 - kl\r £481 ,226, 
ISUh - k5 £ 4 8 5 , 1 1 3 . 
£615 ,663. 
1946 - 47 £745., 850. 
1947 - 48 £i;260,121. 
19Jj:3 - 49 ^,96ai ,7.^1. 
1949 - 50 £ 2 , 3 0 8 , 5 3 0 . 
1950 - 51 £ 2 , 4 1 2 , 2 3 9 . 
1951 - 32 £ 2 , 9 2 5 , 1 4 5 ^ . 
€ or more of t h i s t o t a l expenditure was f o r grants-in-aid. 
For- example, i n 1945 - 46 £593 ,759 out of a t o t a l of 
£615 ,663 was f o r grcji t s - i n - a i d and i n 1951 - 52, £1 ,986 ,980 
. / 17 . . /out of a t o t a l : -
1 . Op, C i t . Pp, 144 & 145. These grants were made by the 
Nii^erian Government, not by the Colonial Office. 
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out of a t o t a l of £ 2 , 9 2 5 , 1 4 5 . However, the figures quoted 
above exclude Goloiiial Development and Welfare grants. Be-
side the grants from the government the Voluntary Agencies 
were spending a l o t of money on education. For example, i t 
was estimated that i n the f i n a n c i a l year 1951 - 3Z the 
approved Voluntary Agencies spent about £ 1 , 6 0 0 , 0 0 0 on th e i r 
own i n addition to the grants-in-aid from the government» So 
the development of education i n Southern Nigeria was chara-
ctei*iaed by the system of government grants-in-aid to Voluntary 
Agencies. The increase i n government expenditure was due to 
the increase i n the number of pupils going to school. For 
example, i n 1950 there were 970,768 primary school children 
as against 146,598 i n 1929, 28,430 secondary school students 
i n 1950 as against 634 i n 1929. 
Another step forward was taken when i n 1948 a new 
Education Ordinance and Code was approved by the Legislative 
Council. I t was a ten-year plan, being the work of Mr. 
( l a t e r S i r ) Sydney Phillipson assisted by W. E. Holt. The 
provisions of the new Ordinance were as follows:-
(a) Central and Regional Boards of Education should be set 
up with tlie u n o f f i c i a l representatives being i n the majority. 
(b) Local Education Authorities and Committees should be 
set up as soon as circumstances warranted. 
/18.. /(G;)/There was a;-
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(G) There was, a reorganisation of the grants-in-aid system. 
Grants were to be made to schools i n keeping with a general 
balanced plan of educational development of the whole t e r r i t o r y 
and account was- to be taken of the resources of the various 
regions. With tlie launching of th i s ten-year plan i n edu-
cation the Nigerian government was able to get assistance 
from Colonial Development and Welfare Funds. 
Primary Education System and Policy:-
As we have seen from t h i s b r i e f survey of the history 
of education i n Western Nigeria, primary education tes given 
mainly by the Missionary Societies during the period covered 
by t h i s Chapter, The o r i g i n a l intentions of the Missions i n 
establishing schools were mainly two: (a) to teach th e i r 
OOnrKSsrts the tenets of t h e i r r e l i g i o n and (b) to make teachers 
of some of the taught so that they migiit teach others. 
I n HVestem Nigeria, as i n other parts of former B r i t i s h 
West A f r i c a , primary 4<3ucation was performing two functions. 
F i r s t l y , i t was providing a worthv/hile and sa t i s f y i n g course 
f o r the great majority of pupils f o r v/hom i t was the only 
schooling they ever;-: had. Secondly, i t was also providing 
a course f o r the-few who went on to secondarj'- schools. But 
at times more emphasis was l a i d on the second function' than 
on the f i r s t , that i s , emphasis was put on the few v/iio passed 
/19.. /on to secondary:-
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on to secondary schools to the neglect of the majority who 
needed preparation f o r l i f e at that s t a g e . I t must be noted, 
however, that, i n organisation and curriculum, the primary 
schools i n Western Nigeria immitated the English elementary 
school of the l a t e nineteeth century. This i s not anything 
surprising i f one remembers that the same Missions, which 
were running schools i n England, were opening and running 
schools i n Nigeria. The active p a r t i c i p a t i o n of Nigerians 
i n the education of t h e i r own country was A dream yet to be 
realised. 
. Wlien formal education was f i r s t introduced by the 
Missionaries to Western Nigeria Nigerians v/ere suspicious 
of the whiteman's education, as they called i t . Enrolment 
i n the Mission schools was very poor. This was due p a r t l y 
to the slave-trade and i n t e r - t r i b a l wars aiid partjty to 
i t e r a n c e and economic-^ reasons. The slave-trade had created 
the impression among Africans that, i f a c h i l d was haiided over 
to the v/hiteman, he might be carried i n t o slavery. So i t v/as. 
not linusual f o r a r i c h Nigerian to send his slave to school 
instead of his own son. The i n t e r - t r i b a l wars also c o n t r i -
buted to a-pathy among Nigerians, especially the Yoruba 
i n t e r - t r i b a l wars. For example, i n 1867 many schools were 
destroyed at Abeolcuta during the war betv/een Ibadan and 
• , . / 2 0 . « /Apeokuta„. Under; 
1 . African Education: Produced on behalf of the Nuf f i e l d 
Foundation and the Colonial Office ( 0 , U . P^ , 1953) P.18. 
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Abeokutao. Under the threats of such wars no reasonable 
person would be expected to send his son or daughter to school. 
Another force.which m i l i t a t e d against the Migerians was lack 
of understanding of Western Culture, They did not realise or 
understand the importance of education. Lastly, most Nigerians 
then were farmers and they wanted t h e i r children to help them 
on t h e i r farms instead of going to school. I t took the agencies 
of education a l o t of time to make-Nigerians have the r i g h t 
a t t i t u d e to education. They eventually succeeded to a very 
great extent. 
Between 1942 and 1954 enrolment v/as. completely voltmtary. 
Parents usually submitted the names of t h e i r children to the 
school authorities i n the l a s t quarter of the year preceding 
the year they wanted t h e i r children to begin going to school. 
O f they might, i f they chose, b r i a ^ the children to school 
on the f i r s t day of the school year. These children so bro'i^-ht 
would be admitted as long as there were vartancies. The age • 
a t vrtiich children entered primary school varied. I t caij.ld 
b-a anything between 5 and 3, but certainLy not less than 5 
years. I n many cases i t was possible to divide a class into 
three or four age-grou;?s, Tho au^J-iorities did not i n s i s t on 
any p a r t i c u l a r age f o r entry int o primary schools, Evennthere 
wej?e some pupils who entered at 9 or 10 years of age. Apart 
, . , , . , . . . / 2 1 . . /from age, a father:-
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from age, a father v/ould not send a l l his children to 
school; I f he had four or more children, he would send 
one to school eaid r e t a i n the others to help him on his farni. 
Even v/hen making the choice preference was usually j i v e n to 
boys. But where a parent could afford i t he would send a l l 
or many of his children to school. 
Between 1942 and 1954 the primary school course was 
divided i n t o two phases: phase one, called the junior 
primary course, l a s t i n g from 5 to 9 years, that i s , Infant 
Classes I and I I and Standards I and I I ; phase two, called 
the senior primary course, l a s t i n g from 9 to 13 years, that 
i s , standards I I I to V I . Selection f o r the secondary 
Srammar schools was usually made i n the fouth year of the 
second phase, but some more able pupils usually succeeded i n 
the selection examination during the t h i r d year. 
Pupils paid school fees. The higher one v/ent i n the 
school the more one paid. The Missions had to charge fees 
i n order to defray t h e i r ejqpenses on t h e i r schools. At f i r s t , 
as: has been stated e a r l i e r , the Missions were solely responsible 
f o r the maintenance of t h e i r schools; i t was l a t e r that the 
goveimment was assisting them. Even then not a l l the Mission 
schools were transferred to the assisted l i s t . School fees 
were not very high, but varied from Mission to Mission, 
though the differences were not anything spoctacular. I can 
. / 2 2 . . . . / s t i l l r ecollect:-
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s t i l l r e c o l l e c t very well the fees I paid during my primary 
school career, 1942 - 1948, i n an Aiiglican primary school:-
Year Class/Standard School fees . 
per annum 
1942 Class I Infant 2 / -
1943 Class I I Infant 5 / -
1944 Standard I 1 0 / -
1945 Standard I I 1 5 / -
1946 Standard I I I £ 1 : — 
1947 • Standard IV £ 1 : 1 0 / -
1948 Standard V & VI £ 2 : 1 0 / -
I t must be pointed, hov/ever, that before 1942 fees were much 
lower aoid that a f t e r 1948 there v/ere s l i g h t increases. 
The p\.ipil3 also bought t h a i r own books and w r i t i n g 
materials, which were usually available i n the Mission Book-
shop near the school or at least i n the tov/n where the school 
was situated. Pupils also paid for t h e i r mid-day meals and 
provided t h e i r own uniforms which v/ere usually compulsory. 
A p u p i l v/as promoted from one class to another only 
i f he passed the promotion examination at the end of the yearo 
I f he f a i l e d the examination, he would be allowed to repeat 
the same class the following year. . I f he passed the promotion 
exair-ination at the end of that year, he would then be promoted; 
/ 2 3 . . /but, i f he f a i l e d : -
1 . Promoted from Standard V to VI af t e r the f i r s t quarter. 
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but, i f he f a i l e d i t again, he would be asked to leave the 
school or given a transfer c e r t i f i c a t e , if-he so desired, 
to t r y his luck i n another school. 
Between 1942 and 1954 there was an approved syllabus 
f o r primary schools. I n infant classes I and I I the 
laiiguage of instmiction was; the vernacular, i i i standards I 
to V I , iSnglish. English was not introduced u n t i l standard I , 
The f i r s t two years were devoted to the thorough learning 
reading and w r i t i n g of the vernacular, through which 
English would be l e a r n t i n the upper classes. Other subjects 
included Heligictis Knowledge, Arithmetic, History, Geograp]vy, 
Hygieiie and Nature Study, Rural Science, Domestic Science 
and Agriculture. But. emphasis was put on the three R's 
Reading, v/riting and Arithmetic. Such books as Oxford 
li t i g l i s h Grammar Books I and I I , Coimnon Sense English (Junior 
and Senior Courses) and Efficiency Arithmetic Books I to VI 
were very popular i n primary schools. The orgaiiisation and 
curriculum of the schools followed the pattern of t r a d i t i o n a l 
system of the English elementary school, without any regajjd 
f o r Nigerian Culture and environments. 
• I n Mission schools r e l i g i o u s -intrcruction was given 
a proinlneiit place on the curriculum. Th.e religious instruc-
t i o n so given was denominational i n character. Even Catechisms 
/ 2 l ! . . . /were taught;- ; 
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v/e2:?e. taught. Each Mission had i t s O\TO religions inspectors 
who v/ent round i t s schools at certain times of the year to 
see how much the children had been taught i n religioks 
studies. The Missions followed the Jesuit p r i n c i p l e that 
to influence the mind of a boy or g i r l with Christian r e l i g i o n 
from his early years was to win him or her f o r ever for the 
Churcho 
At the end of the 8-year course pupils sat to the F i r s t 
School.Leaving C e r t i f i c a t e examination. The examination 
consisted of the following subjects: English, Arithmetic, 
Religious Knowledge, History, Geograph;7, Hygiene and Nature 
Stud^ '- or Rural Science. The examination was set and marked 
by the proprietor of a school. This meant that the Missions, 
as proprietors, were responsible f o r the setting and marking 
of t h i s examination. But the Education Department, on the 
recommendation of the proprietor, issued the c e r t i f i c a t e s . 
Those who f a i l e d the examination were allowed to repeat the 
same class i n the same school i n the follov/ing year, i f they 
so desired. Pupils paid nominal fees f o r the f i n a l examination. 
Betv/een 1942 and 1954 the inspection of schools was i n 
the hands of inspectors appointed by the voluntary Agencies 
or Native Authority and approved by the Education Department. 
The management of the school was i n the hands of the particular 
• / 2 5 . . /Voluntary Agency:-
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Voluntary Agency i n the case of a voluntary Agency School, 
or i n the hands of the Education Department or the particu-
l a r Native Authority i n the Case pf a government or Native 
A n i ^ o r i t y School. I n the case of a voluntary Agency School, 
the Manager was the clergSriaan i f i t were an Anglican or : 
a Methodist School, the p r i e s t i f i t were a Roman Catholic 
School or the Imam i f i t were a Muslim School, The 
appointment, payment and t r a i n i n g of teachers, school b u i l d -
ings, maintenance of d i s c i p l i n e and so on were the responsi-
b i l i t y of the proprietor. The school would receive grants i f 
i t v/ere an assisted school, otherwise not. Primary schools 
•had three terms or four Quarters a year according to the 
wishes of the.proprietor. 
Standard of Education, 
•^Judged purely on formal attainments that i s on 
such things as handv/riting and facts and. rules lecrr.t the 
standard i n many West Coast Schools i s surprizingly high. 
The pupils are eager to learn and apply, themselves to t h e i r 
labours with admirable persistance. The problem of Class 
di s c i p l i n e simply does not arise. The dullest lesson, which 
would produce r i o t and commotion i f i n f l i c t e d on a class of 
English children, i s received with profound attention" ^ 
/26., /(West Coast as:-
1 . African Education: Produced on behalf of Nu f f i e l d 
Foundation and the Colonial o f f i c e (O. U. P. 1953) 3fp. 22, 
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(West Coast as used i n t h i s passage means the West Coast 
of Africa, which includes Nigeria). Saying "pupils are 
eagei? to learn and apply themselves to t h e i r labours v.lth 
admirable persistence" may appear to be a very broad 
statement, nevertheless i t was true of many a pupil on the 
West African Coast at the time t h i s report was w r i t t e n (1953) 
The teachers were very conscientions, though, i t must be 
admitted, many of them v/ere teaching at the very l i m i t of 
t h e i r knowledge. But t h i s was no f a u l t of t h e i r s . Many of 
them had no opportunity of reading beyond Standard VI or 
of having any t r a i n i n g f o r t h e i r job. Very few of them 
had either grade I I I or grade I I teacher's c e r t i f i c a t e . 
Nevertheless, they d r i l l e d t h e i r classes i n rules of Eiiglish 
Grammar and Arithjnetic, i n d e f i n i t i o n s , i n tables and i n 
facts of history and geography. The pupils listened, 
memorised and practised u n t i l t h e i r knowledge was almost 
perfect, i f not perfect. 
As some c r i t i c s have r i g h i l y pointed out, though the 
average. Nigerian c h i l d by the end of the primary school 
course might have assimilated more factual knowledge than 
his English Counterpart, he might have gained less under-
standing because most of the Imowledge taught to him was not 
related to his l o c a l background. For example, he might be 
.„ /27.. /taught that Henry ¥11;-
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taught that Henry V I I of England reigned from 1485 to I509 
without being informed of when the present *oba* or chief of 
his v i l l a g e or town was i n s t a l l e d . Or he might have read of 
steamships, railways and railway trains or aeroplanes without 
having set his eyes on any of them at any time. But I think 
the f a u l t lay not with the pupils or t h e i r teachers, but 
p a r t l y with the education authorities who imported syllabus 
and text books used i n English schools int o Nigeria wi-thout 
any regard f o r Nigerian background, and p a r t l y with the poverty 
pf the country i t s e l f i n money and qualified personell, which 
were necessary f o r the work of r e l a t i n g education of the 
c h i l d to the l o c a l backgromid of the country. The educ&tion 
authorities of those days were t r j d n g , unconsciously I believe, 
to make English pupils of Nigerian children. I t i s a matter 
f e t happiness, however, that today i n Nigerian Schools every-
thing i s being done to relate knowledge taught i n tlie class-
room to the environments outside i t . 
Teachers and Teacher Training. 
Prom 1842 to 1952 the t r a i n i n g of teachers was largely 
i n the. hands of the Missions, The number of teacher-training 
colleges, as such^was l i m i t e d by the finances of the voluntary 
Agencies. They had to take i n t o account the maintenance of 
the colleges and the payment of the .salaries of those trained — 
,..../28.. / a l l to be borne by:-
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a l l to be "borne "by the Voluntary Agencies. By 1 9 5 2 i n 
Western Nigeria there were only 2 0 grade I I I teacher-
t r a i n i n g colleges, a l l owied hy volvuitary Agencies. These 
virere made up of 5 women and 1 5 men colleges. With the 
exception of only three a l l the colleges vrere opened after 
the second world war, that i s , i n and after 19k5- By 1 9 5 2 
also there were only 18 grade I I teacher-training colleges 
— 3 helonging to the government and 1 5 to Voluntary Agencies. 
Of these 18 colleges 6 were women and 1 2 men colleges 
So that the problem of s t a f f i n the primary schools 
was an acute one. The situ a t i o n was simply t h i s . I n a 
Junior primary school not more than one teacher and 
that was the headjiiaster was trained, "being a grade I I I 
teachero I n maxiir cases the headmaster was not even trained. 
I n a senior primary school not more than two the head-
master and the standard VI teacher —were trained, "being 
grade I I teacherso To hold a grade I I teacher's c e r t i f i c a t e 
i n those days was l i k e holding a university degree nowadays. 
Some.of the grade I I teachers studied priva t e l y to pass the 
then London matriculation and f o r them that was the l a s t • 
step on t h e i r educational ladder. As a result of t h i s 
s i t u a t i o n the majority of the teachers i n junior and senior 
. . 0 . / 2 9 . . . /primary schools;-
1 . Annual Report of the Ministry of Education 1 9 5 8 - 5 9 
(Western Nigeria) Pp. 3^ ^ - 36. 
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primary schools were standard VI passed and th i s point ex-
plained why they were teaching at the very l i m i t of t h e i r 
knowledge. But the energy, eagerness, conscienciousness 
and devotion to duty of these teachers deserve praise. 
The Primary School Leaver and Employment. 
"The chief function of government primary and secondary 
Schools among pr i m i t i v e communities i s to t r a i n the more 
promising hoys from the v i l l a g e schools as teachers for 
those schools, as clerks f o r the local native courts, and 
as i n t e r p r e t e r s " Lord Lugard 1921 o*'" I t i s not surprizing 
then to see that many of the pupils who passed the standard 
VI examination were employed as pupil teachers an^or 
Catechists hy the Missionso The pupils v;ho did not go in t o 
teaching or were not employed i n the work of evangelisation 
after, t h e i r primary school course could f i n d employment as 
junior clerks or messengers i n government offices and i n 
commercial firms. This fa c t i s corroborated hy Otonti Nd\ika 
v/hen he writes; "Evangelisation on the one hand, the provision 
of clerks, artisans etc. f o r the administration and economic 
development of the country on the other, were twin spurs f o r 
2 
the development of education i n Nigeria f o r a very long time" . 
/ 3 0 , . /There was hardly:-
1 . Quoted hy Otonti Nduka i n his 'Western Education and the 
Nigerian Cultural Background (Oxford University Press 1 9 6 U ) 
^ • D . 2 1 . 
2 o Op, Git ^1:). 3k' 
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There was hardly any problem of unemployment, A fev;, say 
2 or 3 out of every class of 3 0 children, gained c.driiission • 
to secondary grammar schools. On the whole the educated 
class was regarded as a privileged class i n the society. 
Though there was agriculture on the curriculum of 
primary schools there was a widespread b e l i e f i n Western 
Nigeria, as i n the rest of the country, that any person 
who had been to school should have nothing to do with 
agriculture or manual work generally. So i t was quite 
a common thing f o r an educated person to despise farming and 
farmers, I think t h i s was because the educated people could 
alvirays get a 'white c o l l a r * job to do, "Contempt f o r manual 
work i s ce r t a i n l y v/idespread, and i t i s true that the schools, 
with t h e i r very bookish approach to learning, have up to now 
done very l i t t l e t o counteract t h i s ; but the root cause l i e s 
outside the school i n the general economic conditions which 
have up to now rewarded mere l i t e r a c y so generously that i t 
has come to be, regarded as inevitably e n t i t l i n g the l i t e r a t e 
to a standard of l i f e f a r higher than the i l l i t e r a t e can hope 
f o r , however hard they may work and however great t h e i r s k i l l 
/ 3 1 . . /The educated;-
1 . African Education: Produced on behalf of N u f f i e l d 
Foundation and the Colonial Office ( 0 . U. P. 1 9 5 3 ) ^p. 2 0 . 
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The educated Nigerian and his Societyo 
A-part from spurning aigriculture, the eddcated. class 
tended to "be cut av/aj- from the Society to.which i t belonged, 
that kSp the./edlacatfeac.class was i n the^Nigeriaai Society hut 
not of i t o I think t h i s was due to the contents of the 
syllabus which were educating Nigerians away from t h e i r own 
society. As a resu l t of the Phelps-^-StoIces Comitiission, 
which v i s i t e d West, South and Equatorial Africa i n 1 9 2 0 - 2 1 , 
the B r i t i s h Government set up a Committee which produced 
a paper Memorandum on Educational Policy i n B r i t i s h 
Tropical Africa to guide B r i t i s h educational policy'" i n 
A f r i c a , The Memorandum recommended, among other things, 
that "education should be adapted to the mentality, aptitudes, 
occupations, and t r a d i t i o n s of. the various peoples, con-
serving as f a r as possible a l l sound and healthy elements 
i n the f a b r i c of t h e i r social l i f e ; adapting them where 
necessary to ehange*(,circumstances and progressive ideas, as 
an agent of natural growilih and evolution". I f t h i s v/as done, 
the Committee went on, i t v/ould "narrow the hiatus betv/een 
the educated class and the rest of the community whether 
chiefs or peasantry»" 
Another memopandum by the Advisory Committee on the 
Education of Africaii Communities produced i n 1 9 3 5 l a i d stress, 
among other. things, on agriculture and envirorunental studies. 
. , o , . . . , / 3 2 o o /But the d i f f i c u l t i e s ! 
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But the d i f f i c u l t i e s had been shortage of money and of s t a f f 
necessary f o r research and planning, apart from routine 
teaching and admihistratioho Though the Colonial government 
and the voluntary Agencies d i d a l l they could to bridge the 
"gap between the educated Africans and t h e i r commxmijy, by 
IShk the problem was s t i l l there, A ceport i n ISkk on Mass 
Education i n African Society r i g h t l y pointed out that to 
educate school children i n the ideas and techniques of the 
Western World would c e r t a i n l y lead to disaster i f i t s result 
was to set a g i i l f between them and the African Society, of 
which they were members. The report went further to say that 
the school c h i l d must be educated i n such a v/ay that he would 
help his society towards a better l i v i n g . Apart from t h i s , 
i n i t i a t i v e should be aroused i n the l o c a l leaders so that they 
might spread new ideas among t h e i r people. 
However, since the Phelps Stokes Commission to Africa 
i n 1 9 2 0 - 2 1 progress had been very rapid i n West Africa, 
especially a f t e r the second Vi/orld war. Both i n the Gold Coast 
(now Ghana) and Nigeria constitutions came into force, as we 
shall.see in-the next chapter, i n which control of educatinnai 
policy passed i n t o the hands of African Ministers o By 1 9 5 2 
the graph of education was r i s i n g fast and i t s development was 
, . . . . . / 3 3 0 . /at top gear. This:-
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at top gear. This could be seen i n the large number of African 
students,, many of them on government scholarships, pouring 
i n t o B r i t a i n , U, S. A« and Canadao That year 2 , 7 5 0 African 
students were pursuing various courses of study i n universities, 
and other i n s t i t u t i o n s of higher learning i n the United 
Kingdom, a few hundreds i n the U, S, A, and Canada and 9 5 0 
i n young i m i v e r s i t i e s i n A f r i c a , About 6 8 , 0 0 0 children were 
attending secondary schools i n Africa and 2^ m i l l i o n attending 
government or assisted primary schools,''' (Africa as used i n 
t h i s paragraph refers to former B r i t i s h Tropical A f r i c a ) . I n 
the next chapter we shall see the development of primary edu-
cation i n Western Nigeria as part of the general up-surge i n 
educational a c t i v i t i e s which were a conspicuous feature of 
the f a p l y 5 0*s' i n the former B r i t i s h Tropical A f r i c a . 
o/3k»o»o /Chapter Two:-
1 . Op. C i t . ^fp, 5 . . 
QHARBER- I I 
-SHE_.iaTgODUCTION,_OF,_l!BEE^^^ 
One imiqjie contribution of Richard's Constitution of 
1946 to the constitutional development of Nigeria was the 
dividion of the country into three regions Northern, 
Eastern and Western Regions. Each region was administered 
by a Chief Commissioner and had i t s own Regional Councilo 
The members of the Regional Councils selected representa-
t i v e s from among themselves to s i t on the Central L e g i s l a -
ti v e Council o This indeed was the dawa of Nigerian democracyo 
This new central L e g i s l a t i v e Council replaced the old 
L e g i s l a t i v e Council set up by the 1922 constitutiono I n 
the l a t t e r Council o f f i c i a l s were i n the majority, tJie South 
was represented haphaaardly and the North not at alio The 
ISkS Constitution was a great step forward. 
I n 19U8 S i r John Stuart Macpherson succeeded S i r Arthur 
Richards as governor of Nigeriao Following a protest dele-
gation from the National Council of Nigeria and the Cameroons 
to London i n 19k7 against the Richard's Constitution, 
.... «/3ic. e/Macpherson:-
Macphersor. proposed i n the Legislative Council a select 
Committee to make recommendations for a review of the 
Constitution. To avoid the mistakes of S i r Arthur Richardsp 
i t was_ stipulated that every shade of opinion i n the country 
should be consulted* By the end of 19k9 the Regions and 
the Colony were ready vrlth t h e i r suggestionso In January 
1950 a general conference met at Ibadan to consider the 
suggestions of the Regions and make recommendations for 
changes0 There were differences of opinions as would he 
ezpectedp but f i n a l l y the Constitution which came into force 
i n 1951 vas agreed upon by alio 
The 1951 Constitution provided for a central Legislatere, 
the House of Representatives^ and Regional Houses of Assembly, 
which had power to make laws, subject of course to the 
approval of the governor i n Lagos, One of the most important 
clauses of the Constitution was the provision for ministers. 
For the f i r s t time i n Nigerian histAry a Council of Ministers 
was inaugurated as Instrument of policy i n Nigeria. The 
Regional Houses of Assembly had their own ministers too. 
Another important feature of the Constitution was that, for 
the f i r s t time, too, the principle of election was widely 
applied. The elections of 1951» because of wide-spread 
o.oo/fgEi^o / i l l i t e r a c y | dlversity!r 
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i l l i t e r a c y , d i v e r s i t y of customs among the various tribes 
and the large extent of the country, were held through 
ele c t o r a l collegeso The National Council of Nigeria and 
the Cameroons (N.C .NeCo) won the majority of the seats i n 
the East, the Northern Peoples* Congress ( N o F o C o ) i n the 
North, and the Action Group ( A o O o ) i n the Westo 
When the. new Constitution came into operation i n 1 9 3 2 
education policy became the r e s p m s i b i l i t y of the Regional 
government and the Regional Minister of Education was res= 
ponsible for i t s development» The Director of Education 
i n Lagos became the Inspector^General of Education while 
the Deputy Director of Education at Ibadan became the 
Director of Education i n Western Region. An Inspectorate 
Division of the Education Department was created as well as. 
the o f f i c e of the Permanent Secretary who, under the 
Minister's control and direction, was to supervise the 
a c t i v i t i e s of the departments xmder the Minister's portfolio« 
She new Constitution grouped Lagos with the West and so 
schools i n Lagos were administered by the Western Region. 
But another Constitution which came into force i n 1 9 5 4 
withdrew Lagos from the West and created i t into a Federal 
t e r r i t o r y o 
!Ehe Free Primary Education B i l l o 195_2_. 
The Free Primary Education Scheme for Western Nigeria 
o o o o / j ^ o . /was conceived:-
vas conceived i n 1931 ^sA^ the Action Group, meeting i n 
the lowly hut h i s t o r i c Town Ha l l of Owo, decided to intro-
duce i n t h e i r election manifesto universal free primary 
education for a l l children of school age i n Western Nigeria. 
As already mentioned above, the Action Group won the 
1951 elections into the Western House of Assembly and 
formed the government. So the universal free primary eda» 
eation scheme vas at the e a r l i e s t opportxuiity introduced 
to the Western House of Assembly for approval. The com-
prehensive survey made by the Honourable Minister of Edu» 
caticm, Mr. S. 0. Awokoya, when he l a i d h i s proposals for 
education policy before the Western House i n 1952, opened 
the eyes of members to the many problems which stood i n 
I, 
the way o*t the Region as i t was about to embark on a policy 
. of expansion i n education. These problems included apathy 
on the apart of I l l i t e r a t e parents and t h e i r imwillingness 
to send t h e i r daughters to school, lack of s u f f i c i e n t 
teachers for the espanslon programme, where to get the 
money to run c a p i t a l and recurrent e:xpenditure i n i ^ v e d i n 
the gigantic programmeo To solve these problems, the survey 
went on, the masses had to be educated about the scheme, 
the e x i s t i n g voluntary Agency teacher training colleges ought 
,./^'«.. /to be expanded;-
to be expanded and new Local Authority Teacher Training 
Colleges opened, and new sources of revenue sought. 
Then the Sessional Paper on Free Primary Education 
went on to outline the bold scheme for free universal 
primary education lOiich would consist of a six^year course 
st a r t i n g i n January 1 9 3 5 o Local Authorities should be 
invite d to found seven new Elementary Teacher Training 
Colleges and build t h e i r f i r s t Higher Elementary Colleges. 
The existing Higher Elementary Colleges were to increase their 
intakeo On the whole an addition of thi r t y such Colleges 
was needed. 
The sessional Paper also referred to the formation 
of a Regional Advisory Board of Education, the creation of 
Local education Committees i n Local Education Authorities, 
the establishment of Boards of Governors for public secondary 
grammar schools and teacher training colleges and the intro-
duction of an Education Law for the Region. Zbiilois i n so 
f a r as the Sessional Paper affected free primary education. 
After' stressing the pressing need for universal 
free primary educaticm i n the Regicai the Minister, Mr. So Oe 
Awokoya, made h i s peroration: "Mr. President, I hope this 
House w i l l take the decision not only for us who w i l l soon 
« o . . o ^ ^ < » . /pass away. but;° 
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pass away, but f o r the sake of p o s t e r i t y that i s coming after 
us. I t i s the greatest heritage we can leave behind, a g i l t -
edged security against the hazards and d i f f i c u l t i e s of the 
comjfaig years""^o So a f t e r much debate the motion f o r universal 
primary education was passed by the Western House of Assembly 
and the government at once announced the decision to put the 
policy i n t o e f f e c t as; soon as possible. 
Motives of the government. 
Before discussing the implementation of tlie free primary 
education scheme something must be said about the motives of 
the government i n embarking on i t i n 1 9 5 5 » I f any of the 
architects of the scheme, say Honourable S, 0 . Awokoya or 
Chief the Honourable Obafemi Awolowo, were asked i n 1 9 5 5 wliy 
the Action .Group government launched the free primary educa-
ti o n for- Western Nigeria, he would probably answer without 
any h e s i t a t i o n , "we went to wipe out ignorance from among our 
people and make Western Nigeria safe f o r democracy". Or 
he might say, "At t h i s time we Nigerians are just being 
given the chance to run our own a f f a i r s and i t i s through 
the schools that our children a l l of them can be taught 
that we are already moving towards independence."' These 
statements may be p a r t i a l l y true, but not wholly true. I 
think he would be more sincere to himself i f he said, "By 
launching the free primary education. scheme we v;sjit to catch 
/I4 . 0 . . /the votes- cf the:-
1 . Universal free Primary Education i n the Western Region 
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the votes of the people of Western Nigeria and make them 
continue to support our party so that the Western Region 
of Nigeria may always be safe f or the Action Group". A l l 
Ikhese reasons - — desire for democracy, nationalism and 
scoring of p o l i t i c a l points were noli doubt pushing 
the Action Groupers i n 1951 when they introduced free primary 
education i n t h e i r election manifesto, but with them the 
p o l i t i c a l motive must have weighed more than the others. 
Democracy i s based on the b e l i e f that the government 
of a country should be by the w i l l of the ordinary folk of 
the country and should r e f l e c t t h e i r desires and needs. The 
people should be represented by 'members' freely elected by 
the people themselves; these members are to s i t i n a parliament 
and make laws binding on a l l the ci t i z e n s of that countryo 
To exercise t h e i r voting rights reasonably the people should 
have enough formal education to enable them come to a reasoned 
decision. England was thoroughly influenced by the French 
Revolution of 1789 with i t s slogan of 'Liberty, Equality 
and Fraternity' o So by I87O England was forced, as part of 
the democratic idea, to provide schools for a l l her children 
of school age. 
We i n Nigeria inherited Western democracy from our 
former colonial masters — B r i t a i n . I n Western Nigeria, 
o . . . . .Afe o o/especially i n 
e s p e c i a l l y i n Yorubaland, there had been a native form 
of democracy before the advent of the whiteman. The Yorubas 
were ruled by 'Obas' and Chiefs chosen and elected by the 
people according to tr a d i t i o n . Each town or vi l l a g e had 
i t s own 'Qba' or 'Bale* and chiefso These chiefs usually 
met i n the 'Obab*palace or i n the 'Bale's' house to for= 
mulate pol i c l e s s try cases involving the citize n s and make 
Ijaws f o r them« But once the Nigerian p o l i t i c i a n s inrr: .' i -
herited V^stem democracy from B r i t a i n they decided to make 
i t worko They, however, realized that i t could not work 
well i f the electorate was not educated. After a l l , before 
a person can exercise h i s vote wisely and to the advantage 
of h i s country he must have enough education to understand 
the issues Involved. I t must be pointed, out, however, that 
the person 
education i s no guar^antee that </.: would exercise his vote 
wisely and to the advantage of his country, but without i t 
he would not be able to. I t i s education that w i l l provide 
him with the opportunity. Besides t h i s , education i s nece-
ssary f o r every c h i l d i n preparation for h i s adult l i f e as 
a c i t i z e n . The Action Group government, I am sure, was aware 
of these facts and was impelled by tliem to provide free primary 
education for a l l children of school age i n Western Nigeria 
o./?i^2«o / i n 1955. These;-
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i n 1955• These were very good motives. 
Another force which impelled the Action Group government 
to introduce free primary education was nationalism. Nigeria 
i s not a nation i n the sense that England, Spain, France and 
Ethiopia are nationso She i s peopled by diverse ethnic groups 
and t r i b e s . Her boundaries and size were determined by £uro« 
pean ihtei^ests during the 'scramble' for Africa i n the nine-
teenth century o Even our National Anthem bears witness to 
the d i v e r s i t y of the people of Nigeria. , 
"Though tribe and tongue may d i f f e r . 
I n brotherhood we stand". 
The only thing that kept the various t r i b a l groups together 
was the sense of being, under one and the same colonial master. 
So that on the eve of the departure of the whiteman from our 
country we needed education for evei^ c h i l d to inculcate i n 
them the idea and emotion that they are c i t i z e n s of Nigeria. 
The U» So A. has received many immigrants from Ireland, 
Poland, Germany, I t a l y e t c . The schools i n the United States 
of America have done a l o t to implant i n these different 
elements the American way of l i f e and to awaken i n them loyalty 
to t h e i r adopted country. Like-wise the Western Nigeria 
Government introduced free primary education for a l l children 
/kt'o /of school age to;-
- k3 ' 
of school age to inculcate i n them the idea that they are 
citi z e n s of Western Nigeria and to awaken i n them l o y a l t y ' 
to t h e i r country. 
Lastly, the Action Group infiroduced free primary edu-
cation f o r a l l children of school age i n t h e i r election 
manifesto i n 1951» obviously to catch the votes of the 
Western Nigeria electorate. As already mentioned above, 
the Action Group won the election to the Western House of 
Assembly i n 1951 o I t immediately started to work on the 
free primary education f o r a l l children of school age. By 
1955 the scheme was launched. The new primary schools b u i l t 
by the l o c a l authorities — and there were very many of 
them dotted ever the Region — v/ere and s t i l l are called 
Awolowo's schools by the ordinary c i t i z e n s , that i s , the 
schools which Awolowo, leader of the Action Group, provided 
free f o r the cit i z e n s of Western Nigeria. The p o l i t i c a l 
impact of t h i s was so great that Chief Av/olowo's party was 
returned to power with increased majority i n the West 
Regional elections of the following jrear, 1956. Again i n 
1960 the Action Group swept the p o l l s i n the West — always 
poin t i n g to the primary schools as one of the blessings i t 
had conferred on the Western Region. The wisdom or other-
/kh" /wise of making:-
wise of making the free primary education i n Western Nigeria 
en election issue has always teen a matter f o r detate, but 
we can leave the consideration of i t t i l l chapter IVo 
Preparations f o r 1955; the o f f i c i a l C i r c l e ; -
So the Ministry of Education started work i n eamest» 
The r e g i s t r a t i o n of children was o f f i c i a l l y scheduled f o r 
5th to 3 l 8 t July 195U» hut, because of inadequate response, 
the time was extended to the end of August <> The onerous 
task of counting and registering of children of school age 
was undertaken to f i n d out as accurately as possible the 
number of classrooms, teachers and text books required i n 
launching the scheme» 
As regards the t r a i n i n g of teachers f o r the new scheme, 
the OOemc of Isharap then a minister without p o r t i f o l i o , had 
t h i s to say, "The back^'bone of t h i s universal primary educa-
t i o n programme i s teacher training« No e f f o r t must be spared 
i n order to achieve the highest standard, f o r success of a l l 
our e f f o r t s depends on the quality of teachers we produceo 
We should set before ourselves th^words of Aggrey that 'only 
the best i s good f o r Africa*'.' No doubt the Odemo had h i t 
the n a i l on the head. New t r a i n i n g colleges were opened and 
i n January 1953 2,000 teachers began t h e i r t r a i n i n g i n prepa-
e e o o e oy ./l).'5o o / r a t i on f o r thet-
!• This <Sb other quotations i n t h i s section are from the 
Commemorative Brochure o 
r a t i o n f o r the launching of the free primary education i n 
January 1955o These colleges started sometimes i n borrowed 
l3uilding8» sometimes i n temporary quarters and sometimes 
i n reconditionea houses o But once the s t a r t had been made 
the government soon made funds available for.the colleges 
f o r the erection of permanent buildings« 
Without money to b u i l d primary schools end pay the 
teachers to work i n them the new scheme would have f a l l e n 
througho However, the Regional government got money from 
reserves of the Cocoa Marketing Board, as Honourable A« M« A. 
Akinloye, then Minister of Agriculture, t o l d the farmers, 
"with the coBM^ ot universal primary education, new problems 
of food production w i l l arise, but the sit u a t i o n i s well i n 
hando As farmers, you constitute the economic backbone of 
Nigeria, and the Regional Government i e resolved not only to 
maintain but also to Improve the position. I t i s from your 
resemfes i n the Cocoa Marketing Board that funds have been 
granted f o r the b u i l d i n g of primary schools f o r your childrene 
I am sure that history w i l l note t h i s generous contribution 
to your everlasting credito " Later a capitation tax of 10/-
per head was l e v i e d to help i n the development of education, 
although i t s c o l l e c t i o n l e d to r i o t s i n some parts of the Region. 
o /4|iB«« /The next problem was;-
The next problem was the acquisition of sites f o r new 
schools throughout tiie Region. Planning Committees acquired 
3,000 sites f o r new schoolso But at times d i f f i c u l t i e s 
arose over the acquisition of new sites» Then the Regional 
Planning Advisory Committee had to s e t t l e some land problemso 
But on the whole people donated lands generously and with 
enthusiasm, as Honourable J. P. Odunjo, then Minister of 
Lands and Chairman of the Regional .Planning Advisory Commi-
ttee recalled, " I cannot but r e c a l l the enthusiasm with 
which our people donated lands f o r the bui l d i n g of the 
schools. Indeed I had to s e t t l e some disputes over sites 
and i n t h i s delicate task I was assisted by the Rev. E« A. 
Alaysnde and the Rev. T« T« Solaru. But wherever we went, 
whether i t was along the creeks of Okitipupa and western 
IJaw or to the r u r a l areas of Egbado and E k i t i , men and 
women welcomed the news of a great future ahead end colls.-
borated i n making various sites available." 
At once the buil d i n g of new classrooms started. Cheap, 
simple and a i r y classrooms were b u i l t a l l over the Region i n 
such a way that no c h i l d would be required to travel more 
than three miles at most to get to school. Whereas formerly 
schools had been concentrated i n towns, now schools could be 
foxmd i n the remotest comers of the Region. I n short, every 
- •/''l4^t<»» / c h i l d had free;-o O O O O 0 I 
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c h i l d had free primary education brought to his door, 
wherever he might beo This, I think, i s no mean achieve-
ment o The Regional government enjoyed maximum co-opera= 
t i o n from the citizens of the Regiono I n towas and 
v i l l a g e s men and women put f o r t h communal labour i n order 
to b u i l d schools f o r t h e i r children and grand-children. 
The s t a f f of the Ministry of Works had t h e i r biggest assign-
ment ever i n supervising the primary school building pro-
gramme <> They too contributed immensely to the success 
of the schemeo 
The maximum co-operation which the government enjoyed 
from the people could not have been possible without the 
u n t i r i n g e f f o r t s of the men of the Regional Information 
Services. I t was the duty of the Information Services to 
bring home to the people the 'good news' of free primary 
education. Through broadcasts, speeches at r a l l i e s , 
azihouncements i n churches, mosques and other places, and 
placards i n English and vernacular languages of the Region, 
the men of the Information Services educated the masses 
allout the government's free primary education programme. 
One of such placards read, "The West Regional Government 
offers Free Education Universal and Primary as from January 
1955. Register your children 5th - 31st July 195^ +" » Such 
c/i4Bo./placards were also:-
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placards were also translated i n t o the various vernaculars 
l i k e Yoruba, Edo, I t s e k i r i , Urhobo, western Ibo and I Jaw 
and placed i n a l l the conspicuous places i n towas, villages 
and hamlets throughout the Region. A l l the information 
media mentioned i n t h i s paragraph brought the message well 
home to the people of the Region, be they l i t e r a t e s or 
i l l i t e r a t e s . Honourable Authony Enahoro, then Minister of 
Home A f f a i r s , congratulated the men of the Information 
Services, "Never before i n the history of t h i s country has 
any government had to tackle such a big problem of p u b l i c i t y . 
Men of the Regional Information Services should be congra-
tu l a t e d f o r t h e i r imagination i n tackling the problem i n 
various ways and f o r a good Job well done. I t i s a f a c t 
which can hardly be disputed that the co-operation which 
the Regional Government enjoyed from many has been due to 
the work of the Information Services." 
When the Regional Government set out to educate members 
of the coming generations so that they might become happy 
8^d useful citizens they realized that children could not 
be happy and benefit from the free primary education unless 
they enjoyed good health. So the Regional Government 
arranged that a l l children i n the Region should receive 
free medical treatment u n t i l they reached the age of eighteen. 
/What a laudable scheme St-
What a laudable schemeI 
With the introduction of Ind i r e c t Rule or Native 
Administration a system advocated by Lord Lugard i n 
hi s book 'The Dual Mandate' and adopted by the B r i t i s h 
government i n most of i t s African Colonies — i n Nigeria 
there was established i n Western Nigeria a network of l o c a l 
government bodies called Native Authorities. This local 
government was li n k e d through the administrative service 
to the central government. Before the introduction of free 
primary education i n 1 9 5 5 most of the Native Authority 
schools were i n the same predicament as the Mission schools, 
receiving grants from the central government i f q u a l i f i e d 
f o r i t , otherwise not. 
These Native Authorities were developed i n t o D i s t r i c t 
and Divisional Councils and converted to Local Education 
Authorities with the introduction of free primary education 
i n 1 9 5 5 o Between 1 9 5 5 and 1 9 5 7 » 5 8 Local Education Autho-
r i t i e s were established i n \lbstem Nigeria. With the 
launching of the new scheme a greater responsibilty devo-
lved on the Local A u t h o r i t i e s . Their duty^ i t was to col l e c t 
education rates and the 'capitation tax'. The responsibility 
of developing primary education i n t h e i r respective areas 
f e l l on t h e i r shoulders. As.we shall see l a t e r , they rose 
./150.. / t o the occasion and:-.......> 
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to the occasion and discharged t h e i r duties very w e l l . 
One thing more. A new syllabus had to be drawn up 
f o r the universal free primary education. In doing t h i s 
the Regional Government sought expert advice from the Gold 
Coast (now Ghana) I n s t i t u t e of Education, the Nigerian 
Union of Teachers and other specialists i n primary school 
subjects at home and abroad. So a syllabus foD* the 9 i x -
year course was evolved, the details of which we shall see 
belowo 
A l l was now set f o r the beginning of free universal 
primary education i n Western N i g e r i a — - the children 
registered, the f i r s t set of teachers trained, the buildings 
and equipment ready, the people well-informed, free health 
services available to the children, a syllabus prepared and 
the Local Education Authorities, Voluntary Agencies and 
other educational agencies ready to play t h e i r p a r t . Then 
the minister of Education, Honourable S. 0. Awokoya, ex-
pressed his Joy at the introduction of universal free primary 
education i n Western Nigeria and thanked a l l those who co-
operated to make the scheme a success. " I am happy," he 
said, "that i n our l i f e t i m e primary education f o r a l l has 
begun. I am sure that thousands of men and women share 
with me t h i s same f e e l i n g . But we must not forget 
..«..>^ jlo<>./iriiat debt we owe to those;-
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what, debt we owe to those voluntary worlcers, educational 
agencies, missionary bodies, d i s t r i c t planning committees, 
bu i l d i n g contractors, o f f i c i a l s great and small, who have 
laboured so hard to bring about t h i s h i s t o r i c event 
people without whose co-operation success could never 
have been achieved. I t i s my fervent hope that God w i l l 
bless the work and bless them too". 
Provision of more Classrooms. 
The Planning Branch of the Ministry of Education 
was inaugurated i n 1953 and the same year started to plan 
f o r the government scheme of Universal Primary Education 
i n Western Nigeria. I n 195^ a general survey was under-
talcen to estimate the number- of children l i k e l y to be 
enrolled to class one i n January 1955. Just before the 
I introduction of Free Primary Education there were 3»550 
primary schools i n Western Region. I n order to provide 
adequate accommodation f o r a l l children of school age 
8,239 new classrooms were added to the existing schools 
and 9,450 new classrooms f o r completely new schools 
were b u i l t . Each classroom was b u i l t at the cost of 
J3200. Csee table 1 i n the appendix). 
e a . s a a a . / 5 2 a a /Thc Ycar 1955; Changes. 
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The Year 1955s Changes o 
. Something must be said about that eventful year 
— - 1 9 5 5 o On January 1 7 ? that year universal free 
primary education was introduced i n t o Western Nigeria. 
On that day the governor of Western Nigeria, His Excellency 
Sir John Rankine i n his message to the school children 
said, " I hope your time at school w i l l be both a happy 
and p r o f i t a b l e one f o r you. During i t your teachers w i l l 
t r y t o give you the knowledge and the s k i l l s to enable 
you, when you go out i n t o the world, to enjoy a f u l l and 
happy l i f e o At the same time they w i l l endeavour also to 
give you t r a i n i n g i n citizenship i n i t s widest sense, so 
that i n due course you can play your f u l l part as a res-
ponsible member i n the Corporate l i f e of the Region." 1 . 
I n t h i s way S i r John Rankine summarised the aims of edu-
cation generally and i n p a r t i c u l a r of the free primary 
education i n Western Nigeria, as he would l i k e them to be. 
The t o t a l enrolment of 3 9 1 p 8 9 5 > exceeded the number 
registered by l l , 8 9 5 o The extra children had to be 
provided foro One marked feature of the enrolment was 
the number of g i r l s . For the f i r s t time i n the history of 
education i n Western Nigeria large numbers of g i r l s were 
sent to school g i r l s being 5 0 j S of the t o t a l enrolment 
. / j j o / i n Ondo;-
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i n Qndo Province and k2% i n Ijebu Province. 
With the launching of the new scheme i n 1 9 5 5 a l l 
primary schools, lAiether private, or non-assisted came under 
i t and the burden of renovating and repairing old and un-
satisfactory buildings f e l l on the government's neck. This 
same year saw the decentralization of the administration of 
education by the introduction of the Local Education Autho-
r i t y system under which r e s p o n s i b i l i t y f o r and control of 
primary and secondary modem schools was transferred to the 
Local Education AuthoritieSo These Authorities a l l started 
^ t h the aid of s t a f f seconded from the government, ^ o were 
to be withdrawn as soon as the Local Authorities were able 
to secure t h e i r own suitable s t a f f . By July 1 9 5 7 there were 
5 8 Local Education Authorities covering every part of the 
Region. 
The new primary school syllabus f o r the s i x years' 
course was used f o r the f i r s t time i n 1 9 5 5 . Needlework and 
Gardening were included i n the curriculum but Domestic 
Science^gSrls and Rural Science f o r boys were transferred to 
the secondary modem school syllabus. 
Free Primary Education Law. System and Policy 
Ear Western Nigeria Education Law i t i s "the duty of the 
parent of every c h i l d of primary school age to cause him to 
o a a . / : 5 8 | . . /receive e f f i c i e n i 
receive e f f i c i e n t f u l l time education suitable to his 
age, a b i l i t y and aptitude either by regular attendance 
at school or otherwise."*'• I t i s the duty of the Minister 
of Education as well to make necessary provisions to 
affo r d every c h i l d of primary school age the opportunity 
to receive education i n a public primary school. 
The services i n a public primary school are to be 
provided free of charge, "except where the Minister^ other-
wise directs or makes provisions by regulation"^© But 
such regulation must not i n any way be i n respect of. 
charging fees f o r t u i t i o n i n a public primary school. Any 
person who receives any fees i n a public primary school 
" s h a l l be g u i l t y of an offence and shall be l i a b l e to 
a f i n e of one hundred pounds or to imprisonment f o r s i x 
months or to both such f i n e and imprisonment." ^ A 
customary court i s empowered to enforce within the l i m i t s 
of i t s J u r i s d i c t i o n these provisions and to impose the 
penalty specified i n the provisions on any person under 
i t s j u r i s d i c t i o n who offends against the provisions. 
Usually pupils are registered at the existing primary 
schools from A p r i l to August of the preceding year? Parents 
are advised to register t h e i r children within the pr e s c r i -
bed time so that adequate arrangements might be made f o r 
a , . o . . . ./the necessary;-
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the necessary classrooms and equipment. Pupils vdio 
have not been registered and seek admission i n January 
oan only be accoamodated only vftiere there are vacancies. 
Fusils enter the school at the age of s i x years f o r a 
Biz-year coarse* Headmasters are warned to be careful 
aibout reg i s t e r i n g mider-w. children because i n many cases 
b i r t h c e r t i f i c a t e s are ^Qt available. Though admission 
i s free I A that pupils dp ^ ot pay school fees, pupils have 
to buy t h e i r own text books and w r i t i n g materials and pay 
f o r t h e i r own school meals. They shpuld also provide t h e i r 
own school uniforms although uniforms are not made coinpu-
Iso r y . 
Promotion from one. class to another i s almost automatic 
80 as not to block the advancement of classes coming behind. 
Provisions arei made so that abptit three pupils i n a class 
can repeat the same class. But a c h i l d cannot repeat a 
class more than once i n h i s primary school career. 
There i s an approved syllabus f o r primary schools. 
The language of i n s t r a c t l a n . l s the vernacular i n the lower 
classes and English i n the upper qmea. Oral English i s 
Introdaeed I n the l a s t term of class I . History, Geography 
and Civics are not introduced m i t l l class. V. Gardening 
and Needlework are I n the curriculum Instead of Sural Science 
./fi6»./and Domestic:-
56. 
and Domestic Science lAiich have been transferred to the 
secondary fflodem school 8ylla>as« 
As to religiottp edaeaticzi provieians are made f o r 
r e l i g l e o s instructions i n aceerdance with the wishes of 
the parents. A reasonaifte period should be assigned t o 
rel i g l € t t s iBStFactlcoQi. Pupils, i f t h e i r parents so desi-
re&, may be excused from r e l i g i o u s worship or instractlcin. 
, At the end of t h e i r course pupils s i t f o r the Primary 
School Leaving. C e r t i f i c a t e examination, which consists of 
three, papers ^SlM^^*. .Arithmetic and Qeneral Paper* 
The l a s t paper o b t a i n s aaestlons on History, Geography 
and other sulblects taught l n _ the school,. As from 1957 sn 
ezjUBinjation, fee .of ^ 6 d per p u p i l i s charged. Those who 
pass the ezaodnaticn are graded i n t o two c l a s s e s A 
f o r ele«> passes and B f o r condltioQal passes. Pupils idio 
f a i l the examination are not allowed. to stay i n school• Hon^ 
ever, they are allowed to enter fee-psgrlng private schools 
from irtiere they can retake the examination. 
aovenment's grants-in-aid t o primary schools include 
approved salaries of a l l teachers and the other expenses 
of the school calculated at the rate of 5/- a c h i l d per 
•/0Z** /annum and £10:-
annum and £10 per annum f o r each class teacher. 
Before the Introduction of free primary education 
schools had four quarters or three terms a year. Just as the 
proprietor , vlshed. This sort of arrangement hampered the 
organisation of refresher courses f o r teachers and inspection 
work .lay the .Ministry o^ ^ ^up&tlon. This was so because some 
schoo^iiS .mre op§^ .v4iile otherjB^ w^  on holidays. To remove 
a l l these d i f f i c u l t i e s the Ministry of Education now fixes 
tile dates of .three terms, of. the year i n primary, secondary 
modem and secondary grammar schools. 
With the Eddeation Law of 195iU coming Into force the 
fflieuiagefflent of primary and sec^dary modem schools passed 
from the hands of Individuals to Bodies of Managers. There 
are two instruments of government — - one f o r Voluntary 
Agency Schools« the other f o r Local Educatlcm Authority 
Schools. I n tiie case of .Voluntary Agency Schools two-thirds 
of a body of mjBnagers represent the Voluntary Agency and one-
t h i r d the Local Education Authority. I n the case of Local 
Education Authority Schools, a l l members of the body of 
Managers are nominated by the Local Authority. 
As we have seen, the Local Education Authorities, 3 8 i n a l l , 
/5a;../started with;-
started with s t a f f borrowed from the government. But 
gradually they got t h e i r own s t a f f . A Local Education 
Authority i s graded according to the number of schools under 
i t s J u r i s d i c t i o n : 
Grade I — — — — 600 or .inore primary schools. 
" I I - — — - 2400 r. ,599 " " 
" I I I - - — — 200 - 39? " 
" IV — — — 100 - 19? " " 
" V - - — — r 6 0 - 9? " " 
" V I . — — - . 39 - 5? " " 
Ungraded . -—-.—-- ,p_- 29 " 
Vft41e. graduates are reg]aiz«d..in a grade I or I I Local 
Authority the scale of salaries of Loeal Education Officers 
i s based on the volunft of t h e i r r e s p o n s i b i l i t i e s . 
^ ^ 1 9 5 4 ) Under the Education Law/a Loeal Education Authority i s 
expected 
(a) to prepare f o r the Minister of Education an estimate 
f o r the needs of i t s area to ensure that there s h a l l 
(1) enough primary schools f o r a l l children of 
primary school age. 
( i i ) enough secondary modern schools f o r children 
between the ages of twelve and sixteen irtio 
<#>7r : / 59../wish to attend; 
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wish to attend and can benefit from such schools. 
(b) t o maintain such exi s t i n g primary and secondary Modem 
schools and open new ones as the Minister may d i r e c t . 
(c) t o assist with the prescribed grants such Voluntary 
Agency, primary or secondary modem schools i n i t s area 
of authority as the Minister may d i r e c t . 
(d) to assume the management of schools within i t s area, 
as .the Minister may dire c t ijdienever he finds and 
declares that the managers or governors are i n default. 
(c) .tp Prpyidp o.r a s s i B t i n the provision of i n s t i t u t i o n s 
f o r the t r a i n i n g of teachers as the Minister may d i r e c t . 
( f ) to make available for.the Minister such advice, i n f o r -
mation, returns, jaccounts and estimates I n r e j e c t of 
education i n I t s area as he may require. 
(g) t o ensure, by Inspection, that the premises of every 
public primary, or secondary modem school are of the 
req]aired standard. 
A Local Education Authority, may, subject to the minister'i 
approval, provide i n i t s area nursery schools, education 
for handicapped children, recreational f a c i l i t i e s , trade 
centres and r u r a l education, centres. A Local Education 
Authority should not spend any money on education, other than 
..^o/6Q»../on primary and:-
en ppimary and secondary modem schools, u n t i l I t has 
s a t i s f i e d the Minister that i t has the money and he i n turn 
has given h i s consent. 
A Local Education Authority jshould establish a Local 
Sducatipn Cbmrnlttee to which i t can delegate a l l i t s povers 
under the Education Lav> ezcept^ the pover to borrow money or 
ra i s e a rate . The Permanent. Secretary or hi s repi^sentative 
has the r i g ^ t to attend the meetings of the Committee^ to 
take part i n the proceedings and to have h i s advice recorded, 
i f he wishes, but he i s not e n t i t l e d to vote. 
Where a Leeal Edneation Authority i s i n default, that 
i s , has f a i l e d to perform i t s duties to the satisfaction of 
the Minister, the Minister may . appoint a person or another 
authority as the Local Education Authority. The Minister 
s h a l l s e t t l e and decide disputes between a Local Education 
Authority and the managers of a school or between Local educa-
tion Authorities. 
Two points must be noted here. F i r s t l y , i n the division 
of functions between the central authority and l o c a l authority 
ed • 
the Education Ordinance of Western Nigeria reflect/the views 
of the Cambridge Conference on Education, of 1952 which was 
attended by representatives of a l l African governments. Se-
condly, the di v i s i o n of responsibility between c ^ t r a l and 
.i«b«! • .^ / l o c a l authority;-
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l o c a l authority i n Western Nigeria foilowe i n troad oat-
l i n e s vhat i s at present obtaining i n England. The only 
difference i s that i n Western Nigeria the Local Authority 
does not provide secondary grammar and technical educa-
tion and school med^ as i n England. The 
Central authority, i s s t i l l doing that. After a l l , "Some 
was not Tsuilt i n a day". 
We can nov turn to the Voluntary Agencies. The 
Education Ordinance of Western Nigeria defines the r e l a -
tionship between the govemiiient and Voluntary Agencies «s i n 
tOsMnvcisk To s t a r t with, the ypluntazy Agencies are well 
represented on the Advisory Board of Education of the 
Begion. The Board i s made up of the following memberst 
3 members appointed from among the. public e f f i e e r s of the 
Ministry, 10 members appointed by. the Mlniister representing 
the interests of the Local Authprltiejs, 10 members repre-
senting the Interests of Voluntary Agencies which are 
pirpprietprs of i n s t i t u t i o n s i n the Region 1 member repre-
senting the in t e r e s t s of private i n ^ i n the Region, 
2 members representing the Nigerian Union of Teachers of 
the Region, 1 member representing teacher-pBsent associa-
tions i n the Begion. A l l the members are appointed by the 
./6^2.r^ /mnistey int-
^ ^ ^ ^ 
Minister i n consultation with the appropriate authorities. 
The duty of the Advisozy Board i s to advise the Minister 
on "such matters connected with educational theory and 
practice as i t thinlcs f i t and upcm any gpestions referred 
to i t " . ^ 
I n a Local EdueatiGsi Committee up to two-thirds of 
i t s members may not be members of the Local Education 
Authoril^^. Such members are cal l e d 'private* members and 
not l e s s than h a l f of these .'private* members must represent 
the interests of the Voluntary Agencies. Also two-thirds of 
the managers a Voluntary Agency. school are nominated 
^ . t h e p a r t i c u l a r Voluntary Agency.. Farther, As mentioned 
above,., a Local Authority i s authorised to a s s i s t with the 
prescribed grcoit' such Voluntary Agency primary or second-
ary modem schools as the minister may d i r e c t . 
The Religions. woBship a^^ instruction of 
pupils .in a Voluntary Agency , school s h a l l be according to 
the wishes of the proprietor. . But i f the Minister i s 
s a t i s f i e d that the parents of any pupils i n a Voluntary 
. cTf ten . Agency school want (and they do/jRrant) t h e i r children to 
worship and receive religious instmction according to the 
0 , 0 0 . /tenets of a parti c u l a r : -
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tenets, of -a p a r t i c u l a r r e l i g i o u s denomination or f a i t h he 
shall d i r e c t the proprietor to make provisions f o r such 
worship and religious.instruction0 The Minister may specify 
the person to conduct the v/orship and give religious instruc-
t i o n and the proprietor i s bound to comply with such a direc-
t i o n «• 
Prom the above i t can be seen that the Voluntary Agencies 
have enough representation i n the control and management of 
education, representation, I think, commeasurate with the 
work they are doing i n education. 
Erom 1955 - 61 primary schools were supervised by 
supervisors appointed by. the p a r t i c u l a r voluntary Agency or 
Local Authority i n the r a t i o of one supervisor to f o r t y 
schools. Government grants were given to cover the salary 
of each supervisor, his r e s p o n s i b i l i t y alowance of £50 a year 
and a transport allowance of £120 per annum. In addition to 
these supervisors Voluntary Agencies also appointed an Educa-
t i o n Secretary for*'every i'>200 schools to co-ordinate the work 
of education i n his area of authority. 
As a r e s u l t of Banjo's Commission December 1960 to 
January 1961 the supervisor system was discontinuedo The 
Commission noted that many supervisors were not doing t h e i r 
work w e l l and also were g u i l t y of malpractices such as mis-
U. /aPTiropriation of;-
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appropriation of government fonds. The goTemment absorbed 
the e f f i c i e n t ones among them as inspecting a s s i s t a n t s . 
Henceforth inspection of primazgr schools res t s with the 
inspecting assistants responsible to the Ministry. The 
administrative work of the supervisors was taken up by Admi-
n i s t r a t i v e Assistants appointed by Voluntary Agencies i n the 
case of Voluntary Agency schools and by the Local Education 
Authority I n the case of Local Authority Schools. 
Tteapfcer-Tp^jlBipf; 
I n launching the free prinary education scheme the 
goremment was not unaware of the need for teachers. I n 
1953 the establishment of more grade I I I teacher-training 
colleges began as a temporary measure to cope with the problem. 
Before 1953 there were only 20 grade I I I teacher-training 
colleges i n Western Nigeria. In 1953 16 new anee were opened, 
bringing the to t a l to 36. More grade I I I colleges were 
opened l a 1955f 1956 and 1957* 1959 the number had risen 
to 67, and 69 I n 1963* Grade I I I teacher training colleges 
were the backbone of our free primary education scheme. Only 
pasae^d 
those irtio had/the secondary modem I I I or the old standard 
VI examination were allowed to compete for> admission into 
these colleges. The course lasted for two years leading to 
the Teachers* Grade I I I c e r t i f i c a t e ezamination. Grade I I I 
/65ft* /teachers were;-
teachers were intended for the lower classes of a primary 
school, classes I to ZV, the upper classes, that i s , 
classes V and V I , being assigned to grade I I teachers. In 
the grade I I I teacher training colleges the enrolment of 
women, as w i l l be seen below, was very encouraging. Of the 
67 colleges 33 were men's, 22 mixed and 12 women*s colleges. 
Fdllowlng the advice of Banjo Commission the government 
dosed deim a l l grade I I I colleges i n December I96U to 
avoid over-ppoduction of teachers. 
There was also expansion i n grade I I teacher-training 
scheme. The Gai'ade I I teacher tra i n i n g colleges were I n -
creased from 18 i n 1953 to 27 i n 1957 and 30 i n 1959. Also 
the number of streams i n the old colleges was Increased. 
The increase i n the number of colleges was caused by allowing 
grade I I I colleges to go up to grade I I and by the esta-
blishment i n 1955 of four joint-provincial grade I I colleges, 
each providing a four-year course. In 1956 the government 
Segional Teacher Staining College at Ibadan was opened to 
provide a two-year course for grade I I I teachers to obtain 
t h e i r firade I I c e r t i f i c a t e . Of the 30 grade I I colleges i n 
1959 17 are men's, 5 mixed and 8 women*e colleges, ity I963 
the figure had r i s e n to 35» 
Apart from grade I I I and I I teachers there are s t i l l 
. . . . o . . i';^ 66../many untrained;-
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many untrained teachers i n the profession. The government 
and l o c a l authorities arrange from time to time in-service 
t r a i n i i i g courses f o r the untrained teachers. Those who 
do well i n these.courses may be awarded honorary grade I I I 
or I I c e r t i f i c a t e . The untrained teachers are made up of 
old standard VI or secondary Modem I I I passed. These i j n -
trained teachers, from 1955 - 1962 formed the majority of 
teachers i n primary schools. (See table 8 i n the appendix). 
Ehe free primary education schem^.as discussed i n t h i s 
chapter, has worked i n Western. Nigeria f o r a decade and, 
therefore, can now be appraised i n the l i g h t of experience. 
As such, i n the next ^ a p t e r we shall discuss the effects 
which the scheme has had, and i s t t i l l having, i n the l i f e 
of the people of t h i s Region. 
. . ./6)7.. /Chapter Three;-
CHAPTBR I I I , 
S f e e ^ i ^ g g i p ^ f I^ee^Primary_B^catian injtbe L i f e ^ o f ^ ^ g 
^sill.§Ollli£g.ilil£ll-
Aims of Primary Edaeation achieved? 
Before embarking on a detaiftMudiscussion of the 
effects of the Free Primary Education i n the l i f e of the 
people of Western Nigeria, I think i t i s necessary to 
examine the aims of primary education and see lAietbeiF these 
aims have been achieved by the present system or not. The 
aims of primary education e2>e:-
(a) development of sound standards of individual 
conduct and behaviour. 
(b) Some undersiianding of the conmmnlty and what i s 
of value to i t end individual's place i n i t . 
(c) Some loiowledge of the r/orld beyond the immediate 
Burrovindings. 
(d) Permanent l i t e r a c y i n English and the vernacular 
(e) Acgulsltion of some s k i l l of hand and recognition 
of the value of manual workl ^ 
I t i s very doubtful whether the f i r s t aim has been 
achieved. The general conduct and behaviour of pupils i n 
our primary schools hav given eause for alarm.. In most 
schools i n d i s c i p l i n e has been enthroned. Pupils no longer 
i 
. • o • • ./68 o.- /give enough:-
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give enough respect to t h e i r teachers. This has led to 
a f a l l i n the standard of education i n primary schools i n 
t h i s wise. Because of lack of s u f f i c i e n t respect f o r the 
teacher there i s the general' tendency f o r pupils not to 
obey the instructions of the teacher. For example, pupils 
may reflise to do the homework given them by the teacher. 
The homework may be reading a passage f o r discussion on the 
follov/ing day or a number of sums to be worZ^ed. The teacher 
may punish the pupils f o r that day, but he won't be able to 
do his work as s a t i s f a c t o r i l y as he would have done, i f 
his pupils have co-operated. I f such episodes continue, 
the teacher becomes i n d i f f e r e n t to the progress of the 
p u p i l s . Writing rmder the caption "The Poor Education" i n 
the Nigerian Daily Times of 27th August, 1965* Auntie 
Agbeke had t h i s to say, "Discipline i s loose i n some schools. 
Pupils are often rude to t h e i r teachers. Some are so rude 
that they point warning fingers at them i f f o r instance 
they are not s a t i s f i e d with the teacher's cerrection. In 
the past t h i s would not happen. Children naturally respond 
to instructions imder threat; but nowadays caning i s 
e n t i r e l y forbidden. Though excessive caning i s b r u t a l and 
f r u i t l e s s , no caning at a l l i s equally bad."" Then she con-
cluded, " Teachers are unhappy about the gross disobedience 
/$9.« /and disrespect:-
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and disrespect among t h e i r pupils» They therefore appear 
i n d i f f e r e n t to children's progress." By w r i t i n g i n t h i s 
vein Aimtie Agbeke has no doubt expressed the view of many 
Nigerians about the average primary school p u p i l of today 
i n Nigeriao The unfortunate part of the story i s that 
these misbehaved primary school children carry t h e i r attitude 
to the secondary modem and grammar schools, and onwards to 
the u n i v e j * 3 i t y and so to l i f e . So that whether they stop 
at the primary school or secondary school or go on to 
univ e r s i t y , many of the pupils don't make good citizens i n 
the re a l sense of the v/ord. So primary education has f a i l e d 
i n i t s f i r s t aim. 
H.ov/ever, various reasons have been adduced fo r the 
tendency to i n d i s c i p l i n e among school children. F i r s t i s 
the a t t i t u d e of parents to t h e i r OVHI children. Hany parents 
don*t gilve enough attention to . ensure that t h e i r children 
did t h e i r work thoroughly. Some parents also don't give 
enough time to t r a i n t h e i r children i n good "behaviour and 
conduct. I f t h e i r children are stubborn and lazy, instead 
of t r a i n i n g them themselves, they would send them to relatives 
or friends f o r t r a i n i n g , where these children are usually 
over-worked and given l i t t l e attention. Further, because 
/70.. /the society;-
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the society looks down on the teaching profession and 
the conditions of service of teaabers^ are not encouraging 
e f f i c i e n t people are q u i t t i n g the job, leaving only those 
who cojmot get other employment* The remaining teachers, 
being disgruntled i n most cases, don't give t h e i r best 
to t h e i r pupils. As f o r the children a good many of them 
l i k e to mix pleasure with work, Vifliat they don't know i s 
that, work before pleasure i s very essential. 
The second aim of primary education i s some under-
atanding of the community and what i s of value to i t and 
the indl-5/tiidual's place i n i t . For majority of the 
children i n the primary schools, primary education i s the 
only one they would have. Farming i s of value to our 
society. But the children are not trained to love farming 
and contribute to i t s success. After t h e i r primary school 
course the pupils are expected to become better farmers, 
carpenters,'bricklayers, drivers etc."^ But many of them 
would just l i k e to become junior clerks i n o f f i c e s . Among 
tiaem the old b e l i e f stil3.-.persists that anybody v/ho has 
been to school should have nothing to do with farming or 
anj;- manual work. The result i s that many of them cannot 
f i n d any jobs t o do and so cannot talce t h e i r places i n 
the society. So our primary education has not f u l f i l l e d 
......./7I.. /the second and;-
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the second and l a s t aims. 
The t h i r d aim deals with the children's knowledge of 
the world beyond the immediate surrounding. History, 
Geography and Civics were taught i n the last two years of 
the course. With language problems and scantiness of 
equipment i n the classrooms any know^ledge of the world 
aroimd would be l i m i t e d . 
As to penflanent l i t e r a c y i n English and the vernacular 
Ban^o Commissi©n, which inquired i n t o the standards of 
education i n the i n s t i t u t i o n s of Western Nigeria from 
December 1S60 to Jei'iuary' 1961, has t h i s to say, "one cf the 
mest v a l i d complaints has been i n the standard of English 
acquired by the end of the six-year course. Some degree 
of permanent l i t e r a c y has been achieved, at least i n the 
mother tongue, t u t i t was doubtful whether they had acquired 
permanent l i t e r a c y i n the English Language The 
teaching of English i s allocated no less than ten periods 
of the whole forty-period ^ week f o r six years, but i t 
seems that the standard reached by the end of i t i s very 
low. The headmasters of the secondary modem and secondary 
grammar schools.testified to the f a l l i n g standard of English 
since the inception of the s c h e m e . T o buttress t h i s same 
/72. . /point Mr. Oke;-
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point Mr. Oke Osanyintolu, the Assistant Secretary of 
the. iligerian Union of Teachers, v/riting i n the Daily 
Times of December 22, 196it, said, "The pupil cannot 
write a readable l e t t e r i n vernacular, how much more 
read a newspaper i n the lingua" franca which i s English. 
Contrary to the past, the present primary six pupil can-
not express himself even moderately i n English, much 
more write i t dovai correctly."^ One eould not agree with 
him mere, ' 
From v/hat has been said i n t h i s section i t seems 
the free primary education scheme has f a l l e n short of the 
aims planned f o r i t . Yet adequate provisions were made 
i n the syllabus f o r achieving these aims. Many education-
a l i s t s are of the opinion that the syllabus i s r. good 
one but that the conditions f o r i t s successiSIl implemen-
t a t i o n have not existed. They say that the t r a i n i n g of 
teachers does not appear to have e;<pDnded i n proportion 
to the expansion of educational f a c i l i t i e s . For 
example, i n I96O out of a t o t a l of iiO,OCO primary schocl 
teachers there were 26,000 untrniiied teachers, that i s , 
65^ . of primary school teachers i n the year i n which the 
scheme reached maturity were untrained. Even i n 1965 
out of a t o t a l of 23,kS0^ primary school teachers i+,170 
./73.» /were untrained;-
1. Figures exclude Mid-West. 
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v/ere untrained (See table 10 i n the appendix.). Another 
point of course i s the continuous exodus from the teaching-
profession to other less exerting but more remunerative 
jobs, say i n the c i v i l service. Consequently only the 
few with vocational in s p i r a t i o n and many who could not 
pass t h e i r examination are l e f t to do the teaching i n 
primary schools» Another handicap i s the re g i s t r a t i o n of 
under-age children whose parents,out of th e i r anxiety for 
t h e i r children's education, swear they are over s i x years. 
( U n t i l veiy recently i n many cases b i r t h c e r t i f i c a t e s 
were not usually available.). The under-age children cannot 
cope with the lessons, Wliereas before 1955 some of the 
pupils were even more than six, years old when they started 
schooling and so did better. Lastly, though the Local 
Au^iiorities are responsible for the payment of 'other 
expenses' grants the scantiness of equipment and teaching 
apparatus i n our primary' schools i s very grave and must 
have contributed a l o t to the f a l l i n standards. 
I t , must be noted, hov/ever, that- i n spite of the 
inevitable general f a l l i n standards i n our primary schools 
our- grammar schools have not iuucli d i f f i c u l t y i n r e c r u i t i n g 
new entrants, who are successfully brought to school 
c e r t i f i c a t e level a f t e r f i v e or six years. I t i s the view 
......o/7k'o /of educationtsts;-
7k 
of educationists i n Nigeria that such children include 
those who would do well under any conditions, those who 
have good home background and those who have some coaching 
or s p e c i a l teaching. I f t h i s i s so, i t means that, given 
a l l the good conditions such as good home background, 
excellent teaching, adequate equipment- and teaching 
apparatusj the,roquired_standards may be reached. 
Break-down of the Family Unit. 
TP 8.tart with, free primary education has had adverse 
effects on home-life i n Western Nigeria. I t has le d to 
disruption ©f hosne l i f e and break-down of family units 
because children, i n majority of cases, tend to leave home 
aft e r t h e i r primary school education. 
Before the intreduction of free primary education 
into t h i s Region, a father would send only one or two of 
h i s children to school and reta i n the res t at home to help 
him i n h i s occupation. I f he were a farmer, (and farmers 
form the bulk of the population of t h i s Region) the 
remaining children would help him on hi s farm. I f he were 
a trader, he would retain some of h i s children at home to 
help him with h i s trade. The same thing happened to other 
occupations. Though the one or two children sent to school . 
a l s o . l e f t home a f t e r the completion of their education,the ^'^ 
o , . , / 7 5 . . /was nets-
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v/as not badly depleted. 
But the s i t u a t i o n changed f o r the v/orse v/hen i n 
1955 a l l children of school age got the opportunits'- to 
go to school free and availed tiiemselves of i t . The 
children could no longer be retained at home to help 
the father i n his occupation. Even after t h e i r primary 
education majority of them would not l i k e to return to 
farming or trading or any other occupation of t h e i r 
parents. Those of them who have no opportunity of going 
on to a secondary grammar or modern school d r i f t i n t o 
the b i g towns to look f o r petty jobs. Tliis means leaving 
home and leaving the family completely depleted—• i n 
many cases leaving the father and the mother alone to 
cater and fend f o r themselves. This state of a f f t d r s 
can be i l l u s t r a t e d by my own familj"- — — t h e Odesola 
family of Yakoyo i n I f e Division of ?/estem Nigeria. 
The father, Mr. J, 0. Odesola, a farmer has a wife and 
f i v e children three sons and tv/o daughters. He i s 
a monogamist because he had been, converted to Christia n i t y 
f i v e years before he got married. I , as the eldest son, 
was the one sent to school before free primary education 
began. My two sisters and two brothers were not sent 
to school, \lien free primary education was introduced 
, /76.. / i n 1955 my two;-
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i n 1955 siy two iDrothers and one s i s t e r , who were not 
yet atove school age, could go to school» The younger 
of the two s i s t e r s , Caroline, 14 i s now at I f e G i r l s ' 
High School, The two younger brothers, Samuel 11 and 
Ruf^is 9, are now i n primary V and I I I respectivelyo I am 
now aiway from home working i n another town; Florence I9, 
my other s i s t e r who did not go to school at a l l , got 
married two years ago and had l e f t home; Caroline i s 
now away i n I f e . G i r l s ' High School; Rufus i s with me, 
away from home too; Samuel i s staying with a cousin at 
Oyo, also away ffom home. We only have a family reunion 
twice a year — at Saster and Christmas timeo When 
Caroline, Samuel and Su^s eventually complete t h e i r 
primary and secondary education they can't stay at home; 
they have to go to large towns to i-ook f o r employment. 
The condition of the Odasola family, as b r i e f l y stated 
in.-this paragraph, i s time of many a family i n Western 
Nigeria today. I n some cases the children have l e f t 
home, i n others they.are sure to leave when the time comes. 
In such a s i t u a t i o n the tendency i s for parents to 
be lonely and helpless especiallj^ during t h e i r old age. 
Our' own government does not, i n fac t i t hasn't got the 
means to^take care of old people i n the society, as. the 
/77«« /governments of:-
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governments of some Europe coxmtries do, for example 
England and Holland. For example, i n the case of my ovm. 
faiaiiy discussed above I now employ two permanent labourers 
to help my father i n his farm aiid a house-maid to help 
my mother i n her domestic work. Aiiother tendency now i s 
f o r f a m i l i e s , which were c l o s e l y - i f a i t before, to be 
scattered over the country. "The t r u t h i s that i n most 
walks of l i f e , home has ceased to be l i v e d i n as i t used 
to be; I t may s t i l l be the English-man's Castle, but one 
i n which he spends less and less of his time. W i l l some 
magnet drav/ us back to our homes, and make the family a 
more closely-knit unit?"'"'' I think what Lester Smith has 
said i n t h i s passage of English home L i f e i s also true of 
Ydruba home l i f e of today i n Western Nigeria. 
Influence on Yoruba Culture» 
John Stuart M i l l described as the core of education, 
"the culture which each generation purposely gives to those 
who are to be i t s successors, i n order to qualify them for 
at least'keeping up, and i f possible for r a i s i n g , the level 
2 
of improvement which has been attained." I f Stuart M i l l ' s 
./78.. / d e f i n i t i o n is;:-
1. Education: W.O. Lester Smith (Penguiial958) p. 69. 
2. Inaugural address as Rector of St. Andrew's University, 
1867o • . . 
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d e f i n i t i o n i s anything to go by, our primary education 
appears to have done almost nothing to encourage and teach 
indigenous YoiMba culture to our children 7- the next 
generation. The medium of ins t r u c t i o n English 
tends to cause children to lose i n t e r e s t i n our t r a d i t i o n a l 
Yoruba culture* Apart from the medium of instru c t i o n we 
Africans, too, tend to think that European culture i s better 
than, and i n fact should be substituted f o r , our own. "Africa 
i s l e s s discriminating; people i n Af r i c a are often reader to 
throw away t h e i r own culture as barbarous, and receive Euro-
pean culture intact"''' . 
The most important point to note i s that our indigenous 
culture, now faces the danger of perishing through neglect, 
and our schools must do something to keep i t alive i f we are 
not to lose a l l . "African pottery, weaving, and carving 
are being swept away i n the flood of mass-produced a r t i c l e s 
from Europe and Asia. The brealc-up of t r i b a l society i s 
leading to loss of h i s t o r i c a l t r a d i t i o n s , African music 
i s suffering from the import of radio, guitars and har-
moniums, and cheap gramophone records. Shall we save i t as 
a l i v i n g a r t and not merely as a sub^ject of stud^- f o r 
....../79.. /musicologists?"''' 
1. Educating Joung Nations: W. E. E. Ward (George Allen 
and Unwin Limited 1959) P? 58. 
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musicologists?"^ I n Yoruba culture i n particular the a r t 
of beating the t a l k i n g drum, carving, smithery, weaving 
and the a r t of divination as practised by the " I f a " 
(oracular deity) priests are not taught i n our schools. 
I am a f r a i d these arts and s k i l l s may die with the present 
generation because no p r a c t i c a l steps are being taken 
through ou^ schools to transmit them to the next generation. 
This i s because a l l children of school age go to school 
how and so some of them cannot serve as apprentices to 
drummers, blacksmiths, carvers, weavers, potters or " I f a " 
p r i e s t s , as used to be the case before free primary edu-
cation began. 
However, there are some d i f f i c u l t i e s i n teaching 
the indigenous culture. As .the anthropologist w i l l t e l l 
us, i t i s not always possible to separate a culture into 
d i f f e r e n t elements, say f o r example, to ret a i n the carving 
and the music and throw away the r e l i g i o n and the social 
organisation of which they are the expression. Yet th i s 
i s what we have to do. Though i n the process much may be 
l o s t but not a l l w i l l be l o s t . For instance, the Yoruba 
drum called 'bata' i s t r a d i t i o n a l l y associated with the 
worship of 'Sango',the god of thunder. While we no longer 
/80., /worshiT) 'Sango':-
1. Op. Git P. 87 - 88. 
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v/orship 'Sango' we can r e t a i n beating of 'bata' as an a r t . 
*Dundun.', the Yoruba talking, drum, appears to have success-
f u l l j r transformed from a t r a d i t i o n a l element of culture to 
a conscious 0j?t-form. Another problem of course i s the 
dearth of art teachers. "You may f i n d a weaver OF potter 
or carver, but. you w i l l be lucii^?- i f he can s e t t l e down and 
teach a class successfully i n an a r t department. He i s more 
l i k e l y to be so accustomed to his own v i l l a g e surroundings, 
where he works with one or two young apprentices, that he 
feels quite l o s t and can do no effective work"^. 
The d i f f i c u l t i e s mentioned above are not insurmomittable. 
Because of C h r i s t i a n i t y and Islam we cannot return to tiie 
worship of the 201 Yoruba gods. Yet much of our cu l t u r a l 
heritage i s connected with those gods. So v/e have to leave 
the gods alone and r e t a i n ^ The Greeks and Romans of today 
no longer worship Zeus or Juppiter, Diana, Apollo, Hercules 
and a host of other gods which inhabited mo\mt Olympus, never-
theless they preserve the temples and carvings associated 
with those gods. I n such a way they preserve t h e i r c u l t u r a l 
past. Yearly thousands of t o u r i s t s from a l l over the world 
v i s i t Greece and' I t a l y to see those temples D2id other worl:s 
of a r t . The Yorubas can borrow a l e a f from the book of the 
./81.. /Greeks -a-id;-
1, OP. C i t pp. 88 - 89. 
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Greeks and the Romans. As to the dearth of teachers I think 
Hr-, Vifard has, to a great extent, exaggerated the pro'blein. 
Wh.ile v/hat he has said may be true of Ghana, with which the 
author i s more f a m i l i a r , I don't think t h i s i s completely 
true of Western Nigeria. While a Yoruba c^.rvsr or potter 
or W3f).v3r or drummer may be accustomed to his l o c a l v i l l a g e 
or town background, he v^ould be w i l l i n g , given the opportunity, 
t.o do part-time teaching at least i n his trada at a school 
i f encouraged to do so. The point i s that, as far as I l^now, 
such opportunitj'" has.not been offsred to our native a r t i s t s 
by the government, .which at times places more premium on 
paper q u a l i f i c a t i o n . I f the remiineration i s a t t r a c t i v e and 
the opportunity i s offered, I f e e l our a r t i s t s would be w i l l i n g 
to co-operate v/ith the education authorities. Another point 
of course i s that prominence should be given to the mother 
tongue i n , and native a r t s , crafts and music worked i n t o , the 
curricul-diH. 
Influence on marriage custom. 
Primary education has also had tremendous effects on 
Yorub'a marriage customs.. I t i s the Yoruba custom f o r a 
father to choose the bride f o r his son. In addition the 
marriage contract i s a matter fo r the families of the 
../82<,. ./prost)ective bride;-
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prospective bride and bridegroom. The two individuals 
concerned have l i t t l e or no say i n the matter, "Yoruba 
marriage has many r e s t r i c t i o n s , s t r i c t control and parental 
guardianshipo The Yoruba know that without s t r i c t control, 
the choice of a young man loo.king f o r a partner i s subject 
to i n d i s c r e t i o n and lack of experience"'^. Even before the 
free primary education came the small educated class had 
been challenging the authority of parents to choose a v/ife 
or a husband f o r t h e i r son or daughter. But with the i n t r o -
duction of free primary education the scales appear to have 
been turned i n favour of the educated class. The custoji 
of conducting a thorough inquiry i n t o the family history of 
the would-be husband and wife i s now becoming a thing of 
the past. "CouJTting begins now anj-where ajid at any time 
with or without tlie Icnowledge of the parents. Western 
education provides our boys and g i r l s v;ith more opportunities 
of meeting than was possible before i t s introduction. The;/ 
now meet i n schools, colleges, churches, cinema houses, 
theatres', ball-room and i n many other' social gatherings"". 
O O « « O » O O 0 O O O , /83.. /So that i n many;-
1. The Influence of Education on Yoruba culture: DoBo AJayi 
(A dissertation submitted to Al^inadu Bello University 
Saria) P, 52, ' 
2. The Impact of Western Education on the Social and Cultural 
l i f e of the people of I f e D i s t r i c t i n Western Nigeria: 
J. A, 0. Omotoye (A dissertation submitted to Durh{?jii 
University f o r Diploma i n 3ducation 19ol/o2) P.33. 
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So that i n many cases our boys and g i r l s who have been to 
school would hot l i k e t h e i r parents to interfere i n t h e i r 
choice of a partner. I n cases where the parents i n s i s t on 
having a say i n the choice of a partner, and t h e i r son or 
daughter doesn't want them t o , he or she v/ould prefer to 
break with the parents. 
I n January t h i s year I966, I interviewed 50 fathers 
l i t e r a t e and i l l i t e r a t e i n I f e , Oshogbo and Ilesha a l l i n 
Oyo province of Vifestern Nigeria to know t h e i r experience 
of t h e i r children's choice of partners. 25 fathers t o l d 
me that t h e i r son or daughter did not inform them of his or 
her marriage'arrangements u n t i l the l a s t minute when either 
the g i r l had become pregnant or the marriage had been done 
secretly i n a court r e g i s t r y and they^e^not successfully 
object to the match. 9 fathers t o l d me t h e i r son or 
daughter sought t h e i r advice and yielded to the advice. 16'; 
of the fathers said t h e i r son or daughter sought t h e i r 
advice, but when they advised him or her against the match 
he or- she decided to go ahead with i t , father or no father. 
Of these I6 who went against t h e i r parents' advice 5 
eventually broke with the family, k of them g i r l s . I t 
appears the tendency to break with the family, i f need be, 
,,,>/Sk" / i n order to have;-
-Sk-
in orde.r to have one's way i n the choice of a partner 
i s stronger i n g i r l s than i n boys. 
Another aspect of our marriage system affected cy 
free primary education i s polygamy. Before free primary 
education C h r i s t i a n i t y had been preaching monogamy'-, A 
large number of Christians and the educated class have 
embraced monogamy. Yet some i l l i t e r a t e s including Christ-
ians .who do not take active part i n Church a c t i v i t i e s s t i l l 
practice polygamy. But the increased demand f o r education 
has strengthened the case f o r monogamy. Those who have 
more than one wife' and, so, many children are finding i t 
d i f f i c u l t to give good education to a l l t h e i r children, 
without which the l a t t e r cannot maintain themselves i n 
the competitive world of today. So that among i l l i t e r a t e s 
who are just marrj'-ing i n Yoruba land the tendency novj i s 
to have one wife. As no educated man i n t h i s country would 
practise polygamy but monogami'- the introduction of free 
primary education i n Y/estern Nigeria, which enables a l l 
children of school age to go to school, appears to have 
spelt the f i n a l doom f o r polygsjny i n t h i s Region, The 
f u l l effects of t h i s are yet to be f e l t i n f i v e to ten 
. ./85:.. /.years' time;-
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years', time. 
Influence on Women's education. 
Before the introduction of free primary education i n 
1955 i n Western Nigeria enrolment of g i r l s i n our schools 
was very poor because our people f e l t "that a g i r l ' s place 
i s i n the home and she does not need book-learning; a boy 
must be educated f o r a job; but a g i r l ' s job i s matrimony".''• 
The government was aware of t h i s apathy on the part of 
parents to send t h e i r daughters to school, and so spared 
no e f f o r t s i n getting the advantages of sending a g i r l to 
school across to the people of t h i s Region. 
In our primary schools i n 1955 £• marked feature of the 
enrolment was the large number of g i r l s , amounting to 
274,756 as against 115»990 i n the previous year. In 1956 
"the maintenance.of the high proportion of g i r l s indicated 
that parents had come to accept the education of g i r l s as 
being quite normal. The t o t a l enrolment i n the 6,i/.83 
primary schools was 383,688 boys and 324>33U g i r l s " The 
figures continued to rise from year to year. In I96O the 
t o t a l enrolment was 687*215 boys and i+37»573 g i r l s and i n 
1963 645*826 boys and 455»592 g i r l s (see table 5 i n the 
Appendix.) 
The large increase i n the enrolment of g i r l s i n our 
/86, . /primary schools 
1. Educating Young Nations: W.E.P.ward (George Allen & Unv/in 
Ltd. 1959) P.95. • • 
2. Western Region of Nigeria: .Triennial Report on Education 
. 1955 - 58 P.12. 
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primary schools has led to a corresponding increase i n 
the enrolment of g i r l s i n our secondary modern and 
secondary grammar schools i n t h i s Region, This increase 
became prominent especially a f t e r 1960 v/hen the f i r s t 
products of the free primary education scheme have been 
turned out. The t o t a l enrolment of g i r l s i n our secondary 
modem schools was 1,15k i n 1955, 10,638 i n 1958, 18,563 
i n 1960, 27,749 i n 196I and 37,749 i n 1963 (see table 11 
i n the Appendix), I n our- secondary grammar schools the 
t o t a l enrolment of g i r l s was 1,476 i n 1955, 2,877 i n 1958, 
4,255 i n 1960, 5,251 i n I 9 6 I and 8,280 i n 1963 (see table 
12 i n the Appendix.) 
" There are many advantages i n a large number of our 
g i r l s attending primary and secondary schools, some of 
which w i l l be mentioned here. To start, with, v/hen such 
g i r l s become married women they would be able to take care 
of the home better than t h e i r i l l i t e r a t e mothers. As 
Dr. Aggrey once said, "educate a man end you educ-te an 
i n d i v i d u a l ; • educate a woman and you educate a family""^. 
Secon4>ty> we are now fa s t moving towards becoming a 
society where boys and g i r l s have equal educaj^ion and 
/87-. /employment;-
1 . Educating Young Nations: W, E. P Ward (George Allen 
and Unwin Ltd, 1959). P. 95. 
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emploj'-ment opportunities, and as such cur g i r l s and 
women are no longer regarded as i n f e r i o r to boys and men 
but can make t h e i r omi contribution to the successful 
l i f e of the society. 
Influence on the Health of the People. 
Free primary education has also had tremendous 
effects on the health of the people. I n the school the 
children are taught simple health habits which they carry 
t o ' t h e i r homes. Apart from keeping-the home surroundings 
neat the pupils teach t h e i r parents how to keep t h e i r 
food and household utencils neat end free from germs. So 
our people are no longer exposed to diseases caused by 
germs as they used to be. Also v/here there i s no pipe-
borne water the pupils teach t h e i r parents to b o i l t h e i r 
water before drinking i t . 
Another point i s that i t i s how easier to educate 
the pul)lic about the government's health programme through 
• school children. For example, i n March 1965 v/hen there 
was an out-break of small pox i n I f e Division a l l the 
school children were promptly vaccinated against small 
poxo Then the school children were asked to bring t h e i r 
parents and relatives to school or to the health Office 
......./88.. / f o r the same:-
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for'"fefe saae. vaccination and they did so. I f i t v;ero 
before the introduction of free primary education, mcrny 
people would run away f o r the vaccination because t h e i r 
children v/ould not "oe able to explain the advaiitages to 
them. 
Yet another point i s that through the schools i t 
has been possible to make our people to discard to a 
very great extent the b e l i e f that diseases are caused by 
an e v i l neighbour or a nearby v/itch or wizard. The 
school children, through the health education taught i n 
schools, can, f o r example, enlighten t h e i r i l l i t e r a t e 
parents that guinea worm i s caused by bad water rather 
than by an e v i l neighbour who doesn't want them to attend 
to. t h e i r normal duty. So v/hen people are sick now t h e i r 
children can take them to the nearest c l i n i c or hospital 
f o r treatment. 
Effects on Farming. 
Except among the educated classes, polygamy i s the 
accepted t r a d i t i o n a l form of marriage i n Western Nigeria. 
Before the introduction of free primary education i n 
T/Yestern Nigeria' a man had many wives and^so, many c h i l d -
ren. I n f a c t he had as many wives as his purse could 
/S9.. /allow and:-
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allow and as many children as these v/ives could bear. 
There was nothing l i k e b i r t h control. These wives and 
children, apart from the fact that they brought a man great 
prestige, were intended to help him on his farm. So a 
farmer's v/ives and children formed the sources o f labour 
on his farm. I f he was interested i n education he might 
send one or tv/o of his children to school while leaving the 
others to work f o r him otV his farm. This was an accepted 
system i n our society before 1955« 
But with a l l children of school age sent to school i n 
1955 the farmers v/ere hard h i t sis f a r as labour was concerned. 
On the farm of every farmer who sent a l l his children to 
school (and at least nine out of every ten did) the area of 
land used fo r c u l t i v a t i o n of food crops was reduced without 
any reduction i n food consumption. Those children who have 
gone to school would s t i l l have to be fed by the i r parents. 
Since children would no longer help t h e i r parents on t h e i r 
farms the o r i g i n a l i n t e n t i o n , of pclygamsr appears to have been 
defeated. In places l i k e I f e and Ilesha divisions and many 
parts of Ondo province, where emphasis i s put on the production 
of cocoa rather than, on food crops, the problem of food pro-
duction i s even more acute. With increase i n food consumption 
and decrease i n i t s production there i s rise i n the cost of 
/90,. / l i v i n g and at;-
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l i v i n g and at the same time many children are underfed 
and so cannot benefit f u l l j " - from the free primary educa-
t i o n . Their performances are adversely affected i n school. 
The government, being conscious of t h i s problem, has 
been doing a l l i t can to al l e v i a t e the s i t u a t i o n . The 
Ministry of Agriculture has demonstration farms near almost 
a l l the major towns of the Region. These farms are i n -
tended to teach our farmers how to cu l t i v a t e various crops 
with the best res u l t s . Apart from these demonstration 
farms the government has established a few farm settlements 
i n the Region to t r a i n yoi^ng farmers. The most fl o u r i s h i n g 
of these farm settlements are at. Ikorodu and I l o r a near 
Qjio. Others are at Ogbomosho, Ilesha, and Abeokuta. The 
recr u i t s f o r these settlements are got from secondary 
Modern I I I boys. The course i s f o r three years. These 
who have completed the course are making good farmers. I n 
addition there are two ag r i c u l t u r a l i n s t i t u t i c n s at Akure 
i n Ondo Province, There i s the Rural Education College f o r 
Grade' ' I I teachers who wish to obtain grade I c e r t i f i c a t e 
Agriculture. Th^ ere i s also the school of Agriculture 
f o r school c e r t i f i c a t e boys. There i s another school cf 
Agriculture at Ibadan, 
The provision by the Regional Government of these 
/91.. / i n s t i t u t i o n s gud:-
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i n s t i t u t i o n s and the a g r i c u l t u r a l implements and 
equipment together with the q u a l i f i e d stax'f to run them 
en t a i l s a l o t of expenditure. So the government must 
be praised f o r doing i t s best to encourage agTiculture, 
I n the present circumstances i t i s doubtful i f i t can 
d© more.. I t i s the average school leaver who must 
reo r i e n t i a t e his ideas about .farming. I t i s he who 
should realise that farming i s as dignifying a profe-
ssion as any other. I f he realises that the income of 
a successful farmer i n the United States of America or 
Canada or even Great B r i t a i n i n a year may exceed that 
of a top c i v i l servant or a university lecturer, he 
would learn to respect farming and not look down on 
i t . I t w i l l be a happy day for t h i s Region when School 
leavers, primary, secondary modern or grammar, are 
rushing to. our- farm settlements. Rural Education College 
and schools of Agriculture as they now rush to f i n d 
"white c o l l a r " jobs. I f t h i s does not happen, the 
future of t h i s Region w i l l be dark, bleak and gloomy, 
especially when our i l l i t e r a t e parents and brothers, 
who now remain on the farms, die o f f . 
Heavy drain on government's purse. 
Speaking to the annual congress and summer school 
/92. . /of the;-
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of the Nigerian Union of Great B r i t a i n and I r e l a n d i n 
J u l y 19S5' i n Newcastle, Englaiid, the then M g e r i a n F e d e r a l 
M i n i s t e r of Education, Honours"ble Ro A, Aldn;3ide deole.rod, 
"No developing country i n the world i n v e s t s more i n educa-
t i o n thajfi Nigeria""^. He then quoted s t a t i s t i c s to d r i v e 
home h i s p o i n t . He s a i d the Federal goveriunent i n v e s t e d 
9 per c,ent of i t s revenue on education, the Northern 
government 33? ,^ the West 51%» the Mid-West k3fo and the 
E a s t k5^oo We may add that of the of i t s revenue which 
the Western Nigerian government spends on education 26% 
goes to f r e e primary education alone, that i s , the government 
spends one-quarter of i t s t o t a l revenues on primary oduca-
t i o n , and i t has often been remarked^j^xperts that nowhere 
e l s e i n the v/orld does any gove3?nment spend so l a r g e a 
proportion of i t s revenue on t h i s aspect of education. 
VSith the launching of the f r e e primary education 
scheme i n 1955 the government had to t r a i n teachers to worlc 
the scheme, e r e c t new classrooms, provide equipment and 
m a t e r i a l s f o r the classrooms and pay the teachers to v/ork 
i n them. To make a l l necessary p r o v i s i o n s f o r s t a r t i n g 
the government drew on the r e s e r v e s of the Regional Cocoa 
Marketing Board. On classrooms alone hy 1961 when the 
/93•• /scheme reached;-
10 Nig,erian D a i l y Times J u l y 21,-1965, Page. 5. 
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scheme reached maturity the goveniment had spent 
£6,874fW (see talDle 1 i n the.Appendix). .For grants-
i n - a i d to prlmarsr .schools the government spent. £3.,li|:82,000 
i n 19^: - 55, £5 million, i n 1959. - 60 and £^ .million i n 
1963 Sk i Bee. tafele^in the _ appendix).. The government * s 
t o t a l escpenditure on education^ was £5,k71,000 i n 
1955 - 56, £8,1*16,0.00 i n 19^ - 6p and £10,677,000 i n 
1963 - 64 (see table 3 i n the appendix) .. But the f a i l 
of the price of cocoa i n world market has effected the 
reserves of the Beglonal Cocoa Marketing;. Beard. So the 
HQvemment can no longer continue to take shelter i n i t s 
reseirves. So that today the Regional government finds 
i t s e l f i n a situation where i t has to spend at l e a s t one-
b a r t e r of i t s t o t a l revenues en primary education alone. 
As a r e s u l t the government Is. finding i t d i f f i c u l t to 
Improve, equip or repair the existing.primary schools and 
to meet i t s other, commitments s a t i s f a c t o r i l y . 
The s i t u a t i o n of primary scheolis i n t h i s Region 
today i s indeed very .dishearteni^ Under the free 
primary education.scheme the government cannot, supply the 
necessary, text-feoeksJ ..it cannot supply..school materials. 
I f any repairs have to /be ...done i n a school they _8kould he 
done hy the Local Authority , or the; Voluntary Agency 
/94«» /responsnsle f o r t -
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respeneible for the sch©©!. The geyernaent ceimot lend 
a helping hsnd. I f the repairs are not dene the Bcheel 
may he condemned and the children i n i t . removed to 
a nearhy. 8ch©©l. The., only thing that the gcvernment 
sees to ef f e c t i v e l y i n our primary schools at present i s 
the payment of teachersV.salaries. iO.! ether things are 
l e f t to the Local Authorities and Voluntary Agencies. I t 
i s new becemins clear that the hurden £or primary education 
i s gradually going hack where i t was before 1955.*. As 
things are at present one i s heing l e d to the conclusion 
taiat the Regional Oevemment did not seem to have looked 
hefere i t leapt i n 1955t l e a s t i t did net count 
the costo 
Apart from t h i s , the free, primary education scheme 
has eaten so deep into the Region's finances that the 
government cannot meet i t s other Commitments comfortatly. 
For example, the government cannet. esta'bllsh as many 
industries, provide, as much e l e c t r i c i t y and water supply, 
j • 
and estahlish as many farm settlements as it.should for 
tMs Iteglon«./The i s that.the.Region i s poor 
In uoicii^epee^^ money, poor in amenities and 
poor i n employment opportunities. There i s hardly any 
large project that we can undertake i n the Region, say 
b/95:« • /the estahllshment;-
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the estalilishment of an Industry or the hulldlng of 
a large I n s t i t u t i o n , without, horrowing money from abroad. 
But for how long s h a l l we ...continue to do. that.? This means 
that f^ee primary..educati^ has hecome an. unhearable hurden 
to the Regional Government. . I t i s t h i s same, point, which 
was heing hammered hy Mr. Oke Osanyintolu when, writing 
i n the Nigerian Dally Times of Ap r i l 27, 1961)., . .to support 
Dr* Kalu E2era*&: motion i n parliament c a l l i n g on the 
Federal Government to take oyer the administration of educa-
tion i n the whole country hecause the Regions are too 
poor to shoulder the burden, he said succinctly, " I t 
(education) i s a noose round the neck of Regional Governments 
— — a noose that may eventually choke the l i f e out of 
Ittiem.'' though Dr« Kiilu Ezera's motion was defeated i n 
parliament, a motion which, i f passed,, would have required 
an amendment to the Nigerian Constitution, Mr. Osanyintolu's 
prediction may he f u l f i l l e d one day i f . the Regional govern-
ments do not cut down t h e i r expoises on education, 
especial l y on free primary education, ©r find other means 
of getting money to run the scheme well. 
Primary School Teachera. 
When the free primary education scheme was launched 
many grade I I I teacher training colleges were opened to 
/96.. /cove with the:-
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cope with the problem of teachers. Before the introduction 
of free primary education i n Western Nigeria the Grade I I I 
colleges that were existing were Intended to . t r a i n old 
teachers who had not had any training before • The 
expansion of grade .I I I teacher training. e.olleges was an 
emergency measure and the government was not un.aware of 
the f a c t that, there would he a temporary f a l l i n standard 
of teachers and. of education. There i s a^French proverb 
— » 'Reeular pour mleux s a u t e r " — — * t o go back .a l i t t l e 
80 as to have a better Jjtuap.* S i a t TrasjUie intention of 
Western Nigerian government nAien launching the free 
primary education scheme. The Minister of Education for 
Western Nigeria accepted that there was bound to be some 
immediate f a l l i n the qcaality ef education. Anyway he 
hoped that, by enlarging the programme for the. normal 
training of teachers i n addition to the emergency teacher 
t r a i n i n g scheme, the period of deterioration would be 
reduced to as short a time as possible and .the .old 
standards re-established, .as quickly as was humaxOy and 
f i n a n c i a l l y possible. The same attitude was accepted by 
Ghana then. 
Thou^ the emergency tx«ining 8bheme had contributed 
te the f a l l i n standard of eaucation and conduct i n 
primary schools, i t had at the same time.created employment 
/ 9 7 o . /opportunities f o r ; -
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opportunities for thousands who benefitted from i t . 
From. 1955 - .196U. .6l,.863 men and. women were enrolled .in 
Grade I I I colleges i n Western Nigeria (see table 8 i n 
the Appendix.) .C^ade I I colleges were increased and 
during the perl.od I955 - 1965.^7,553 (see table 9 i n the 
Appendix) were enrolled i n them. Besides these, many 
untrained teachers were and s t i l l are employed i n our 
primary schools. I n 1955. ef the t o t a l number of 26,663 
teachers i n Western Nigeria primary schools 20,7Sk were 
untrained; i n 1960 of the t o t a l of ^,10£|!»r.23,311 were 
untrained; i n 1965 ©f the t o t a l of 23,48©^  4^ ,170 were 
untrained (see table 10 i n the appendix)* I t i s clear 
that, without the free primary education scheme, thousands 
of these men and women would not have had the opportxmity 
of getting employment as teachers. I t was the free 
primary education i t s e l f that increased the number of 
men and women that were trained as teachers for further 
working of the scheme Further, the. grade I I I colleges 
helped to set the feet of many.an ambitious and talented 
student on the road t© educational advancement, a road 
0/98.0 /he would not;-o o . . o 0/ 
1. Figures exclude the Mid-West which was carved out of 
the West i n 1963-
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he would not otherwise have trodden. Uany of the grade 
I I I teachers have done and are s . t i l l doing return courses 
i n grade I I colleges. Some of them have even,forged 
ahead to grade 11; colleges er tp Universities. So that 
without the i n i t i a l opportunities at Grade I I I colleges 
these men and women weald not have been priviiedged to 
advance i n l i f e , that i s , t h e i r talents would have l a i n 
unexplored. 
Secendarar Modem Schools. 
The secondary modem school course i s a three-year 
course inaugurated i n 1955 pupils who have completed 
Primary s i x bat have not gained admission te a secondary 
grammar school e i t h e r because they are net f i t academically 
or because t h e i r parents cannot afford grammar school fees. 
F r i n c i p l l l y , secondary modem schools were established to 
provide vocational education.earpent|try, .masonry,, 
t a i l o r i n g , farming, typing and shorthand etc.. These 
vocations were intended to, counteract the indiscriminate 
pursuit of * white, c o l l a r V.d.obs, boast agriculture and .. 
enhance the dignity 9^ ^ ^^^^.^'^^P^^" A?P®?.4ii^.tp the 
policy paper submitted to Banjo Commission on secondary 
Modem schools, the aims are as f o i l ows: -
(a) to teach p r a e t i ^ l s k i l l s that would be of use 
o..co.o/99»» / i n the pursuit of;-
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i n the pursuit of certain careers. 
(b) to provide av.well rounded off education for 
primary school leavers who have not had the opportunity 
of attending secondary grammar schools. 
(c) to teach elementary commercial subjects.^ 
The curriculum consists of two parts — — a mainly 
academic section which i s compulsory and a mainly p r a c t i c a l 
section which i s optionalo The academic part of the 
curriculum comprizes Mathematics including geometry and 
algebra. Nature Study and Biology, C i v i c s and History, 
Oleography, Saglish and English Liter a t u r e . The pra c t i c a l 
part of the curriciilum consists of Arts and Crafts, Rural 
Science, Wood work«..light .Metal work, Home. Economics, 
Needle work, elementary.commerce and elementary Book-keeplngy 
The syllabuses are detailed,, well thought and set .out.. I f 
they are c a r r i e d out, they should f u l f i l the aims mentioned 
above. 
But today the modem schools have not been s a t i s f a c t o r i l y 
f u l f i l l i n g the alms for which they were intended. Their 
main headache i s finance.. The secondary modem school 
...o./lOO.o /course i s the only;-
1. Banjo's Report, Page 5. 
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course i s the caily part of our education scheme that i s 
not grant-aided by the government, that i s , s t a f f s a l a r i e s , 
the cost of equipment, and a l l other necessary and i n c i -
dental expenses e s s e n t i a l for the running of the school 
are defrayed from school fees. The standards i n the 
secondary modem schools, apart from being low, vary from 
school to school. Though the government inspects and sets 
the f i n a l examination for these schools i t cannot i n s i s t 
on any high standards or check avaricious proprietors 
because i t does not contribute a penny to the running of 
the schools. 
Another point i s that the secondary modem school i s 
greatly handicapped by lack of qpiallfied s t a f f and i n s u f f i -
ciency of funds to. provide the necessary equipment. Only 
a handful of them have adequate s t a f f or.of for any of the 
vocational courses. Today most of the scho.ols provide only 
the purely academic course.. Some are beginning to. offer 
commercial subjects but none yet i s offering .any course i n 
metal or wood work. Also there i s very l i t t l e . p r o v i s i o n 
for Raral Seiencei, a r t and handicrafts. Most of the 
schools haven't money to buy the necessary equipment. For 
example, typing cannot be t a u ^ t without typewriters nor 
o..<> .AOl*. /farming withyn^j,-
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farming without tractors, Indian hoes, ploughs etc. 
Apart from lack of eqalpment,. the secondary modem school 
syllabus i s bedevilled .by lack of qualified s t a f f to 
work i t . Grade I teachers are needed .to work the 
syllabuses, but most .of the teachers i n secondary^modern 
schools are grade I I who lack the academic backgroimd 
and professional s k i l l to do the job. Even untrained 
teachers with school c e r t i f i c a t e or general c e r t i f i c a t e 
of education are often employed to cope with the academic 
subjects. I n addition, unscrupulous proprietors, apart 
from having three, four, f i v e or s i x streams, would l i k e 
to employ low-paid, young ine2i)erlenced teachers i n pre-
ference to experienced mk but more * expensive* ones. 
The policy of the government I s to provide places 
for 5P^ or more of the primary school leavers i n secondary 
iaedem schools. I n spite of the handicaps discussed i n 
the l a s t paragraph enrolment i n .secondary modern schools 
has been very encouraging, as can be seen from table 11 
in. the appendix. .There was a sharp r i s e i n enrolment 
from 1955.- 1963.-——! /t,371 i n 1955 t© 75,138_.ln 1960 
and to 110,796 i n I963.... However, there was a decline i n 
1965 fpom 21,815 i n 196if ,to 18,037 i n 1965-^ . 
•o••••••/lp2.. /What of t-
1. Both figures exclude the Mid-West. 
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What of eaploynent opportunities for secondary 
modem school leavers? The r e c m i t s for teacher training 
colleges. Trade Centres and Commerce are dr&m from 
secondary modem school leavers. These r e c m i t s after 
ftzrther training become junior clerks, teachers and 
artisa n s , thus forming part of the middle cl a ^ s group 
of our society... Th.e closure of Grade I I I teacher 
training colleges i n December ISSk was a hard blow to 
the secondary modem sch©.©l. leavers because..these colleges 
used to absorb a large number of them. Moreover, some 
of the pupils use the secondary modern school as a stepping-
Btene to a graounar school. There i s i n f a c t a regulation 
which allows grammar schools to admit, secondary modem 
school leavers to form I I i f there are vacancies. Other-
wise, they can enter by entrance examination. Even at 
present the ma;)ority of pupils who gain admission to 
grammar schools by entrance examinetion have spent a year 
or two i n eecondary modem schools. 
Then we should consider the majority of secondary 
modem school leavers who cannot gain admission to a 
teacher training college or a grammar school or a trade 
centre, and have not received any vocational training 
.. ./I03.. /daring t h e i r ; -..000 
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during the i r secondary modem school course. These^ can 
become house boys or maids, gardeners or casual labourers. 
I f they f e e l too 'learned' (and most of them do f e e l t h i s ) 
to be any of these they go about doing nothing. These 
jobless^ secondary, modem, school leavers l i v e on the charity 
of r e l a t i v e s and. well-wishers, i f poBBible. I f t h i s i s not 
possible they are l e f t , to fend for themselves, ..The boys 
can e n l i s t as 'party .thugs or stalwarts* or become pick-
pockets. The g i r l s i n big towns at times prostitute them-
selves to earn a l i v i n g . The f a u l t with these boys and 
g i r l s i s that they are not .aualified^yenough. to get a good 
Job and yet f e e l too 'learned' to engage i n humble pursuits 
to earn a l l i ^ g . . 
iBfluonce on Secondary Grammar Schools. 
The free primary education scheme also led to the 
opening of . more secondary grammar schools partly because of 
the needs of the Region and p a r t l y for p o l i t i c a l reasons, 
that i s , opening a grammar school where one i s not necessary 
or where i t would be superfluous, j u s t to make, the people 
o o o o., ./iOZj... /of the area;-
1. Figures not available. 
2. boys or men employed by p o l i t i c i a n s to act as their bofly 
guards. Compare retainers kept by the nobles of Henry V I I ' s 
England. 
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ef the area support the government. The r i s e i n the 
number of secondary gr.aamar schools can be seen i n table 
12 t 73 i n 1955» 167 i n 1960 and 212 in 1963. 
The large ntMber of grammar schools in t h i s Region 
has had some adverse effects cn secon.dary grammar school 
education i n the Region. I n a tovn there may be 5, 6 or 
up to 10 grammar schools, and many of them. Invariably not 
well equipped. For example, i n I f e we have pduduwa 
College, Olu-Orogbo High. School, Oranmiyan Memorial 
. Grammar School^. I f e ^ Grammar School, Mpdakeke .High School, 
I f e Gt'frXsl-rEighcS&hoel, Our Laajfs High School , and St 
John's Goilege 8 Grammar Schools in. a l l . Of a l l 
these grammar schoole only Odniuwa College, the oldest of 
them a l l , has a Science Laboratory and teaches'^ science 
subjects t c i t s students. Bach grammar school must provide 
i t s own s t a f f , get the adequate number ef pupils, build 
s t a f f quarters and provide other e s s e n t i a l services. Yet 
most of these grammar sehools OTO single or double streams. 
The r e s u l t i s that most of these grammar schools cannot 
afford the necessary equipment for an e f f i c i e n t grammar 
school. For example, some grammar schools have existed 
for 8 or 9 years without having a science laboratory 
. Insplte of the importance of science i n our.present day 
0.../IO5.. /society. So that;-
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Boeiety. S'o that even today about h a l f of the pupils 
passing through our secondary grammar schools do not have 
the opportunity of studying science — — a very great 
disadvantage I n t h i s age of science and. a pointer to the 
fac t that such grammar schools as do not teach science 
are not f a l f l l l l n g one. .of t h e i r aims, that i s , to prepare 
th e i r students for l i f e . 7et a l l these mush-room grammar 
schools get grants .frem the goye:nunent. To solve, th i s 
problem two or three or four secondary grammar schools i n 
the same v i c i n i t y , .could be. merged together to .form a 
bigger grammar. schpcl . T^-ey can then p u l l t h e i r resources 
together to provide a l l the necessary amenitiejs for the 
school. There may be three, four, f i v e or more streams i n 
such a school. This idea of a big ^ ammar school .is j u s t 
being t r i e d i n t h i s Region. We now have such schools et 
ne s h a , Ogbomosho, Alyetoro and Ijebu-Ode, where two or 
three schoela have been merged into one. This system 
should be encouraged by the government. 
The large ntimber of grammar schools has also led to 
poor Intake i n many of the grammar schools. Only, the old 
and well-established grammar schools, s t i l l , get enough hoys 
and g i r l s , who are f i t f or grammar school education, to 
.oO..../106.. /admit each yeart-
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admit each year. The comparatively new ones or those not 
well equipped are forced to admit students who are net 
normally f i t for grainmar schools. They just have to do 
t h i s because the government grant i s usua^^^ worked on 
the niUBbc»:-®f-students.in the school,..taking into account 
as well the asspsed.l.o.ca^ contribution... The present system 
i s t h i s . The government assumes that i n every c l a s s l a QL 
secondary grammar, school there should be an average number 
ef 30 pupils. The maximum .ataf £ quota allowed by the 
government i n a grammar school i s 1^ teachers to a c l a s s . 
The gjovemment makes reqiqest for and knows the number ef 
teachers i n a grammar school and t h e i r total annual s a l a r i e s , 
each teacher being paid according to h i s qualification and 
experience. I t w i l l then assume that every pupil pays 
£15 per annum as t u i t i o n fees. I t w i l l subtract the toftl^ 
t u i t i o n fees of the f u p i l s from the to t a l s a l a r i e s of the 
s t a f f of the school and pay the balanc.e to the echcol as 
grant. This grant i s at times c a l l e d adjustment grant. 
So i t follows that, where .the government assumes that 
there are 30 f a p l l s i n a c l a s s and the fseheol has l e s s , 
the l e s s i n revenue by way of tuition, fees w i l l be that 
of the. schpo.l. concerned. . .Hence the desire of heatoasters 
to have the number required .by . the education law. i n each 
o /107.. / c l a s s without;-
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elass without caring much for the quality of the pupils. 
So these grammar schools have to f i l l t heir classrooms 
with pupils whatever .be the pupils ' perfp.rmance at the 
• ! • 
I 
entrance examination...This poor intake in most of our 
secondary grammar .schools affe.cts the 8tand£ird.8 of perfor-
mance of the .studants during the course. The poor, response 
of such students to teaching, tends to k i l l or .at l e a s t to 
dampen the enthusiasm of teachers because they (students) 
cannot cope with the secondary grammar school work. In 
many cases boys and g i r l s , who are below average when they 
enter the grammar school, f a l l by the way side or, i f they 
manage to get to the school c e r t i f i c a t e c l a s s , eventually 
f a i l the school c e r t i f i c a t e examination. Such a poor intake 
i s a wastage to the government, to the parents, to the 
achool and certai n l y to the boys and g i r l s concemed. 
Another ef f e c t of free primary education on grammar 
schools i s en the standard of English i n the f i r s t two or 
three classes of the secondary grammar school. We have 
seen e a r l i e r in. t h i s chapter thAt .by. .the end of. the. primary 
school course the standard, of ..English achieved by. the pupils 
i s very low indeed.. So a great responsibility l i e s on the 
grammar schools which have to devote the f i r s t two years 
of the course to remedial work, i n the EagLish the pupils 
o,....../l08.. /have learnt i n !-
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have lesirzit i n primary echeols. I t takes tiae and a l o t of 
effort to wipe out faulty teaching i n the prisoary Bchoole. 
At times the teaching of another language, say L a t i n or 
French, i s net started u n t i l , the second or third year to allow 
a "better grasp ef the English Langaage, through which the 
pupils would learn.another foreign language. Even, howeier 
hard the graismar scheels may work, the poor foundation i n 
English Language i n the_primary schools affect, the pupils* 
performance at the scheol c e r t i f i c a t e examination. So ndien 
English Langaage i s a condition of pass i n .the schoel c e r t i -
f i c a t e examination many Isoys and g i r l s cannot make the grade. 
But with e f f e c t from Decemlser lS6k the l ^ s t African Examina-
tiens Council decided not to make English Language a condition 
of pass again, f h l s decision was no deu'bt intended to 
avoid much wastage i n secondary grammar schools. However, 
employers and Universities continue to ask for English 
Language. Without a pass or credit i n English in.School 
C e r t i f i c a t e examination one cannot get employment; without 
a credit i n aag l i s h i n School 
ordinary l e v e l of general c e r t i f i c a t e of education.one cannot 
get admission te a uni v e r s i t y . Since English i s s t i l l our 
medium of instruction, and the employers and the un i v e r s i t i e s 
s t i l l place much premium ©n I t , I d©ufet..the wisdom of di s -
continuing to make English a condition of pass i n the schoel 
0 0 / 1 0 9 » « / c e r t i f i c a t e ; -
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c e r t i f i c a t e eauqalnatlon. I f the standard ef English i s 
low i n our.primary and secendary grammar schools, I 
f e e l we should acknowledge this f a c t and seek ways and 
means of impreying the standard instead of side-tracking 
the problem. . _ „ 
E a r l i e r i& the Chapter we have seen something of 
loose d i s c i p l i n e i n seme primary s c h e e l s — - - pupils not 
obeying t h e i r teachers or eyen heing rude to them. We 
have also seen how lack of co-operation from the home 
and the attitude ef the children themselves i n wanting 
to pnt pleasure 1»efore work have contributed to i n d i s c i -
pline i n schools* Many of these primary school hoys and 
g i r l s carry t h e i r i n d i s c i p l i n e , nont-co-operation with 
teachers and general contempt for authority to the 
grammar school. Hence st r i k e s and r i o t s i n grammar 
schools which have 'become a fes:ture of our society for 
some time now. Per . example, there was the case of 
Origbp OruBOwr where I was an assistant^from June 
1 9 6 1 to De_ccmher_1965o ..In August l^BLi. the. boys of t h i s 
grammar school rioted, manhandled some of thei r ..teachers, 
beat up the headmaster.and damaged h i s c a r l . Why?_. The 
boys said they were given bad food i n the boarding house. 
./l l O . . / I n such a case?" 
- no -
I n such a case, as i n many others, the_boys had a 
genuine case, but they had no excuse i^diatsoever for 
resorting, to such brutal violence. The pity .of i t a l l 
i s that t h i s strike, and r i o t mania spreads l i k e wild 
S l ^ . Before the end of that same year 1 9 6 4 f i v e other 
grammar seheols i n I f e town alone rioted for one reason 
or another. Zhere were sim i l a r reports from other parts 
of the Region. The headmasters of secondary grammar 
schools in t h i s Region were so fed up with the situation 
that, at t h e i r annual conference i n 1962^ and again i n 
1 9 6 5 And again t h i s year 1966,y^have called on the Regional 
government to set up a Commission of Inquiry into the 
causes of frequent s t r i k e s and r i o t s i n grammar schools, 
but up t i l l the time of writing no action has been taken. 
So i t i s not anything surprizing for teachers to be 
indifferent to. the progress of pupils .wiip have no respect 
for them or can .manhandle them anytime.,on. any pretext. 
The large_numbers of secondary grammar school leavers 
have swamped the Nigerian labour market.. _In. 19^5 i n 
Westeiii Kigeria 1 , 0 1 6 .beys and g i r l s sat_to the West 
African School C e r t i f i c a t e examination^ i n 1 9 6 0 2,158 
and i n 1961^ U , 2 5 2 (see table 1 ^ . i n the appendix). The 
0 . 0 . / I I I . 0 /The figures 
- I l l -
figures for Eastern Nigeria are almost the same for the 
seme, period, while the ^  P^ ^ territory, of Lagos and the 
Northern Region put together turn put almost the same 
nufflt)er. I t i s now a question of_thousands, of school 
leavers chasing a few hxmdred i^eBancle8 >ecause employ-
ment opportunities for schopl leavers i n Nigeria today 
are very lim i t e d . Some school leavers roam about one or 
two years with t h e i r schoel c e r t i f i c a t e s i n their pockets 
hefore getting any ie'b to do. 
ttaemployment among Drimarr school leavers. 
Because of our long association with B r i t a i n , as we 
have seen i n the development of education i n Western 
Nigeria i n chapter I , the development of our educational 
system has followed clo s e l y that of Great B r i t a i n . But 
whiie B r i t a i n was compelled lay dAsire for democracy and 
economic factors to provide primary, education, for a l l 
chiltoen of school .age i n I 8 7 0 Western Nigeria was com-
pelled liy. desire for democracy, nationalism and desire 
to catch the votes of the electorate to,.introduce free 
primary education for a l l children of school age i n 1 9 5 5 « » 
I n the case of Western Nigeria the economic factor was 
o . o « o . / l l 2 o . / t o t a l l y absent;-
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t o t a l l y absent. 
About 1750 the I n d u s t r i a l Revolution started i n 
England. Before t h i s time i^gland was primarily an 
ag r i c u l t u r a l country. But the discovery ef the power 
ef steam, gas and e l e c t r i c i t y l e d to the invention of 
many machines and to increased production of a l l kinds 
ef goods • This i n turn, l e d to the ^owth of towns on 
r i v e r banks and near coal f i e l d s . People moved from 
the country side to l i v e and work i n these towns i n 
poverty and ever-crowding, quite different from the 
conditions of the country-side... In these tornis lawless-
ness, drunkenness and bresB-dpwn of the moral code vrere 
the order of the. day. When .the Church, .societies f a i l e d 
to coimteract t h i s e v i l , .because..of _t.he .limitations of 
thei r .resources, th^ state had to step i n to provide 
elementary.education i n 1870 as one.of the.means of 
flg^.tpig against the^ moral degeneracy, and. ccmsequent 
in e f f i c i e n c y .©f .ttie gpoviiig population -7-- * the working 
c l a s s e s i * Homver, the p o l i t i c a l and economic reasons 
for iSLtrodueing elementary educatiirai. i n B r i t a i n at this 
time must not be forgotten. The state also r e a l i s e d 
that, i f the country was to prosper and to maintain i t s 
../113.« /lead as;-
- 1 1 3 - -
lead as a manufacturing country i n the world, the 
* working classes* must have elementary education in the 
three H'oo The large factories needed foremen who could 
read and write, the new machines required s k i l l e d work-
men; the great commercial houses were also i n need of 
c l e r k s . So Wo B « Porster introducing the 1870 b i l l for 
compulsory education i n the B r i t i s h Parliament said, "Upon 
the speedy provision of elementary education depends our 
i n d u s t r i a l prosperity. I t i s no use trying to give 
technical teaching to our artisans without elementary 
education: uneducated labourers are, for the most part, 
u n s k i l l e d labourers, and I f we leave our work-folk any 
longer unskllled.ooo.oo.oooo.they w i l l become overmatched 
i n the competition of the world".''' ... 
I n Western Nigeria of 1952 there, was no i n d u s t r i a l 
revolution nor agrioul.tural revolution. .Byan today the 
number of industries i n Western Nigeria can be counted 
on the fingers. Worst, of a l l . Western .Nigeria, .whose 
main cash crop l a cocoa, i s j u s t erecting one cocoa 
processing factory! The archictects of free primary 
education of Western Nigeria were so carried away by 
o o 0 0 . . . . / l l i f . o . /natloaallam and;-
1. B r i t i s h Education i n A f r i c a : R. J o Mason (Oxford 
University Press 1959) Page 8. 
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natlona^sm amd p o l i t i c s tha^ they did not for a moment 
pause to think of wrhat to do with primary school leavers. 
I n 1 8 7 0 W. B o .Porster knew that the factories and commercial 
houses were there to employ English primary school leavers, 
but i n 1 9 3 2 Hon. S o Oo Awokeya was not sure or did not 
bother where the primary school leavers i n Western Nigeria 
would work. He merely said that primary education was 
"the greatest heritage we ceih leave behind, a gilt-edged 
security against the hazards and. d i f f i c u l t i e s of the coming 
years**^. Even i f there were factories and commercial 
houses i n Western Nigeria, the standard of education of 
many of the primary school leavers i s so low that they 
would not be able,to. cope with the work there<> 
_Por the majority of chl^l 
education ls_ the only education they, would.ever have. They 
gre not educated enough to f i n d a ^ white. .cpllar' job to. do 
and.yet are top good to "go back to the lend". The plight 
of. 8uch_primary, school leavers has brought d i s i l l u s i o n and 
dlsapppintment to many an i l l i t e r a t e parent who thought 
that immediately t h e i r c h i l d f i n i s h e s h i s primary education 
he would enter an employment and earn s a l a r i e s . Such 
parents soon f i n d out that they have miscalculated. They 
r e a l i z e that unless they can send the child to a secmdary 
modem or grammar school, t h e i r hope of his getting the 
o . o o e ei . / l l 5 o . /.job of t h e i r ; -
1 . Universal Primary Education i n the Western Region of 
Nigeria: Commemorative Brochure Page 5 . 
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^ob of their dreams w i l l not be f u l f i l l e d . 
The conclusions i n the l a s t paragraph are drami 
from an attitude survey of a sample group of 1 0 0 parents 
which I carried out at I f e i n March t h i s year, 1 9 6 6 . The 
sample group comprized l i t e r a t e s and i l l i t e r a t e s , men 
and women. They were also drawn from a l l types of people 
i n t h e . t o w n — — s c h o o l teachers, c i v i l servants, clergymen, 
farmers, t r a d e r s , ttt-i8aB§retil"*s,The que.stion asked eiach 
of them 1^8 ?i||kt they_ thought of the standard of educa-
tion of, and employment opportvuilties f o r , the primary 
school .leavers of today. 8 9 of the 1 0 0 parents admit 
that the standard of education i n primary, schools i s not 
what i t used to be. Most of them, complained .that now^ 
unlike before 1 , 9 5 5 , a primary school l e a v e r cannot speak 
c o r r e c t E n g l i s h or wri t e .a g o o d l e t t e r in.the language. 
Gn the other hand,.the remaining 1 1 .parents said, standard 
or no standard, people ought to be grateftil to the govern-
ment for providing primaz<y education free. On the question 
of employment while 5 of them f e l t primary school leavers 
can get some petty jobs to do 9 5 said employment opportu-
n i t i e s fter primary school leavers i n Western N i g e r i a are 
n i l and that witheut further training a primary school 
../116.o /leaver i s u s e l e s s ; -0 0 0 0 0 
"vo 2oq;^ .Z-is i i iO'i i xr:'n'i& o^aXa e-isvir -ijrsd'i? . / toi i iy^ B-s^ 
^.-o.^'Tij'-j .Lo , 3 j n ^ J v i j 3 Xrvio ,a^ £a.::).:J3t I v j ^ i ^ s iivo.;- onJ- . l ! ; 
e--.;3V.:3X l D o : : o a ^ircssixi^ crio'l ca t tJ t o 2 islht.'/ J-.nr,sin'viOXqs5!9 l o . 
-srd-vo;:;jo ^iiS.,-i^i.i;:fiSt? fbi^s oj- -s-T:*?; -yiio-J-o^ r j o y rrrjc 
s-i.^ -3;;u^±-T :i'^aciG^W m U -^i'^ij^-^eS. loodoa ^^'•iSttr-i'^iq, lo'i s a i r x r t 
I/Oj.:o::i '{/rnLniiq 3 ^•i.L:.s:f:iJ ' T s . i j ' s y l ^rjoriJxw i-arii .nii3 l i / t 
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leaver I s useles s . 61 of these parents who cannot send 
some or a l l t h e i r children for further training i n a 
secondary modern or secondary grammar school expressed 
"bitter dissappointment with the free primary education 
which cannot enable t h e i r children to get employment. 
One of them Mr. Adewale Adelore, a farmer.of Ojoyin 
s t r e e t , I f e , said, "Of what use i s the s o - c a l l e d free 
primary education wlaich cannot enable, one's children to 
get employment and earn s a l a r i e s ? I have fi v e children 
who have .gone through their^primary school course. I can 
send only two of them, to a grammar, school f o r f u r t h e r 
t r a i n i n g ; the remaining three can't get .any job to do and 
y e t they refuse to f o l l o w me t© .the farm. I don't know 
what to do with them." Stressing^this same point Mr. 
M. p. Adetunmbi, the Assistsoat Local Education Officer for 
I f e , had th i s to say, "You talk of employment for primary 
school leavers I Where w i l l they get i t and what i s th e i r 
standard of education? What of the secondary modem and 
secondary grammar school leavers roaming about the streets 
of our big towns, have you given them employment?" 
Peellne in enrolment, 
general dissappelntm^t among parents can be 
seen I n the decline of the number of enrolment i n our 
/117-« /primary schools;-
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primary schools, as can be seen from the figures in 
table 5 i n the appendix© Prom 1955 there was steady 
increase i n enrolment u n t i l 1961. When enrolment reached 
the h l a ^ e s t point. As from 1962 there has been some 
declineo There was 2^ decrease i n 1962 and 0.99^  i n 1 9 6 3 . 
However, when we exclude the Mid-West the fignre for I 9 6 3 
was 7292i^7 wherea8|r i n 1964 i t was 753 $170, an increase of 
0»m%, At present, except I n big towns, headmasters of 
primary schools and t h e i r teachers have to go from door to 
door persuading parents to enrol t h e i r children f o r class- I 
i n the coming year. I f they do net do t h i s , they may not 
get enough pupils for c l a s s I i n the. following year. 
The decline i n enrolment , i n primary schools has had 
seme adverse eff.ects on the schools. P i r s t . o f a l l , partly 
because of the; decline i n enrolment and partly to make way 
f o r trained teachers, who have just left.teacher trainirig 
colleges, many untrained teachers were discharged. This 
caused sorrow to many a family, whose bread-winner, an 
untrained teacher, was dismissed. K»eg.uently these untrained 
teachers, who had f a i l e d to a v a i l themselves of the opportu-
n i t y offered by the many grade I I I and I I colleges, were too 
old to learn any new trade. There was the case of an old 
untrained teacher at Ijebu-Ode «ho, when dismissed,, 
committed suicide to avoid, as he put i t i n a note he l e f t 
00 /US., /behind, the:-
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behind, the. suffering of his. wife and f i v e children whom 
he could no longer support. Z think t h i s man r i c h l y 
deserved h i s f a t e . He.started teaching with his P i r s t 
School Leaving C e r t i f i c a t e i n 1 9 3 8 and up t i l l 1 9 6 4 when 
he was dismissed he did not think i t necessary to attend 
e grade I I I or grade I I college, especially when he wanted 
to remain i n the job.o . _ .. 
On the other hand,, the,threat of dismissal, apart from 
the desire for heavier pay packet, has made meny. of pur . 
primary school teachers to have the bttoiing desire to improve 
t h e i r educiftlon. This i s quite clear from replies to a 
questionnaire which I sent i n November 1 9 6 5 to 1 0 0 teachers 
5 0 grade I I and 5 0 grade I I I — i n 1 0 0 primary 
schools i n I f e Divisiono The questionnaire was asking them 
SiAiat examination or educational advancement they have passed 
or were aiming at and why. Only 9 5 of the teachers returned 
the q.ue6tionnaire. Of these 7 have passed two subjects at the 
Advanced Level of the GoC.E.jX© have passed G^.C.E. at the 
ordinary l e v e l , Uh are_preparing for the.G.C.E. at the 
ordinary l e v e l , 8 are preparing for R. S. A. examination, 
1 1 are preparing, to go overseas for further studies, while 
8 are doing, no thing at a l l . ..In addition 1 6 . of the grade I I I 
teachers have gained admission to grade II _ c o l l e g e s and 5 of. 
the grade I I teachers have.gained admission to.grade.I colleges 
. , „ . , . 0 / 1 1 9 . . /as from January;-
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as from January 1966. As to the reason for improving 
t h e i r education a l i t t l e over h a l f of them said they 
wanted heavier pay packets, and dld.net want to be dismissed, 
as long as they remained i n the profession. About a. 
quarter .said they wented..to. g.et put of the teaching pro-
fession for other .less exerting but more paying Jobs i n 
the firms and c i v i l s ervice. 
Another point i s that the decline i n enrolment, i n 
primary schools cfneed many classrooms to become^u^^ 
This has l e d to a conseguo^t decline i n the number of 
primary schools i n the Region (see table 4 i n the appendix) < 
I n 1957 there were 6 , 6 2 8 primary scheols i n Western 
Nigeria, i n 1960 6,5^lG, i n 1963 4 , 2 * 1 7 and i n I965 4,364. 
Censiderihg the various agencies, the decline was greatest 
i n Local Authority and Anglican Scheels. In 1957 there 
were 1,844 Leeal Authority Schools, i n 1960 1,807 and i n 
1 9 6 3 1 » , 7 2 4 and i n 1965 1,061. I n 1957 the Anglicans 
had 1,673 primary schools, i n I 9 6 G 1,578, i n 1 9 6 3 1 , 5 2 3 
and.in I 9 6 5 1,108. Whereas...Roman. Catholic and Moslem 
schools .show jslight decline only i n 1 9 6 3 • There were 
1 , 0 6 2 Roman Catholi.c Schools i n 1 9 5 7 , 1,0(B5 i n I96O and 
1,062 in. 1 9 6 3 and i n 1265. . 4 8 9 , Mid-West excluded. The 
Moslems had 4 4 4 primary schools i n 1957 , 4 5 1 i n I96O and 
. O O O . . . / 1 2 0 . O /438 i n 1963;-
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438 i n 1963 and i n 1963 424 (see table 6 i n the appendix). 
These primary schools, where they are not used for any 
other purpose, are now f a l l i n g down and over-grown with 
weeds. 
La s t l y , the decline .In . mrolment i n primary schools 
has affected the organisation .of ..the schools themselves. 
The policy of the government i s that there should not be 
l e s s than 30 pupils in. a cl&Bs and not more than 45? 
Before and i n 1963 ^enever i n a school there were classes 
which did not have up to 3.0 .pupils a teacher would be 
assigned to two or more cla s s e s . Pbr example, i f there 
were 22 pupils i n c l a s s I and 23 i n cl a s s I I both classes 
would be assigned to j u s t one teacher so that he might 
have , enough number to teacho Then came the inevitable 
d i v i s i o n of attention between the two cla s s e s . The re s u l t 
was that neither c l a s s was well taught since each of the 
two classes was running, a different syllabus. By the end 
of the year only about h a l f of the syllabus might have 
been covered by each c l a s s . And, i f the syllabus were 
covered, the work .must have, been ...haphazardly done. In 
eit h e r case the.result was loweri.ng p.f standards i n 
primary schools. Even, nftiere the niimber i n three classes 
was not more than 45 a l l told, the tliree classes wpuld be 
/121.0 /assiimed to;-
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assigned to a teacher. The government, having r e a l i s e d 
that t h i s system merely l e d to a f a l l i n stisndards and to 
the^ eriopi&ragemezit of laziness among primary, school teachers, 
decided 4»i re-organisatien i n .January 1964o. _ I t . decided 
that every .teacher employ.ed by the. government must have 
.a f u l l c l ass.to tieach. I n any school classes which, did 
not.have up to 30 pupils were either removed to. another 
school to f i l l up . depleted classes there or_made f u l l by 
pupils removed from another, school o I n some cases a c l a s s 
removed from.a school was shared between two nearby schools. 
This ref-orgenisation gave the government some headache as 
i t met s t i f f epposltien from Voluntary Aggncies which did 
not invariably want t h e i r children to be removed from 
ene denominational school to anether and from parents who 
wanted t h e i r children at the school near , their homes and 
not at a distance. Eventually the government had i t s way. 
In the re-organisation many teachers became surplus and, 
so, many of .the luitrained ones l e s t t h e i r .jobs. The 
children too .were .emotionally disturbed because,,apart 
from haying to trek long .distances to get to school i n 
r u r a l areas, a gepd many hiad..^ to part with their friends 
and .with their. f M a l l i a r sch However, the 
government took t h i s l i n e of action because, i t ^ wanted , high 
. . . 0 . / I 2 2 . . /standards for the;-
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Standards f o r the pupils, e f f i c i e n t .work from the teachers 
and a reduction i n i t s expenditure on primary education. 
Influence to Beligl«IHp and Moral Trainings. 
Another aspect, of our l i f e affected by_ the free, 
primary education scheme i s religion and. moral training» 
Before. .the..introduction..of free. primary, eSBcation, ,.the 
Missions which.were.mainly responsible for education had 
i t as t h e i r , set purpose to impart knowledge based on the 
fear of God. The. school was i n fact just a part of the 
Church and the pupils were made to take part i n many 
relig i o n s a c t i v i t i e s o I t was compulsory for every pupil 
i n a Mission scheol.to attend the services on Sundays, 
singing practices during the week and Sunday Schools, and 
to take part i n religions f e s t i v a l s and plays i n the 
Churcih.. I f a pupil f a i l e d to attend any of these services 
or ceremonies without any reasonable exeuse .he would be 
punished severely i n the school. These pupils i n Mission 
achopls s o ^ formed the habit of takizig part i n religiotts 
a c t i v i t i e s , a habl.t which they could net. .shed, after leaving 
school,. So that i n th e i r .lives a f t e r.their school career 
r e l i g i o n s t i l l f i l l s an. impprtant. place. 
These rellgifatts . a c t i v i t i e s were of course not r e s t r i c t e d 
to the pu p i l s . The teachers i n fact were the leaders of 
./I23 .o /these a c t i v i t i e s ; -o o o o « « < 
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these a c t i v i t i e s . They saw themselves as agents of the 
Churcli who should do a l l they could to spread the know-
ledge and fear ef God among t h e i r pupils o They showed 
examples to. t h e i r pupils by t h e i r l i v e s and a c t i v i t i e s . 
So these tfepehers attended services regularly, tauglit at 
Sunday Schoels, arranged religious plays, composed songs 
and hymns f o r r e l i g i o t l s f e s t i v a l s and took part i n other 
religiotiLs a c t i v i t i e s as occasions "broughto 
The r e l i g i o n s a c t i v i t i e s i n which "both teachers and 
pupils took part had salutary effects on the tone of the 
schoelSe Pupils had respect f o r and oheyed t h e i r teachers. 
They d i d t h e i r work with eagerness and the teachers not 
pnly put I n . t h e i r best,hut. had keen i n t e r e s t i n the progress 
of l ^ e i r p u p i l s . The pupils als© carried t h e i r orderly 
hehaylour within.the school to the commimity outside i t . 
The teachers, too, were well hehaved i n the societyo 
But w i t h the introduction of ft»ee primary education 
i n 1955 the s i t u a t i o n changed for the worse. The I n d i s c i -
p l i n e and lack of rdspect f o r teachers ameng primary 
school Iseys and g i r l s have heen discussed under the alms 
of education e a r l i e r i n the chapter. Unlike the l a t e f o r t i e s 
oooo../12£|L.• /and early f i f t i e s ; -
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and early f i f t i e s before.the introduction.of free 
primary education, the standard of behaviour and conduct 
among primary school teahbers ijs now very low indeed. 
This. I s .partly "because, the Volimtary Agencies, with the 
exception of a few l i k e , the Reman Catholic Church, were 
no Icngep as s t r i c t with r e l i g i o i l s , a c t i v i t i e s and code 
of morals .among t h e i r teachers as they used t o tee, and 
p a r t l y because many of the teachers are either untrained 
or products of the emergency t r a i n i i i g scheme. Other 
factors have contributed to the deegy .©f. r e l i g i o u s 
fervour and good conduct among primary school teachers 
end pupilso F i r s t of a l l , the Education Law made attendance 
at r e l i g i o r ^ worship and i n s t r u c t i o n optional f o r the 
pup i l s . Furthermore^ the establishment of many Local 
Authority schools, which were not attached to any p a r t i -
cular rellelotts. tody,, has contrihuted a l o t to a cooling 
down, of .religions enthusiasm among pupils and teacliers 
who attend and work. in . .such...schools. I n a Local Authority 
School the extent of religipUs worship and i n s t r u c t i o n 
or lack of l t _ depends on the i n t e r e s t or lack of i t of 
the heiafamaster. .On the whole i t .appears 'knowledge "based 
en the fear of <3ed' i s becoming a thing of the past. 
o...0 /125. . /A Boon to Poor Parents:-
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A Boon t o Poor Parents. 
P l n a i l y , free primary education.was and s t i l l i s 
a "boon to parents who could not afford to send t h e i r 
children to school i f fees were charged. I t was a rare 
opportunity f o r hoys and g i r l s who otherwise would not 
have been to scheolo . I n spite of the low standards some 
there are wh© have forged t h e i r way to the top. Without 
the f M e primary education scheme such talents would have 
heen l o s t t o our societyo A corollary to t h i s point i s 
the f a c t that the scheme has l e d to an increase i n the 
production of man power i n t h i s Region- thousands of 
primary, secondary modem and secondary grammar school 
leavers and u n i v e r s i t y graduates being poured.into the 
labour market i n our country every year. Though there l a 
much imemployment i n the Region now the advantages of t h i s 
mass production of. man power w i l l become manifest when the 
government. has devisea ways of. employing these boys and 
g i r l s u s e f u l l y .or. t ^ school leavers themselves decide to 
take up emploiyment f o r which they. are..gualifled by t h e i r 
Btandard_of educatioiXp t r a i n i n g and t a l e n t . 
Another, advantage of .the free primary, .education i s 
permanent l i t e r a c y i n ypruba among those who have, been 
through the primary schools. Even I f theflr standard of 
o.o , . / l 2 6.o /English i s low.;-
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B&glish i s ItWt as we have seen, at least they can read 
and w r i t e I n Yoruba. Even f o r those ^ o wish to improve 
themselves afterwards the smattering of English which 
they had i n the primary school can serve as a good basis 
f o r f urther advance« - . 
Some Coanents. 
From t h i s , chapter we have seen the adyantagefs and the 
disadvantages of the free primary education scheme f o r 
Western Nigeria, as they ^ appear to the. mpiter.. . .Wi.ou 
the scheme_had brought_so^ disadvantages,, nevertheless . 
the f a i t h of the architects i n .the scheme .must be commended. 
I t i s not unusual f©r_ people, who are advancing t o make mis-
takes o T h l s i s what has happened i n the case of our ftee 
primary education fS|cheme> So i n the next chapter we shall 
see some suggestions as t© how improvements can be made 
to r i g h t the mistakes already made. 
o e o a a, / I 2 7 . /Chapter I V i ^ 
G H A P T B B UJL 
TOE FDTDRE QV PREB P^gMABY EDUCATION IK HIESTERN 
MORRTA. 
PTi!MTi!nTTi!R T^ QR RAISIHG OF STAliDARDS. 
I n making suggestions f o r the improvement of the 
free primary education i n Western Nigeria*. I bear i n 
mind the f a c t t h a t , i f a system or part of i t has not 
worked w e l l f o r a decade, i t i s worthwhile t o t r y new 
methods..to improve i t .instead of f o o l i s h l y s t l c k l n s to . i t . 
in.the jBtope that one dsgr . l t may. begin to y i e l d good r e s u l t s . 
Another point to remember _ i s that country l8_ qui.te_ 
d i f f e r e n t from advanced.European countries i n many irays 
and a system that has worked.well i n England, f o r example, 
may not work wel l .in Nigeria. I f . i t i s J;o work well i t 
may have to be adapted to l o c a l conditions and may even 
take a longer time. 
Dnraticp of the Course> . 
©ne aspect of the universal primary education i n 
Western.Nigeria which has.been severely c r i t i c i s e d by 
the citiasens of t h i s Region i s the duration of the. course — 
s i x yearse Some even say i t was a b l i n d immitation of the 
English system. I think .this i s so. Conditions i n England 
and Western Nigeria are not a l l the sameo For exaoiple, i n 
England the mother tongue .and. the medium of ins t r u c t i o n are 
one and the same language— English. But i n Western . 
...../128.. /Nigeria the:-
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Nigeria the mother tongue i s Yoruba wWle the medium of 
i n s t r u c t i o n i s Englisho So the c h i l d of s i x i s expected 
to gain permanent l i t e r a c y i n Yoruba and English within 
s i x years. Oral English i s introduced i n the t h i r d 
term of the f i r s t year ..©f the course» So that, there i s 
hardly ajiy doubt that the.fact that the child.has to ... 
cope with a second language, at so.early an.age has cen-. 
t r i b u t e d to the f a l l i n standards. This six-year system 
can only be defended and recpimaended to stay only i f the.., 
language of i n s t r u c t i o n i s changed i n t o the mother |ongue» 
Yoruba. Yet i t may not be advisable to dp t h i s now and 
eliminate English i n view of the f a c t that EngllBh i s 
our gateway to the world awd the key to higher learning. 
As Suchs I think i t i s advisable we return to the olA 
eight-year course beginning at the age of s i x and ending 
at li|.« I f t h i s I s done, i t w i l l e n t a i l more e^endlture 
and provision of more teachers. To meet the additional 
f i n a n c i a l burden and l i g h t e n the burden of the government 
on primary education generally i t may be necessary to charge 
fees. I am sure parents would co-operate i f they know 
that by paying fees the standard of the education of t h e i r 
children would be raised. The Uld-West, which was carved 
out of the former Western Nigeria i n September. 1963 to 
./I29.. /become Nigeria's;-
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become Nigeria**s f o u r t h Region, has now reverted to 
the eight-year course of primary education and has even 
started t o c o l l e c t fees. The eight-year course has one 
pa r t i c u l a r advantage i n thAt the f i r s t two years of the 
course are devoted ..to the. thorough l e a r n i n g — — r e a d i n g 
and wrlting--7--of the mother tongue. So,it i s easier f o r 
the c h i l d t o cope wl.th English language..once he i s well 
grounded i n the mother. tongue through which. English i s 
usually learnt.. Another advantage i s that the f i r s t two 
years can. be spent i n giving the children the necessary 
back-groiuid knowledge f o r t h e i r work in. the l a s t s i x years 
i n the school« This.is necessary i n view of the fa c t that 
the children (Sftae from d i f f e r e n t hemes with d i f f e r e n t 
backgrounds o 
Antematle Premotlon« 
Another aspect of the free primary education scheme 
which has l e d t o a f a l l i n standards, i s automatio promotion. 
I t must be admitted, however, that automatic promotion i s 
a natural corollary of a free primary education system. 
However, the. eutery .of the citizens of t h i s Region against 
i t was such.that Banjo Comml.ssion was f.oroed to recommend 
that the number retardablo class should be increased 
from three t o fivoo The Commission even went on to say 
, ./I30.. / t h a t such;-
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t h a t such r e s t r i c t i o n would even be 'M^epessary i f the 
beginners were of the r i g h t age and a l l classes were 
taught by trained teachers. The supporters of automatic 
promotion usually argue that i t preven.ts wastage, reduces 
the chances of a boy. or g i r l feeling, i n f e r i o r to his or 
her class mates i f he or she were retarded and prevents 
him or her .from being cut. away from his or her friends, 
thus exposing him or her to the adverse psychological 
effects of suph parting o 
I think the Banjo Commission treats the question of 
authmatic promotion with l e v i t y when they said trained 
teachers and children of the r i g h t age were the only 
necessary factors t o make automatic promotion work w e l l . 
Those who are opposed to automatic promotion also have t h e i r 
own case to make. They argue that automatlo promotion 
encourages teachers to be very lazy, i f they choose t o , 
whether they are trained or not. I n pre-free primary educa-
t i o n days a teacher was praised or blamed according to the 
number of the pupils in^hla class who passed their.exami-
nation and.se were promo.ted .at the end of the year. As 
t h i s was so teachers,worked.harder and_wi.th .better.results 
f o r t h e i r p u p i l s . Apart from this,.automat.io 
also encourages laziness among.the pupils themselves because 
oo.«oo/l31»» /the ouTtlla know;-
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the pupils know that j d i e t h e r they work hard or not they 
are due f o r promotion at the end of the year. Unlike the 
time before the introduction of the free primary education 
sohema^ when pupils knew that f a i l u r e to pass the promotion 
exaainatlon meant staying another year i n the same class 
and earning the vebuke and disfavour of t h e i r parents, 
the Incentive t o hard work i s just not there i n many a 
p u p i l * How w i l l standards not f a l l i n such a case? Anp° 
ther point put forward against automatic promotion i s that 
I t discourages parents .who note.with.di8.|a3t the f a c t that 
t h e i r children are promoted i n s p i t e of t h e i r poor perfpr-
msuices at the oaid«©f-tho-year examination Whereasijr. there 
i s hardly any parent_who_ dees not want high standards of 
education f o r , h i s children.. _Lastly, .i.t.has been. argu.ed 
that autpmatip promotlon l n primary schools ought to have 
been rounded o f f w i t h automatic, award of primary school 
leaving, c e r t i f i c a t e , which i s not. the case at present. 
Those who are opposed t o automatic promoti "why 
Igive the pupils automatic promotion when they are s t i l l to 
be judged as 'pass* or * f a i l * as a result of an examination 
at the end of the si3c=>year oeursef" 
/She arguments f o r and against automatic promotion are 
each weighty i n i t s own way. But, at the r i s k of being 
o . . . . / 1 3 2 . > / c a l l e d a conservative.! 
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called a conservative, I am in c l i n e d to think that i t 
should be scrapped in the meantime in response to popular 
demand in Western Nigerlao I f automatic promotion i s 
scrapped now, and passing an examination i s made a condition 
of promotion from a lower class t o a hlgjaer one as before, 
then both teachers and pupils would work harder and parents 
would be s a t i s f i e d . I t may also lead to a ra i s i n g of 
standards i n our primary schools. Then automatic promotion 
can be re-introduced .in the future when, our country i s 
r e a l l y ripe f o r i t , that i s , when a l l the necessary condi-
tions f o r i t s .successful running are p r e s e n t - — — l i k e the 
country get.tlng enou|Si_ money to. provide a l l necessary 
amenities and ocLUipment i n the primary schools: free milk 
and mid-day meal f o r every c h i l d , f o r example, making condi-
tlonis of service of teachers very a t t r a c t i v e ; engendering 
the b e l i e f of our citizens i n education f o r i t s own sake, 
an end i n I t s e l f not a means to an end. Says 6 M i ^ "The 
educational process has no end beyond I t s e l f , i t i s i t s 
own end."^ 
Too large olasses. 
Another drag on the standards of primary schools i s 
government*8 insistence on large classes. The government 
00..O . /133-0 / i n s i s t s that a class 
1. John Dewey: Democracy and Education (Macmillan 
Company, New York, ISfiS) Page 59. 
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i n s i s t s that a class .should.have between f o r t y and 
f o r t y f i v e p u p i l s . Under modern methods, which place 
more emphasis on attention to the i n d i v i d u a l c h i l d , i t 
appears f o r t y , to forty-°fiye children are too many f o r 
a teacher t o cope wlthj, i f he i s expected t o do his work 
thoroughly o I f .a teacher has f o r t y pupils i n his class 
i t means that f o r every exercise he gives to the class 
he has f o r t y exercise books to mark. Only few s k i l l e d 
teachers can manage such classes suoeeasfully. With the 
majority ef our teachers, especially the grade I I I and 
un t r a i n e d teachers, . i t may well be an impossible task. 
Such teachers as ^ t h such classes are faced either t o do 
l i t t l e work s a t i s f a c t o r i l y or much work u n s a t i s f a c t o r i l y . I 
$&iJ3%9htq make f o r e f f e c t i v e teachliig, between t h i r t y and 
t h i r t y - f i v e pupils would do f o r a class. 
Headship of aohools. _ . 
Before the. introduct.ion of free, primary education 
a l l . o u r senior primary .scho.ols were headed.by Grade I I 
teachers, 'aAio also taught, the upper-classes, especially 
standards V & V I . . But since the Inception, of the new 
scheme i t has been the practice f o r many of our primary 
schools to. be headed by grade l l l and uncertificated 
teacherso These teachers also teach i n the upper classes* 
, 0/13^4-. • /This f a c t has led;-O O S O O I 
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This f a c t has led to a considerable f a l l i n standards. 
These Grade I I I and un c e r t i f i c a t e d teachers have the 
chance of heading prijnary schools and teaching the upper 
classes i n them because the new scheme of free primary 
education has l e d to the opening of many grade I I I and 
grade I I teacher t r a i n i n g colleges and secondary modem 
and grammar schools, as we have seen, and^so, many grade I I 
teachers were withdrawn from primary schools t o teach i n 
grade I I I teacher t r a i n i n g colleges and secondary modem 
seheols, while grade I teachers were confined to Grade I I 
teacher t r a i n i n g colleges and secondary grammar.schools. 
With the closure of grade I I I teacher, t r a i n i n g .colleges 
i n December J, ^ 1S!^9..many, grade I I and grade I teachers 
returned to primary schools. So that t h i s problem i s on 
the way to being solvedo .Here I think a return, to the old 
way w i l l help us a l o t p that i s , grade I I teachers heading 
primary.schools and teaching the upper classes. 
Primary I teachers. _ . . _ 
I t i s the practice i n many primary schools to allow 
grade I I I teachers or unc e r t i f i c a t e d or untrained teachers 
to teiach primary I e Yet primary I appears to be the most 
important class i n the school, since i t i s the Aoundation 
o o o o o . « o . / l 3 5 » o /u^on which;-
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upon iA4p^ .^ superstructure i s b u i l t i n l a t e r years. I n 
t h i s class children from d i f f e r e n t homes with d i f f e r e n t 
back-grcmhds are asse^^ f o r the f i r s t t.ime. Their minds 
are highly Impressionable and anything wrongly taught to 
them either remains w i t h them f o r l i f e or i s eradicated 
w i t h much d i f f i c u l t y i n l a t e r years. This very fa c t makes 
i t necessary i f not imperative f o r primary I to be taught 
by a sympathetic, w e l l trained and experienced teacher. So 
i t w i l l be a sound educational poli.cy.to l e t e:^erienced 
grade I I teachers teach primary I i n our primary schools. 
Imiarovement ef teacher t r a i n i n g . 
The general f a l l i n standards of ^ education I n our. 
primary schools has been lar g e l y a t t r i b u t e d to the pre-
ponderance of ,imtrained_ and grade .III..teache.rs i n the 
schools. . However, the nimber of imtrained teach has 
reduced g r e a t l y , from 25»311 :in 19.60 to.it ,170. i n 1965o 
(see . table 10 i n the. appendix). The government should 
gradasuLly replace the remaining untrained teachers with, 
trained ones as soon as such, trained teachers are a v a i l -
able. Also grade I I I teachers should be encouraged to 
do return oourses t o become grade I I * . 
Banjo Oommlsslen has made very good suggestions f o r 
• t r a i n i n g of teachers. The Conunlssion recommended the 
, /136. . /aoraowing of;-o o o o e o> 
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acrapping of grade I I I teacher t r a i n i n g colleges, which 
has been done. I t then went on to say that Grade I I 
Colleges should be expanded to give opportunity f o r a l l 
capable Grade I I I teachers, who so desire, of becoming 
grade I I by 197Q<> Then t h i s year grade I I teacher 
t r a i n i n g colleges should be wound up to give place to 
one u n i f i e d National C e r t i f i c a t e of grade I g i i a l i t y f o r 
teacherso Expansion of grade I I teacher t r a i n i n g 
colleges was actually planned by the government i n ISGk 
when 8 grade I I I colleges were up-graded to grade I I . 
They were to s t a r t t o run grade. II.courses as from 
January 13^5o . But on.the day the .colleges opened they 
received telegrams from the Minlst.ry of .Education asking 
them to. send t h e i r students home and close down, no 
reason being given f o r the order. As to Grade I Colleges 
the 6oip4s8i.on roconrn should be. 
10 such colleges strategically.placed in. the Region. The 
government should open ^  such. colleges while s i x of the 
present gp.ade I I colleges should be upgraded to grade I 
statuse The Regional government has already opened three 
such grade I celleges-^—Qlunloyo College of Education, 
Ransome-Kuti College of Education both at Ibadan and 
Adeyemi College of ^ u c a t l o n i n Ondo. No grade I I 
./137.. /teacher t r a i n i n g ; -o o o o o/ 
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teacher t r a i n i n g college has yet been up-graded to 
grade I . 
The course i n these colleges i s f o r three years 
leading t o Nigerian C e r t i f i c a t e of Education. The 
three-year grade I course i s p r i m a r i l y designed f o r 
secondary grammar school leavers, but at present grade 
I I teachers are admitted. The Commission even recommen-
ded that a f t e r 1970 two or. three of the ten grade I 
colleges envisaged should be set aside f o r the t r a i n i n g 
Of returned grade_II teachers.only. Besides these 10. 
grade I colleges the Commission .further recommended the 
establishment of tfoar grade I Commercial colleges and 
two more Rural Science Colleges i n addition to the 
one now at Akure. I f the Regional government carries 
out the recommendations of the Banjo Commission the 
standard of trained teachers w i l l improve rapidly. 
RaT»paT»fti p1lr.^ahn.ftnt t a be ro-instatodt ? . 
At present r e s t r i c t i o n s are imposed bn corporal 
punishment by the Ministry of Education. Only the 
headmaster i s allowed t o use the cane i n certain circur 
mstanoes l i k e flagrant disobedience or any other serious 
offence. Even then the offence and the nxunber of strokes 
administered to the offender should be recorded i n the 
./I380. /school's l o ^ boQk:-o o o o o 0 .y 
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school's l o g book. Before the imposition of r e s t r i c t i o n s 
on i t by the Ministry some school teachers used to 
administer the cane wi t h r e l i s h and b r u t a l i t y . May such 
days never come back a g a i n A l l the same there are 
some people who a t t r i b u t e the present f a l l i n standards, 
to cessation of corporal pimishment. I do not agree with 
such people. Corporal punishment "infusG^s fear i n t o them 
(the pupils) and dwarfs the f u l l development, of t h e i r 
stature as hiiman_beings'|o^^ As such the teacher should 
not .be allowed t.o .resort .to .the b r u t a l i t i e s of corporal 
punishment when his patience.has been e^austedo. So. 
the r e s t r i c t i o n s at present Imposed by the Ministry_of 
Education are steps i n the r i g h t d i r e c t i o n . Other forms 
of correction pan be devised by the imaginative teacher. 
I n f a c t emphasis should be placed on the imprpyement of 
teaching methods. Moreover, the better the teacher and 
his methods, the less the need f o r punishment. 
Co-operation of the Home. 
Parents and guardiains have also contributed to the 
f a l l i n standards i n our primary schools. They have been 
accused, r i g h t l y I think, of not co-operating with the 
school as they ought to have been doing. ThlB i s so 
. . . . . . /139«o /because, as;-
1. Banjo's Report, page 18. 
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Isecause, as some teachers allege, the parents and 
gaardiaus do not pay d i r e c t l y for the primary education 
of t h e i r children• The$ look doTOi on the education 
i t s e l f , don't diseourage lateness and Irregular attend-
ance on the part of t h e i r children and f a l l to supply 
t h e i r children with school materials promptly. There 
are even reports that i n the . towns children are with-
drawn from school for weeks on end for trading purposes 
and i n the rural.areas for farming purpose.s."'" 
Some remedies may )i)e . sought f o r .this ^ lack of 
co-operation 'between the school and the home». Every 
school should have a teacher-Parent Assoclationo The 
meetings of svch association w i l l serve as the forum 
where parents and teachers can understand each others' 
point of view and reason together to solve the prolslems 
of the up-lDringlng of the children. .Most of our schools 
have t h i s association but the pity of i t a l l i s that 
parents d«i*t attend the meetir^s i n large numbers. 
They should be encouraged to do so. Another remedy i s 
that the c l a s s teacher and, i f possible, the headmaster 
should find time to v i s i t any pupil who has been absent 
for some days, find out the cause of his. absence and 
encourage him to return to school as soon as possible. 
oooo/lkOo, /Such used to bet-
lo Banjo's Report, Page 18. 
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Suoh used to "be the practice before the fpee primary 
education for a l l l)egan and sheuld "be revived among 
teachers. Lastlyp parents shealdp i n the interest of 
th e i r children's educatienp provide them promptly with, 
the materials they need i n the school; text-TaaekSp exePcise 
beeks and writing materials« Without these the teacher 
cannot teach the children well nor can the pupils follow 
the lessonso 
The Syllahus. , _ 
There i s not much t© c r i t i c i s e i n the preseoit 
primary school syllabuso Batp. because of i t s sketchy 
nature, i t dees not give enough, guide ^ t ^ 
teadier* However p wi Ah the elLnina^^^^ of a l l untrained 
teachers frem ©ur primary schools the syllalaus w i l l "be 
relie v e d of tlois f a i l i n g o Even then i t w i l l s t i l l he of 
better use to trained teachers i f i t i s made mere detailed 
than I t i s at presento 
I f a return to an eight-year primary school course 
i s made, as advocated e a r l i e r i n t h i s chapter, the present 
syllabus for primary I » 71 w i l l do i n bread outlines for 
the l a s t s i x years of the ceurse. But there may.be l i t t l e 
modifications. The f i r s t two years of the eight-year 
course should be devoted, as mentioned e a r l i e r , to a 
o / l U l . . /thorough learning:-
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thorough learning of the vernacular, that i s , reading 
and writing of i t s English language can then be i n t r o -
duced i n the th i r d year of the course. So that, i f 
English i s introduced i n the th i r d year of the course, 
the standard mt th9 pupils i n oral and written English 
w i l l be muc^ improved smd pertajjil better than what i t 
i s now. Also i n the f i r s t .two years of the course 
emphasis should be.placed on good writing. .The 
standard of writing .among primary school pupils i s 
astoundlngly lew. This i s because of the poor foundation 
i n the f i r s t , two years o I f mere time i s devoted to 
writing i n these two years I am sure the standard of 
writing among primary school pupils w i l l d e f i n i t e l y 
improve. 
Wtiile the f i r s t four years of the course should be 
devoted primarily to reading, writing and arithmetic, 
i n the l a s t four years ether subjects l i k e History, 
Geography, and.Givies should be studied instead of only 
during the l a s t two years as at present. Better provision 
should be made, for c r a f t edueatiooa while, more scope . 
should be given.to Nature Stu^p Qardening and Health 
throughout the course..._ 
Furthermorep i n t h i s age of science the primary school 
o/lh2.. /pupil should; -0 e o o o ' 
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p a p i l should be given the opportunity of studying 
general science. Now general science i s j u s t being 
introduced into two ©r three primary schools i n Ibadan. 
I f the experiment succeeds, general science w i l l be 
Introduced into a l l primary schools i n the Region. 
Writing on the value of general science i n primary 
schools Banjo Commission had.this to say, " I f i t 
(meaning sci«ice) sets, the feet of the children i n the 
direction of careful qbseryation, careful recording, 
unchecked curiosity, inventive experiment and t h i r s t 
f or knowledge, i t w i l l have l a i d the foundation for the 
dsv|2)opment of many thousands of future s c i e n t i s t s of 
importance and, often, ©f eminence".^ 
At present ©ur teacher training colleges are not 
offering good courses i n general science to would-be 
primary school teachers. Where there are laboratories 
they are net well eqiiipped and, i n most cases, gualifled 
teachers are not available to work i n them. I f science 
i s to be t a u i ^ t successfully I n ou.r.primary schools, 
then a course i n general science shoiuld. form a compulsory 
part of the training ©f every prospective.teacher i n 
primary schools, and adequate, provisions .of equipment 
and staff. should be made for i t i n our teacher training 
..«oo.o/li|.3.o /colleges. Im-
1. Banjo's Reporto Page 61. 
colleges. I n additieup when i n future r e c r u i t s for 
our teacher training colleges come en t i r e l y from 
secondary grammar sohools^the study of science should 
be made compulsory I n a l l our secondary grammar schools. 
I f our secondary grammar schools and teacher-training 
colleges co-operate i n t h i s way, a l l priinary. school 
te.aChers would have the basic, .knowledge of science to 
teach t h e i r pupils successfully. 
Inspection of Schools. 
While primary schools i n towns have been on the 
vOiole well supervised the reverse i s the case with 
primary schools i n small villagesp especially those 
which are not accessible by motor roads. I f a villa g e 
i s accessible only by a bush pathp invariably teachers 
I n i t s school would not reside i n that v i l l a g e , except 
where the Mission or the Oommunity has b u i l t s t a f f 
qLuarters f o r the teaohers. So the teachers may stay 
i n a nearby town, about f i v e or six. miles away and go 
to school from, there on bicy c l e svery morning. In many 
oasesp where the sense ef duty I s weak in. a teacher, he 
goes to school l a t e and. leaves i t .be.f ore the normal 
closing school time.. Even.at times he.may go.to.school. 
for only two or three days i n the week. I .know of a case 
o o . . o / l i * 4 . . /near my homer-
- « 
near my home town heroo The school i n a small v i l l a g e 
about three miles away from Aklnlalu has two teachers. 
The teachers arranged to be i n school i n turns, one 
for two days and the other f o r three days of one week, 
and vice-versa i n the following week. 
I n f a i r n e s s to these teachers houses suitable for 
t h e i r habitation are not available i n moat of those 
small v i l l a g e s . .Bat, wherever.they l i v e , they have no. 
excuse for coming l a t e , to .school or for absenting them-
selves from school on. pertain days of the week. Moreover, 
these teachers are confirmed i n the i r prevailing l a x i t i e s 
because Inspectors don't set their eyes on such schools 
f o r years. An inspector usually stops at the end of 
a moterable road and asks the. headmaster of the school i n 
the v i l l a g e there about the progress of the school thfBe 
to s i x miles away* At times he would send a message to 
the school and ask for the register and record books to 
be brought to him by one of the teachers. I f e e l inspectors 
should make i t a point of duty to visilit these hamlet 
schools at l e a s t once a term, efen when i t means a l o t of 
inconveniences for them.. This w i l l enable them to 
appreciate the dlffi.cfultles of these schools and of their 
teachers and offer them ..useful advice and also make the 
teachers ftlt up. The Community or Mission owning schools 
/li+S,. / i n such hamlets:-
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I n such hamlets can also help by building quarters for 
t h e i r teachers' Where suitable houses are not available. 
PAYMENT QF FEES. 
At present the cost of primary education i s met by 
the Regional Qovemment and the Local Authorities. As 
mentioned e a r l i e r , the government spends J of i t s revenues 
on primary education alone and about h a l f of i t s revenues 
on education as a whole. This situation i s very serious i n 
that, handicapped f i n a n c i a l l y , the government cannot s a t i s -
f a c t o r i l y meet i t s other commitments, l i k e establishmeiit 
of indu.stries, improvement of the conditions of service 
of teachers, building of.new roads and repairing old 
roads* I t i s common s l ^ t now i n thi s Region to see 
tarred roads patched with sand or mere earth. I t i s 
common knowledge that t h i s Region i s now l i v i n g from hand 
to mouth. There I s hardly any doubt that i t s expenditure, 
on education, es p e c i a l l y on primary education, has cont r i -
buted to the f i n a n c i a l moss i n which the Beglenal government 
finds I t s e l f today. So the people help the government 
out of t h i s Impasse by contributing more to the cost of 
primary education by way of fees. 
There are seme motives for my advocating a return 
to paying fees i n our primary schools. To s t a r t with, . 
0..0 ./Hps,, /parents i n : -
- I J ^ > 
parents i n Western Nigeria can e a s i l y afford to pay 
primary school f e e l s , which cannot and should not be more 
than, say, £3 per annum per c h i l d . After a l l , many 
parents pay f a r higlier- fe<j)l^ for private coaching for 
th e i r children. I have seen parents pay up to £2 
a month for a c h i l d for private coaching. Such parents 
would w i l l i n g l y pay fees, i f they know that, i n doing 
so, t h e i r children would receive better education. 
Another motive i s that there i s a b e l i e f among the 
Yerubas that what i s paid for i s valued more than some-
thing that i s apparently free. Another point i s that, iff 
a. school charges fees, i t may be better equipped than 
i f i t r e l i e s mainly on grants from the Local Education 
Authority. 
Before the introduction of free primary education 
i n Western Nigeria i t was the custom to have a mounting 
scale of fees adjusted to each standard, so that fees 
became ap^eater annually as the pupil was promoted from 
one c l a s s to another, A statement of the fees I paid 
during ay «wa primary school career, as given i n chapter 
one, bears witness to thla point. Another point i s that 
fees differed from Mission to Mission. Also the fees 
i n Native Authority Schools differed.from those of 
.0.../1U7.. /voluntary Agencyt-
- w « 
voluntary Agency Schools. I f and when there i s a 
return to payment of fees i n primary, schools, a l l 
these anomalies should be set right. The mounting 
scale system should be discontinued. Fees should be 
uniform through p a r t i c u l a r stages of primary education, 
for example, junior primary and senior primary stages. 
Another point i s that fees should be uniform throu^out 
a l l the primary schools i n the Re^on, whether voluntary 
Agsnoy or Local Authority or Government. For the Junior 
primary course, that i s , the f i r s t four years of .-tka^ 
primary course I suggest t u i t i o n fees of £lr 10/- per 
annum per c h i l d , tiiat i s 10/- a term per c h i l d . For the 
senior primary course, that i s , the l a s t four years of 
the course I suggest tuition f e e s of i@ per annum per 
childp that ISp £1 a term per c h i l d . Parents i n this 
RegittUp oensiderizig t h e i r desire for a soxind education 
for t h e i r children and the income of an average man i n 
the Region per annum, can e a s i l y afford these fees. 
But provision should be made for school managers.to 
grant remlsslmi i n cases where they are convinced, and 
i t i s proved beyond a l l doubts, that parents cannot 
afford the fees. 
I n ether words, the system being envisaged i s a 
grant-in-aid system as was eacisting i n pre-expanslon 
.... ./IZ4.80. /days. The grants:-
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days, ^ e grants to be made, by the Regional government 
to aided schools w i l l take into account the Assumed 
Local Contribution and so w i l l be adjusted accordingly. 
The Assumed Local Contribution could be met by school 
f e e s and education rate or tax raised by the Local 
Education Authority. The grants would be payable to 
Local Authority as well as Voluntary Agency Schools. 
This i s the system now operating with our secondary 
schools and X have no doubt that i t w i l l work well with 
the primary schools i f t r i e d . I n such a way the Regional 
Oiovemment w i l l be responsible for about 2+0^ or at l e a s t 
not more than 50?5 ©f the cost of primary education. So 
i t w i l l be r e l i e v e d of part of i t s present. f i n a n c i a l 
burden of free primary edacatioQ. The Mid-West government 
has taken a bold step and started to c o l l e c t fees im i t s 
primary schools o 
GQNDITIQH3 OP SERVICE OF TSACHBRS. 
'in etir coimtry today there i s a.widespread d i s -
s a t i s f a c t i o n among a l l grades of teachers about t h e i r 
conditions of s e r v i c e . Even i n October^l964» teachers 
went on a nation-wide s t r i k e to back their demand for 
better conditions of service. As a re s u l t of t h i s 
s t r i k e a J o i n t Negotiating Council was set up to look 
. . . . . . . . / l ^ g o o /Into the?-
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into the s a l a r i e s and cen.ditions of service of 
teachers. The Council consisted of representatives of 
the governments of the Federation and other Agencies 
connected with education. The Council was only 
advisory to the governments of the Federation. I t was 
to submit i t s recommendations to the governments for 
consideration and approval or rej e c t i o n . 
I n October, ISSdo the Joint Negotiating Council 
submitted i t s recommendations to the governments for 
t h e i r consideration. I n rejecting the Council's r e -
commendations as regards national scales the governments 
of the Federation said that the scales of s a l a r i e s 
recommended by the Council for teachers were too hi f l ^ , 
i l l o g i c a l and unrelated to the economic resources of the 
country. This excsuse of the government, for an excuse 
i t i s indeed, i s not only flimsy but hopelessly i l l o g i c a l . 
For how can o^ i® reconcile t h i s excuse with a b i l l 
approved by the House of .representatives i n Lagos 
shortly before the government's rejection of the Council's 
recommendations. The B i l l sought.to increase the 
sala r y of an ordinary memberd of the House from £900 
to £1,500 per annum and, h i s allowance from £25P to 
£500 per annum. Yet the bar for a -graduate teacher. 
/I50,. /with teaohina::-
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with teaching qualification i s £1,584 per annum, 
a bar he can only reach a f t e r 17 years of continuous 
serviceI One thing i s clear from a l l t h i s , t h a t . i s , i ^ 
our governments do not put the teacher in h i s proper 
place and give him the j u s t treatment he deserves, he 
w i l l continue to be disgruntled and the standard of the 
education of our children w i l l continue to be low 
because he may not be disposed to give of hi s best to 
h i s pupils. 
We have sden i n chapter I I I how our. secondary 
modem schools have f a i l e d i n t h e i r object of provi-
ding vocational education for pupils who pass through . 
them. These schools, are.not grantr-aided by the govern-
ment and, as such, cannot afford the equipinent for the 
teaching of vocational su'bj.ects l i k e carpent^ry, 
t a i l o r i n g , fanaing, typing and shorthand, metal work. 
I f these schools are to f u l f i l t h i s aim, they should 
be improved. . _ 
Ho s t a r t with, i f fees are paid i n the primary 
schools as suggested e a r l i e r i n th i s diapter, I see 
no reason why the Western Nigeria Government w i l l not 
be abl9 to grant-aid secondary modem schools as i t i s 
o.oeeo.0/151.. / a t presents-
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at present doing with secondary grammar schools. This 
w i l l have a double advantage. F i r s t , the secondary 
modern schools w i l l have enough money to buy the 
necessary equipment and pay qualified teachers to use 
i t for the pupils. Secondly, the government w i l l be 
able to i n s i s t en certain standards being maintained 
i n these schools. Also the fees paid by the pupils 
can be s l i g h l y r a i s e d . At present a secondary modem 
school pupil does not.pay as much as half of what 
a secondary grammar soheel pupil pays as fees annually. 
This i s c l ^ e f l y why people look down on secondary 
modern schools. 
Once the secondary .modern schools are grant-aided 
by the government and the fees are s l i g h t l y raised they 
would be able to buy. equipment l i k e typewriters, 
tractors, sewing machines etc. Also, ifp i n addition 
to the Teeihnlcal Institute, at. Ibadan, the government 
establishes k GtPadd.Z Qommercial Colleges and two more 
grade I Rural Science Colleges as advised by Banjo 
Commission, there w i l l be enough teachers to cope with 
the vocational subjects i n the secondary modern schools, 
A group of two or three secondary modem schools 
i n the same l o c a l i t y should work together with regard to 
s t a f f and equipment. F i n a l l y , instead of profit-seeking 
/I52.. /individuals the;-
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individuals the proprietors of secondary modern schools 
should be Voluntary Agencies and Distriict or Divisional 
Councils, which should be able to help the schools with 
money, i f and when necessary. Therer-is hardly aiiy doubt 
that, i f a l l these suggestions are put into practice, 
our secondary modem schools w i l l f u l f i l t h e i r aims. 
ESTABLISHMENT OP INDUSTRIES. 
AB we have seen i n chapter I I I , there i s mass imemploy-
ment among primary, secondary modem and secondary, 
grammar school leavers i n t h i s Region.. In I965 cocoa 
season, as expected, the produ.cer price.of cocoa, the main 
cash crop of t h i s Region, h^is been reduced to £65 per ton 
for Grade I cocoa and £50 per ton for Grade I I . The low 
price i s due. to the situation .in the world market where, 
increase i n production of cocoa i s not matched by Increase 
i n i t s demand. Today Western Nigeria i s i n economic 
danger for re l y i n g on agri c u l t u r a l products whose prices 
fluctuate i n the world market. We have now reached such 
a point where we must review and ohanga^ '!:our economic 
stmcture. 
F i r s t of a l l , we need an agricultural revolution. As 
mentioned i n the previous chapter, the goverximent has been 
......../I53.. /doing a l l i t : -
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doing a l l i t could to encourage and modernise agricul-
ture. But one regrets to say that the efforts of the 
government i n the past to modernise agriculture by 
giving money to individual farmers have yielded no good 
r e s u l t s . This i s because i n our Region, as I n other 
parts of the Federal Republic, the force of tradition 
i s so strong and our farmers, mostly i l l i t e r a t e s , spend 
the funds given to them to increase t h e i r consumption 
of luxury goods. Another factor of course i s that the 
small family allotments are. not adequate, for necessary 
s c i e n t i f i c improvements. The task now. before Western 
Nigeria i s how to trwisform i t s primitive agriculture to 
a modem and s c i e n t i f i c one and to bring home to millions 
of our. farmers the need to d i v e r s i f y our agriculture. 
The next thing for Western Nigeria to do i s to 
embark on large .scale industrialisation.. At l e a s t , for 
example, there should be one or two cocoa processing 
f a c t o r i e s i n t h i s Region. .(As t h i s dissertation i s being 
typed, the Mi l i t a r y government of Western Nigeria l a i d 
the foundation of a gigantic cocoa processing factory 
at I k e j a , which w i l l begin production i n January, I967. 
TSiis i s a gratifying move.) More industries should be 
SStablished. At present the few industries i n the Region 
. ...o,.../l54.. /are concentrated:-
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are concentrated i n I k e j a and Ibadan, which should not 
be the oasoo Industries should be sited at strategic 
points i n the Region to the benefit of a l l . For example, 
timber industry can be s i t e d at Qndo, Cocoa Industry 
at I f e and weaving industry at Iseyin, where a l l these 
industries can make use of l o c a l l y produced raw materials. 
These industries, when established, w i l l create.many 
empl oyment opp ortuni t i ea for school. leavers of y a r l ©us 
grades said would boost, the economy of the Region. 
The question i s where w i l l the capital come from? 
I t i s from foreign investors. But before foreign i n -
vestors can come to our_Region we have to assure them of 
a stable government.. Since .the Emergency .Administration 
of 1962 i n t h i s Region foreign investors have not been 
coming here. Even seme of the firms l i k e U. A. C. and 
a. B. 0111 vant have wound up and l e f t the Rsgion. I t 
i s our hope and prayer that we may have a stable govern-
ment here i n Western Nigeria and so be able to jattract 
foreign c a p i t a l here, as other Regions of the Federal 
Republic.have been successfully doing. Since we are . 
a developing nation, without foreign capital our economy 
i s doomed. 
Even when wo have-got.the capital to establish. 
......./i55.. /industries gaution;-
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industries caution i s needed i n view of the present 
eaperionce of our manufacturing industries. This 
country imports machines, raw materials and s k i l l e d 
lalaour t o set up factories which have JPailed to produce 
enough f o r home demand.at a reasonalale price, l e t alone 
pi»pduce f o r exporto ..For example, the shoes manufactured 
i n Nigeria are more, costly, than and are^not as durable 
and fashionable as those we used to .import, from England, 
France and I t a l y o . The .Elephant Cement, manufactured at 
Ewekoro i n Western Nigeiria, isf more costly and of lower 
q u a l i t y than Burham cement which we used to import from 
En^ando Even there are months when we can't get cement 
to bui/". The matches manufactured i n Northern Nigeria 
are not as good as those we used to import from Sweden o 
One has to s t r i k e a match three o* four times before 
get t i n g any l i g h t at a l i o I f our industries w i l l do use^wJt 
service to the nation, they should not only produce 
manufactured goods of good qua l i t y but even produce them 
at cheap prices and give the people of t h i s country value 
f o r t h e i r money. 
EDUCATION AND POLITICS. 
I n chapter I I we have seen how free.primary educa-
t i o n was made an election issue by.the Action Group i n 
„ /l56.. /1951. Since then;-
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1951 o Since' then education, especially primary education, 
has laeen a p o l i t i c a l issue i n thlsHRegioiio The Action 
Group has always referred tp/yas one of the benefits 
which i t has conferred on t h i s Region when,it„was holding 
the reins of governmento I t i s rather unfortunate that 
free primary education has "been made a _ p o l i t i c a l issue. 
When, af t e r the emergency administration of the Region 
i n 1962 the government changed hands and the f a i l i n g s 
of. the free primary education scheme? were becoming 
manifest, the party then i n power i n the Region, the 
United People's Party, was hesitant to make necessary 
changes • f o r fear that such changes might "De used as 
propaganda against i t by the Action Groupo Whereas, i f 
primary education were insulated from p o l i t i c s , i t would "be 
easy f o r an^' goveimment t o malce necessary changes without 
fear of losing electlonSo. The e a r l i e r education i s 
insulated from p o l i t i c s , the Tjetter i n t h i s Region. 
APPENDIX 
gABLE 1 . 
Hew caassrooms I n Western Nigeria Primary Schools. 
Year ITo of New Classrooms Cost at £200 each. 
195U-55 12,578 2,515,600-' 
1955-56 - ,5,155 1,031,000 
1956-57 .3,19i* 638,800 
1957-58 3,»655 731,000 
1958-59 s 899,600 
1959-60 a 3p786 757,200 
1960-61 » l„606 301.200 
TOTAL ^|i» | 7 2 ^ 6,87U,W)0 
. . . . /158. . /Tafele 2. . 
1 . Western Nigeria: Triennial Report on Education 
1955-58, Page 11. 
s Estimates. No annual report on education has been 
published since 1 9 5 8 - 5 9 o 
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TABLE 2 . 
Regional Goverpment Estimated grants-in-aid to Primary 
Bcheols I n Western Nigeria. 
Year 
1954- 5 5 
1 9 5 5 - 5 6 . 
1 9 5 6 - 5 7 
1 9 5 7 - 5 8 
1 9 5 8 - 5 9 
1 9 5 9 - 6 0 
1 9 6 0 - 6 1 
1 9 6 1 - 6 2 
1 9 6 2 - 6 3 
1 9 6 3 - 6 4 
1 9 ^ 4 - 6 5 2 






















. . . . / I 5 9 . . /Table 3. 
X Excludes the Mid-West. 
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TABLE 3 
BBgional Govemment Expenditure on Education i n -
Western Nigeria. 
Expenditure. ^ 
Year Recurrent Non-recurrent Total 
1955-56 3,873,000 1,598,000 5,471,000 
1956-57 4,496,000 4,428,000 8,924,000 
1957-58 4,986,000 3,748,000 8,734,000 
1958-59a 5,617,000 1,253,000 6,870,000 
1959-602 6,793,000 1,623,000 8,416,000 
1960-61 7,096,000 1,854,000 8,950,000 
1961-62 8,549,000 307,000 8,856,000 
1962-632S 8,808,000 . 730,000 9,538,000 
1963-64 9,501,000 1,176,000 10,677,000 
1964-65 + 6^807,090 996,009 7,803,000 
1965-66 + 6,156,000 892,000 7,048,000 
./160.. /Table 4. 
2£ Estimates. 
+ Excludes Mid-Westo 
« 160 = 
gABLE a. 
Number ef Primary Schools i n Western Nigeria, 






1960 6,5^ 40 
1961 6,i;68 
1962 6,i^ 20 
1963+ ^,^7 
196U + >,375 
1965 * ^»36i^  
. . . . . /161 . . /Table 5 i -
1 . Aiinual Abstract of Education S t a t i s t i c s 1 9 5 3 - 5 8 , 1 9 5 5 - 6 0 , 
19615'^J962, I96J, 1 9 6 f t r 1965, These are also the sources 
of"'tabieslA, lD.d'3 1 0 I > . JL 1> •nJ. 5 - 1 3 . 
+ Excludes the Mid-West. 
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-. . -. TABLE 5. . 
Eaarolment i n Primary Schools; i n Western Nigeria 
1i>y Sex. 
Year Boys Gi r l s Total Increase % over 
previous year 
1953 320,542 109,000 429,542 
1954 340»610 115,990 456,600 . 6 . 3 
1 9 § 5 5 3 6 # 6 7 g : 274,756 811,432 77-7 
1956 583,688 324,334 908,022 12.1 
1957 619,577 363,1.78 982,755 8.3 
1958 642,856 394,532 1,037,388 5c6 
1959 665,442 414,861 1,080,303 4ol 
1960 687,215 4 5 7 , 5 7 3 1,124,788 4 .1 
1961 677,00s 454,400 1,131,409 .0.6 
1962 656,551 452,448 1,108,999 -2.0 
1963 643,826 455,592 1,099,418 =Oo9 
1964 + 435,399 297,771 733,170 0.5 
1965 + 438,184 298,964 737,148 0,5 
. / I62 . . /Table 6:-
+ Excludes the Mid-West, 
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Table 6. 
PROPRIETORSHIP OF PRIMARY SCHOOLS IN VffiSTERN NIGERIA. 
AGENCY 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 
Government a 7 8 7 9 8 8 3 2 
Local 
Authority l,m Is6k3 1,798 1,807 1,759 1,749 1,724 1070 1061 
Church 
Missionary 
Society lp673 1,673 li,586 1,578 1,561 1,565 1,523 1102 1108 
Roman 
Catholic 
Mission 1,062 1,082 1,087 1,085 1,091 1,063 1,082 485 .489 
Methodist 
Mission 302 300 293 303 298 297 297 291 283 
Baptist 
Mission 383 388 385 388 379 374 381 309 313 
African 
Mission- 332 326 320 319 317 316 325 296 291 
Moslems khh 451 447 m 438 420 424 
Other 
Missions 478 479 479 478 518 508 425 343 368 
Private 102 128 115 124 89 91 — — 
Other 
Public 
Schools „ i i r i r n i i _ _ , mmmmwm -56 25 
TOTAL 6,628 6,670 6,518 6,5ii0 6,U68 6,U20 6,311 k375 4364H 
/'Pn'blia -7.-
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gable 6 . 
Enrolment i i i Grade I I I Teacher Tpalning Colleges 
I n Western Nigeria, 
Year Male Female Total 
1955 3,505 1,075 4,580 
1956 4,428 1,560 5,988 
1957 4,904 1,709 
1 9 5 8 5,017 1,592 6,609 
1959 5,090 1,591 6 ,681 
1960 5,257 1,747 7,004 
1961 5,915 1,899 7,814 
1962 5,655 . 1,736 7,391 
1963 5 , 1 5 2 1 , 5 4 5 6,697 
1964 1,807 679 2,486 
6 1 ^ 8 6 1 . 
...../165.. /Table 9 ; -
s Figures exclude Mid-West. Also, there was a class each i n every College t h i s year instead of two classes 
because the Colleges were winding up. 
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Table 9 . 
Enrolment i n Grade I I . Teacher Training Colleges 
I n Western Nigeria. 
Year Male Female Total 
1 9 5 5 1 , 6 1 5 4 7 8 2 , 0 9 3 
1 9 5 6 2,476 676 3,152 
1 9 5 7 3,034 799 . 3,833 
1 9 5 8 3,370 7 5 8 4 , 1 2 8 
1 9 5 9 3,320 991 4,311 
1 9 6 0 3 , 1 8 3 1 , 0 7 8 4 , 2 6 1 
1 9 6 1 3 j 2 8 4 1,12a 4,404 
1 9 6 2 3,997 1 ,267 5 ,264 
1 9 6 3 4,452 1,466 5 , 9 1 8 • 
1 9 6 4 + 3 , 6 8 3 1,491 5 , 1 7 4 
1965 + 3 , 3 6 5 1,450 4 , 8 1 5 
0 0 0 0 0 , /166.. /Table 10. 
+ Excludes the Mid-West, 
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Table 10. 
Number of Primary School Teachers i n Western Nigeria. 
TRAINED UNTRAINED 
Year Male Female Total Male Female Total Total Trained 
4 
Un-trained. 
1955 4,714 1,185 5,899 17,199 3,565 20,764 26,663 
1956 5,302 1,435 6,737 20,323 4,082 24,405 31,342 
1957 6,967 1,930 8,897 20,968 4,708 25,676 34,573 
1958 8 , 4 8 ? 2,408 10,897 21,616 4,521 26,137 .37,034 
1959 '9,700 2,326 12,026 20,660 4,237 24,897 36,923 
1?60 11,568 5,225 14,793 20,658 4,653 25,311 40,104 
1961 12,879 3,651 16,530 19,441 4,396 23,747 40,277 
1962 14,263 4,117 lQ,kDO 17,3^ 4,405 21,749 40,149 
1963 16,036 ^?599 20,635 14,435 3,786 18,221 38,856 
1964 13,137 3,931 17,068 4,412 1,576 5,988 23,056 + 
1965 14,843 4,467 19,310 3,065 1,105 4,170 23,480 + 
. . . . A 6 7 . . /Table 11;-
+ Excludes the Mid-West, 
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Table 11. 
Enrolment l i i Secondary Modem Schools In Western 
Nigeria. 
No of Schools Beys Girls Total 
1955 8 0 3,a7 1,154 4,371^ 
1956 1 0 6 9,934 2,867 12,801 
1957 254 23,867 6,735 3 0 , 6 0 2 . 
1958 262 32,869 10,638. 43,5070 
1959 420 48,730 15,479 6 4 , 2 0 9 o 
1 9 6 0 . 533 56,575 18,563 75,1380 
1961 586 71,196 27,74? 98,94.5o 
1962 666 75,673 34,610 110,283. 
1?63 69? 73,047 37?749 110,796, 
196i!. 459 3 3 , 6 7 5 ^ , 8 1 5 55,490, 
1965/ 441 27,545 1 8 , 0 3 7 45,582« 
o o e o o o «, /Table 12;-
+ figures exclude Mid-West. 
- Ig8 « 
Table 12. 
Enrolment In, Secondary Grammar Schools I n Western 
Region. 
Year No of Schools Boys Gir l s Total 
1955 73 .9,459 1,476 10,935 
1956 91 10,758 1,863 12,621 
1957 108 13,698 2',510: 16^ ,208 
1958 117 15,877 2,877 18,754 
1959 13a 1S,88? 3,485 22,374 
1960 167 21,500 4,255 25,755 
1961 177 24,050 5,251 29,301 
1962 189 27,047 6,481 .33,528 
1965 212 30,254 8,280 38,534 
1?64 + 174 26,6A|4 8,831 35,475 
1965 + 195 29,948 11,898 41,846 
. . / I69 .. /Table 13;-
•tr SLgares exclude the Mid-West. 
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Table 13o 
School C e r t i f i c a t e Examination. Western Nigeria Ntmber 
Of Candidates. 
Year Boys G i r l s Total 
1955 915 101 1,016 
1956 1,157 113 1,270 
1957 1,208 -123 1,331 
1958 1,392 175 1,567 
1959 1,483 214 1,697 
1960 1,843 315 2,158 
l ? 6 l 2,197 399 2,596 
1962 2,689 502 3?1,91 
1?63 3,748 649 4,433 
1964 3,468 784 4,252^ 
1 Figures f o r I965 and 1966 not yet pub l i shed . 
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